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Brown Removes Eight From CUE

Heat Wave In
State Prompts
Severe Storms
By The Associated Press
Thunderstorms and tornadoes
developed Tuesday night across the
northeast corner of Kentucky, causing
some property damage but no injuries.
The turbulent weather developed
after temperatures reached 100 degrees
or more in part of Kentucky and more
hot, humid weather was in today's
forecast.
The roofs were blown from three
homes and others were damaged at
Lockwood Estates, a subdivision about
eight miles south of Catlettsburg.
The National Weather Service said
the tornado touched down in Boyd
County after 9 p.m., about an hour after
a tornado was sighted near Brooksville
in Bracken County.
Brooksville police said a small
twister or strong winds hit outside the
Northern Kentucky community. It
destroyed a barn, downed trees and
caused other property damage but the
extent was not known immediately. The
storm was accompanied by heavy rains
and small hail.
State Police at Dry Ridge said trees
were downed in several Northern Kentucky areas but no reports were received of substantial damage.
The Weather Service said severe
thunderstorms pelted several counties
in both the Covington and Lexington
areas with heavy rain, strong winds
and small hail.
Greater Cincinnati Airport in Northern Kentucky reported wind gusts to
more than 80 miles an hour.
Temperatures reached 101 Tuesday
in Bowling Green and Paducah.
Evansville, Ind., had 97, Louisville 96
and Lexington 93.
Barry Satchwell, weather service
meteorologist at Louisville, said more
hot weather was corning.
"I certainly anticipate temperatures
in the 90s across much of southern and
western Kentucky for the next few
days," he said.
But he added, "It's not going to be
like what is occurring in Texas because
we are going to get some shots of slightly cooler and less humid air every couple of days to keep the temperatures
modified."
Satchwell said bright sun and a hot
southwesterly wind could make today
hotter than Tuesday in Kentucky, with
some chance of relief by Thursday,
when a weak cool front is expected to
move across the Ohio Valley.
In Louisville, several volunteer
firemen fighting a blaze that damaged
four units at Picadilly Apartments had
to be led away and hosed off when they
were overcome by heat.
To make things worse, the Jefferson
County Air Pollution Control District
issued an air pollution alert for the
Louisville area when ozone exceeded
alert levels, and predicted unhealthy
levels of pollution for at least 24 hours.
Cal Anderson, a spokesman for
Louisville Gas & Electric Co., said the
utility hit a new peak demand for the
year of 1,730 megawatts at 3 p.m.
though that was still short of the record
1,752-megAvatt demand reached
August 8, 1979.
However, Anderson said, "We have
the capacity I think to supply any demand we are'likely to be confronted
with, even if it hits 100 degrees," he
said.
Jackson Purchase Electric
Cooperative Corporation and Paducah
Power System spokesmen also

reported no problems coping with the
increased demand.
Paducah residents were preparing to
plug in more air conditioners, however,
if the experience of Carlos Youngblood
was any indication.
Youngblood said the air conditioner
business at his appliance store "has
been going tremendously."
Al Ballew, who sells air conditioners
in Mayfield, also said demand was up.
Bowling Green appliance dealers
reported increased sales of air conditioners and fans.
"You can tell the rise in
temperature," said Ruth Wingfield of
Wingfield Appliance Service in Bowling
Green. "When they call, they kind of
sound desperate."
Roy Phillips, president of Phillips Ice
Service Inc. of Bowling Green, said the
past few days have been "busier than
any time in the last three to four years
... I'm trying to make enough ice to get
by."

Presidents Of
Colleges To Be
Advisory Group

GUEST SPEAKER — Frank B. Snodgrass, vice president and managing
director of the Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco Export Association, addressed several farmers and interested individuals at the annual
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association meeting held this
morning at the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center.
Several association officials also delivered addresses at the meeting.

Unity Within Industry Key To
Improvement Of Tobacco Program
Unity within tilt'Uoited- States tobacco industry was labeled as a key to improvement in its program, Frank B.
Snodgrass, vice president and managing director of the Burley and Dark
Leaf Tobacco Export Association, told
tobacco farmers today at the annual
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association meeting.
Speaking at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center,
Snodgrass said that if the "tobacco industry is ever destroyed, it will occur
from the fighting within and not from

Long Agenda
Will Confront
City Council
The Murray Common Council faces a
lengthy agenda at its regular meeting
scheduled Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray City Hall.
One of the highlights of the meeting
will be the presentation of the audit of
Murray Natural Gas System revenues
and expenditures. The audit will be
presented by E. L. Howe, Jr., of
Richardson, Trevathan and Howe
public accounting firm.
The council is also expected to consider permanent removal of parking
meters in the downtown business
district. A two-hour free 'parking experiment in the downtown expires later
this summer.
Ordinances scheduled for final
reading before the council will, if
enacted:
• Adopt the Kentucky Building Code for
use by the city.
• Change fees charged for building permits issued by the City Planner's office.
• Adopt the 1980 Standards of Safety.
•Increase charges for sewer service by
the Murray Water and Sewer system.
The council is slated to hear on first
reading an ordinance adopting new
rules and regulations for Municipal
Utilities' customer service and an ordinance setting a midnight curfew at
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
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outside our system.
"We need to assemble the best minds
and the most experienced mechanics
and advocates of the program in for a
summit and repair the faltering part of
this great program that has meant so
much to so many producers of tobacco
over the years," Snodgrass said.
Snodgrass said that he also feels the
future lies in the hands of the youth. He
made reference to Farmington High
School senior who made $8,000 for a
three acre crop. Snodgrass said the student got into agriculture because he
"really wanted to be a farmer.
"We need young people with the ambitions of being full-time tobacco
farmers."
A participant in the World Symposium and Exhibition recently held in
Nice, France,Snodgrass said one of the
most popular types of tobacco with
foreign growers was the KentuckyTennessee fire-cured tobacco. He added the foreign growers said they had not
found "such perfectly prepared and
cured samples during the sales season
in recent years."
One complaint of foreign growers
was that of being forced into country
buying in order to obtain sufficient
quantities of quality tobacco grades,
Snodgrass said.
One problem facing the industry, according to Snodgrass, is'that several
grades of foreign tobacco can be shipped to the U.S. and sold for less than

comparable U.S. grades.
Concerning production, Snodgrass
reported that last year's fire-cured auction prices dropped for the third consecutive year. Quality decline was due
to a blue-mold outbreak, he said.
During the first third of the current
marketing year, exports of dark firecured were sharply below last season's
level, Snodgrass said. He added that a
drop in U.S. snuff and plug chewing output may result in declining domestic
usage of fire-cured in 1979-80.
Snodgrass said the picture for dark
air-cured is somewaht brighter. Quality
of offerings improved from the lower
level last year and volume was down,
resulting in grade price averages rising
for heavy and thin leaf by about 10 percent, he added.
Dr. Bob Miller, researcher at the
Princeton Experimental Station,
reported on the breeding of tobacco
crops. Miller said purposes for
breeding include developing diseaseresistant crops. He said the process
takes about five years.
Will Edd Clark, association assistant
general manager, reported that the
association is in no financial problems
and buildings are being used to their
fullest capacity.
President Leonard Grief said 1979
production was around 40 million
pounds.
At press time,the meeting still was in
progress.
,

Train Derailment In Paducah
Spills Hazardous Chemicals
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — About 20
families evacuated from their homes
when a train derailed spilling hazardous chemicals were allowed to return
home about noon today.
Buddy Smith, state Disaster and
Emergency Services Division
spokesman, said a car that had been
leaking was sealed up and the danger of
fire or explosion apparently was over.
Families were given the all-clear to
return to their homes within one mile of

w ro.

the derailment and roads in the area
were re-opened, though Smith said it
was not known how long it would take to
clear the railroad tracks.
The homes were evacuated Tuesday
night after 18 cars of an Illinois Central
Gulf train derailed near Kentucky 305
in the Woodville Road area west of
Paducah.
were
Chemicals involved
See TRAIN,
Page 12-A, Col.8
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is a former vice president for business
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
and finance at UK and was state budget
John Y. Brown Jr. feels the Council on
*directer under former Gov. Louie B.
Higher Education will be more indepenNunn.
dent without the presidents of the eight
—Harry LaViers, Jr., Irvine, Fifth
state-supported universities serving as
District. A Princeton graduate,
non-voting members.
LaViers is former president of the KenIn a restructuring of the council antucky Mining Institute and a former
nounced Tuesday, Brown removed the
president of the Southern Coal Conpresidents from the council and made
ference.
them an advisory committee.
—William H. McCann, Winchester,
The governor also expanded the
Sixth District. McCann, a former state
membership of the council, mandated
representative, is a Lexington attorney
that each of the state's seven congresand was chairman of the old council. He
sional districts be represented, and
is Brown's brother-in-law.
named the first student member of the
--Orin Atkins, Ashland, Seventh
council.
District. Atkins, 56, is chairman of the
Brown said his action was not an inboard and chief executive officer of
dication of displeasure with the old
Ashland Oil.
board, but reflected an expanded role
In addition to McCann,Cox, Grissom,
he wants the board to take in
Forgy also were currently serving on
overseeing the state's publicly supthe council.
ported universities.
The at large members appointed by
He said he wants the board to take a
Brown were:
more active role in analyzing the fiscal
—Raymond Burse, a Louisville ataffairs and administration of the
torney and former Rhodes Scholar;
universities and "to be very agressive
former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt of
in structuring academic progratis to fit
Hopkinsville, now a senior vice presithe times."
dent for Southern Railroad; Gordon H.
Brown said he sees a definite conflict
Hood, Fort Mitchell, a Cincinnati
of interest in the presidents taking part
lawyer and former council chairman;
in debate on issues affecting their
schools, even thm:xey do not have a
Donna - M'st`lLife of state Sen.
Michael Moloney, D-Lexington;
•
vote.
Carolynn C. Wosoba, superintendent of
"This will create a healthier, more
relaxed and independent atmosphere," , the Anchorage Independent School
District in Jefferson County and C. Gibsaid Brown, who said he felt some counson Downing, a Lexington attorney and
cil members had been intemidated by
former state senator who sponsored
the university presidents in the past.
legislation to upgrade the council in the
Constantine Curris, president of Mur1960s.
ray State University, said he felt the
Brown said he wants to ask Paducah
presidents serving as ex-officio
educator Dove Anna McNabb to serve
members of the council had "dampenas a 15th member of the council. Mrs.
ed the infusion of political factors in
McNabb, a veteran career educator
educational decisions."
who piloted a program of pre-school
Brown said he had considered placing
screening and a program for gifted
a faculty member on the council along
children in Paducah, is currently tourwith a student, but concluded the same
ing China.
conflict as with the presidents would exist.
However,Tom Jones, an English professor at Western Kentucky University
and chairman of the Congress of Faculty Senate Leaders, said "I hope he can
see the absurdity of having a student
and not a faculty member on the council."
METROPOLIS, Ill. (AP) — The
Evan G. Perkins of West Liberty, a
troubled Interstate 24 bridge which
second-year law student at the Universpans the Ohio River between
sity of Kentucky, was named as the stuMetropolis, Ill. and Paducah, Ky., will
council.
the
on
representative
dent
be open to limited traffic Dec. 1,
Morehead
of
graduate
a
Perkins is
transportation officials from both
student
a
was
State University and
states said today.
member of the Morehead board of
The announcement came more than
regents. He served as a summer intern
11 months after the $18.5 million bridge
on the Council last year and formerly
was closed because of structural
was an intern for U.S. Sen. Wendell
defects which were discovered in as
Ford,D-Ky.
many as 119 welds in the
Brown's congressional district apsuperstructure.
pointments were:
Repair work is presently underway
—William M. Cox, Madisonville,
and two lanes are expected to be open to
First District. Cox, 38, a former state
cars and light trucks in December, with
legislator and former Federal Highway
the bridge open to normal use by Sept.
to
advisor
close
a
was
Administrator,
1,1981.
a
by
lost
and
former Gov. Julian Carroll
The bridge was closed Aug. 3, 1979,
Gov,
Martha
narrow margin to Lt.
after a routine inspection by Illinois
Layne Collins in last year's Democratic
crews discovered the first of the cracks
primary.
in welds in the arch tie members of the
—Morton Holbrook, Owensboro, Sebridge.
cond District. Holbrook, 65, an attorney, was instrumental in drafting
and getting passed the judicial reform
amendment.
Two Sections-24 Pages
—J. David Grissom, Louisville, Third
3-A
Aces
degree
law
bass
41,
Grissom,
District.
6-B,7-B
Classifieds
ofexecutive
chief
and
and is chairman
6-B
Comics
ficer of Citizens Fidelity Corp.
6-B
Crossword Louisville,
—Lawrence E. Forgy,
2-A
Dear Abby
Fourth District. Forgy,40, an attorney,
16-A
Deaths & Funerals
11-A
Dr. Lamb
11-A
Horoscope
2-A,3-A
Local Scene
10-A
Opinion Page
5-A,6-A,7-A
Sports

1-24 Bridge
To Be Open To
Traffic Dec. 1

today's index

City School Board
Members To Face
Routine Agenda

Routine business items are on the
agenda for the Thursday, July 10,
meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education. The meeting will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the board office
building.
Among the items to be considered are
the monthly financial report for 1979-80,
the annual report for 1979-80 and personnel.

City-County Parks
Board Meeting
Is Rescheduled
QUEEN CANDIDATES — Twenty-seven girls from Murray and Calloway
competing for 1980 Jaycee Fair Queen honors Friday enjoyed a pool party
Tuesday at Pat Kiesow's. The contest will be held-at 7:30 p.m. Friday, July
11, at Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University. Contestants at the party included (from left, left phof$ joy Kelso, Susan Anderson, Meleah

Paschall, Cathy Crawford, Denise Rutherford, Lisa Garland, Tammy
Garland, Tammi Crouse, Kim Canady, Debbie Stubblefield, Debbie
Ferguson, Lori Hale,(right photo) Connie Cain, Lisha Bucy, Michelle Harris,
Mary Elkins, Rose Herndon, Donna Swift, Tammy Hutson, Margie Underhill, Rebecca Stone. Kathv Walston. Beth Taylor and Christine Grogan.

•

The monthly meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Parks Board has been
rescheduled to Tuesday, July 15, according to parks director Gary Hohrnan.
The monthly finance committee
report will be considered at the
meeting, which will be held at 5:30 p.m
at the Calloway County Courthouse.

hazy hot
and humid
Hazy hot and humid through
Thursday with a slight chance of
mainly afternoon and evening
thunderstorms. Low tonight in
the upper 70s, high Thursday 96 to
102.
Extended Forecast
Hot and humid through the
weekend with a chance of
thunderstorms on Sunday.
Daytime highs mainly in the 90s.
Overnight lows mid 60s to mid
708.
•
LAKE LEVEES
358.78
Lake Barkley
358.74
Kentucky Lake
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Richardson-Oliverio Vows
Are Read, Kenlake Hotel
The garden of the Kenlake
Hotel, Aurora, was the setting
for the wedding of Miss
Willette Richardson, only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Richardson of Aurora,
and Martin E. Oliverio, son of
Mrs. Rose Oliverio and the
late Martin Oliverio of Bronx,
New York.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins officiated at the ceremony read
at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, June
7, under a canopy bedecked
with white organza,secured at
the four posts by lovers knots
and adorned with ivy. Other
garden decorations were giant
wedding bells hung with ivy
and white corded roping along
the walkway.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. John
Bowker, organist. Mr. and 1
Mrs. Roy Weatherly and Mrs.
Rob Ray sang "Sunrise,
Sunset," after which they
were joined by Mr. and Mrs.
John Weatherly and Harry
Weatherly who sang "Oh,
Perfect Love." "One Hand-,
One Heart" was sung by Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Weatherly. All
the singers are aunts and
uncles of the bride.
The Bride
Escorted to the canopy and
given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a full
length 'gowni of candlelight
bridal satin. The slightlyflared skirt was of sunburst
accordian-pleated chiffon.
The bodice with a modified
empire waistline was overlaid
with imported Irish lace, and
the portrait neckline featured
a stand-up collar, reappliqued
with the lace motif.
The neckline gave focus to
the bride's jewelry, a single
strand pearl necklace which
had belonged to her grandmother, the late Mrs. Lucile
Weatherly. The long sheer
sleeves were appliqued with
the lace motif at the shoulder,
extending toward the elbow
and at the wrist.
The bridal gown was
fashioned by Mrs. Bethel
Richardson, aunt of the bride.
Her fingertip veil of tulle illusion was attached to a smallbrimmed hat which was
covered in seed, pearls and
lace. Her bridal bouquet of
white roses and stephanotis
completed her attire.
Attendants
The bride chose Miss Lisa
Hopkins, cousin, as her maid
of honor who wore a long dress
of yellow crepe dechine. The
lace covered bodice of the long
sleeved dress had a scooped
neckline. Her hair adornment
was a cluster of baby's breath.
She carried two long stemmed
yellow silk roses tied with
streamers with lovers knots.
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adesboro Homeritakers Club To
Hold Picnic 4t The Local Park

OSPIAL NEWS

Wadesboro chell, Mrs. Debbie Burchett,
The
Mrs. 7-5-80
Box 314, Murray; William M.
Homemakers Club will have a Mrs. Audra Futrell,
picnicsit the Murray-Calloway Jewel Lawson, Mrs. Dixie NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Boyd, 1711 Magnolia Drive,
BurRuby
Mrs.
DISMISSALS
Murray.
County Park on Wednesday, Palmer, and
Randy W. Perkins, 945 Paris
Mrs. Lila Mae Clark, Rt. 2,
July 16, at 11 a.m.
chett.
Refreshments were served Road, Mayfield; Mrs. Patsy box 43, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
'Plans for the picnic were
A. Hutchins and baby girl, Rt. Rebecca L. Patrurn, Rt. 2, Box
made at the June 25th meeting by Mrs. Conner.
The next regular meeting of 4, Mayfield; Mrs. Lyn M. 71A, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
held at 1:30 p.m. at the home
the club will be on Wednesday, Ryan and baby boy, CR Box Marilyn K. Washburn, Box 2,
of Mrs. Gusta Conner.
"Sewing On Woven Sept. 17, at 1:30 p.m. at the 152A, Hamlin; Mrs. Cynthia Sedalia; Mrs. Shirley K.
home of Mrs. Betty Palmer.
R. Dyer and baby boy, Rt. 5, White, 403 South Ilth Street,
Fabrics" was the lesson
presented by Mrs. Pawnee
Murray; Mrs. Beverly J.
Bedwell and Mrs. Laverne
Ford, 500 East Ninth Street,
Hardie. They showed different
Benton.
types of interfacings,
Mrs. Deanna. K. Gholson,
samples, and stitches, and
1504 East 24th, Sterling, Ill.;
they could be used.
Dyrus H. Stubblefield, Rt. 4,
The family of Jim and Rob- Kim and Kit Taylor, Box 105A, Murray; Mrs. Opal
Mrs. Hardie, president,
presided. One visitor was Mrs. bie Washer held a reunion on Princeton, Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Blalock, 908 Pogue, Murray;
Ann Coursey. Other members Saturday, June 28, on the back Michael Grudzien (Karen Clarence I. Milner, Rt. 4, Box
present were Mrs. Gladys Mit- lawn of the Washer farm on Washer), Mikey, David and
Adam Grudzien, Bay Village
Route 2, Murray.
and
The three children, 12 Ohio, Gary Washer
and
grandchildren, and 17 great daughters, Tammy
, Ohio,
gramdchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Teresa, Bellefontaine
Washer,
Washer attending were Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin
Mrs. Ned Washer, Clare, Bridgett and Beverly, Murand
The United Methodist
cotland was called Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Bill ray, Mr. and Mrs. James
Women of the Russell's
Caledonia by first-century
Mr.
and
Murray,
Washer,
Washer),
(Caroline
Taylor
Romans.
will meet MonMrs. Jamie Washer, Jaina, Chapel Church
at 6 p.m. at the
Jam and Bart, Murray, Mr. day, July 14,
Fox.
and Mrs. Michael Sykes home of Marion
This will be the summer
(Jackie Washer), David and
picnic meeting. The
Daina Sykes, Murray, Mr. and family
and coffee and
bread,
meat,
Mrs. Tony Washer and John
furnished by the
be
will
tea
A., Rush Hill, Mo., Mr. and
women and each family will
Mrs. Danny Glover (Jere
bring a dish and their own
The John and 011ie Shep- Mrs. Howard Wood, Dwayne Washer) and Danielle, Mur- chairs, dishes,and silver.
pard Family Reunion was and Keith, Mr. and Mrs. Shirt ray, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Rosie Jones and Gaynelle
held on Saturday, June 21, at Sheppard and Melynda, Ben- Darnell (Barbara Washer), Williams were hostesses for
the shelter house at Kenlake ton Route 6, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keith, Dalesa, and Reshana the June 9th meeting held at
M. Sheppard, Tom and Dan, Darnell, and Sheila and
State Park,Aurora.
the church with Lora WilkerLawrence Henson received Hickory Route .2, James E. Heather Morris, Mayfield.
Visitors attending wehe Jeff son, president, presiding.
the prize for being the oldest Sheppard and Tim, Paducah
The devotion was given by
'person present; Master Dan Route 9, and Mr. and Mrs. Catt, friend of Kim Taylor,
Sheppard for having the Bobby Allmon and Bobby, Jr., and Penny Higgins, daughter Edith McKenzie from
shortest little toe; and Cathy Benton Route 6.
of Mrs. Ned Washer.
From the late Arley ShepPerrin for having the biggest
Events for the day included
John
Rev.
the
Family
pard
foot.
a potluck dinner, visiting, and
Benton.
Jeff,
banjo
and
and
Sheppard
Special guitar
playing games.
From the late Edgar Shepmusic was presented,by three
EYE MASSAGE
Boband
Mrs.
Mr.
family
the
pard Family
members of
French women prevent the
by Allmon, Conard Newton, Hayes Sheppard, Melissa and
and Wanda Sheppard. Group Steven, and Mr. and Mrs. development of undereye bags
singing was also featured.
Jerry Sheppard, Mike, Lesia, with this massage every evening before bed. With the pads
Those present were the and Tony,Dexter Route 1.
following:
Mr.. and Mrs. Lawrence of your two index fingers,
Mrs. Charley (Lucille) (Margie) Henson, Benton press firmly for five seconds
Sheppard, Paducah Route 9, • Route 1, and family- Mr. and against the bridge of your
and her family - Mr. and Mrs. Conard Newton and nose, next to the inside corJuliianna, Benton Route 1, and ners of your eyes. Move
Mrs. Wayne (Cathy) Perrin, fingers slightly down to the
edge of the eye socket and
Cookeville, Tenn.
Unable to attend were Mr. press again. Continue outward
and Mrs. Troy Sheppard and along the socket, stopping to
family of Paducah.
press several times.

Washer Reunion
Held At Washer Farm -

Special Prizes Given
At Sheppard Reunion

ilartin E. Olireri;)

745, Murray; Thad Delaney,
Rt. 4, Box 113, Murray.

Le

7-6-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Erwin, baby boy (Deborah),
21 Shady Oaks,Murray.
DISMISSALS
Morris G. Rushing, Rt. 4,
Camden, Tenn.; Mrs Janet M.
Wallis and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Box 22A, Murray; Mrs.
Marilyn D. Barnes and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Paris,Tenn.
James T. Sleadd, 711
Dunlap, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Joetta Lewis, Hardin; Robert
Woolridge, 1116 Wiswell Road,
Murray.

Lee
poet,
storytell
the Pub]
Thursda
The pr
CRAZY
Outreac

Russell's Chapel Women
To Meet At The Fox Home

cAlfDoNiA

Urs.

4

Miss Robyn Ray, also a and Mrs. John Weatherly,
Bill
cousin of the bride, was the. Southaven, Miss.;
bridesmaid. She was dressed McBride and Paul McBride,
identically to that of the maid Nashville, -Tenn.; Miss
Michele Richardson, Lexof honor.
George Pyle of New York ington.
Rehearsal Dinner
served as best man, and Mike
The rehearsal dinner was
Kelley, also of New York, was
groomsman. Ushers were hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Richie and Roy Richardson, Ray at their home on Kenbrothers of the bride, and tucky Lake.,
Membiers of the wedding
Kevin Ray and Shawn Jones,
party went swimming followcousins of the bride.
Keeping the guest register ing the dinner.
Tfie bridal couple presented
were Leslie and Lanette
Hopkins,cousins of the bride. their attendants with gifts.
Approxinlately 35 persons
Escorted. by her two sons,
the bride's mother chose a were present.
floor length blue crepe
dechine dress with bone accessories. The groom's
mother, escorted by the two
grooni.smen, wore a lavender
waltz length dress of crepe
with matching lavender accessories.
Both mothers hid corsages
The Brooks Chapel United
of white roses.
Methodist Church Women
Reception
planned a churchwide picnic
Immediately following the
for Saturday, July 12,at 7 p.m.
..(i3y Abigail Van Buren
ceremony, the guests were
at the City-County Park, Murreceived by the bridal party as
ray, at the June 10th meeting
they moved into the banquet
held at the church.
room of the Kenlake Hotel for
Martha Jones was the
the reception.
leader for the June program
The focal point of the room
on "Christian's Being and Dowas the three tiered wedding
ing." Each one present took
cake and groom's cake which
DEAR ABBY: I recently read that an elderly San
were centered on a table
Francisco widow died, leaving instructions in her will that
which had been covered with a "Sido," her pet 10-year-old collie, be destroyed as soon as
possible. She feared that her beloved pet would not have a
yellow cloth with a lace
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) overlay. The appointments good life after her death.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Michael Brown had just gotten
were in crystal.
intervened in an effort to save Sido's life, and now there's a
out of his horse-drawn carAn ornate wicker screen, in
big court battle going on. Because of the publicity, hundreds
riage to stretch his legs.
potlive
the
many
to
addition
of people have offered to give Sido a good home. However,
Before his break was over, he
ted plants completed the
the law states that animals are "property," and as such,the
had to chase his panicked
decorations. Continuing with
owner of said property has a right to decide its fate.
horse almost a mile through
the yellow, white, and green
Where do you stand, Abby?
afternoon traffic.
SAN MATEO OBSERVER
color scheme, the tables for
Brown,operator of River Cifour were covered with white
ty Carriage Tours, said it all
DEAR OBSERVER: I'm for preserving Sido's life.
Linen cloths having yellow
This is another example clearly showing that what is
began Monday while he was
roses, baby's breath, and
legal is not always moral. And if the law gives an
awaiting some dignitaries who
greenery as centerpieces.
animal owner the right to destroy a healthy pet,then
were attending a riverboat
Serving at the punch bowl
the law should be changed.
race on the Mississippi River.
was Mrs. Junior Brandon. The
P.S. You'll be glad to hear that Sido's life has been
When he climbed out of his
wedding cake was served by
saved.
carriage, a freight train passMrs. Bethel Richardson.
ed with its horn blaring and
DEAR ABBY: A buddy of mine from work came by the
Guests selected from an
spooked the horse. Before
house to pick me up for a weekend fishing trip. When I
assortment of many other
introduced him to my wife, his eyes lit up, and he said,
Brown could grab the reins,
foods.,
"You've got to be crazy to leave a swell-looking dame like
the horse was gone and the
Assisting in the serving
that alone for the weekend." Was I?
chase down Riverside Drive
were Cheryl York, Lynn
WEEKEND FISHERMAN
was on.
VanMeter, Mrs. Nancy
A man in a passing pickup
Whitrnen, Mrs. Bill Conley,
DEAR FISHERMAN: He mold be right. The next
truck saw what happened and
Dr. Wendy Sowell, Shannon
time you go fishing, be sure to take that buddy with
yelled for Brown to jump into
Jones, and Mrs. Harold Jones.
you.
the back. They took off in purOrgan music was presented
DEAR ABBY: ThiS'ifummer my son, who is a Boy Scout,
by Mrs. Roy Weatherly.
wants to go on a "family camping trip" sponsored by the
Dinner
Boy Scouts. He has asked his mother and me and his three
Saturday evening following
to 'go with him.
sisters
was
the reception a dinner
fairly
His mother and I are divorced, but we get along
held at the home of Mr, and
I should point out that we are nothing more
Perhaps
well.
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, uncle and
than "friends" now.
aunt of the bride, in honor of
I have been dating a very nrCV woman, and she doesn't
the bridal couple with family
think it's right for me to go on this family camping trip.
I really don't know what to do. What do you think'?
members and close friends in
CONFUSED IN OHIO
attendance.
After the dinner the guests
DEAR CONFUSED: I think if you felt comfortable
were entertained by a
turning down your son in favor of accommodating
bluegrass band,The Kentucky
your ladyfriend, you wouldn't have written to me.
Wonders.
Follow your hunch and make your Boy Scout happy.
a
for
The couple left later
wedding trip to Montauk
DEAR ABBY: I would like to thank you for your
Point, Long Island, with the
explanation as to why the ERA is a national need.
May I add that the 19th Amendment guaranteeing
bride wearing a floral design,
women the vote became part of the Constitution in 1920.
crepe dechine wrap dress with
Louisiana did not ratify it until 1970, and Mississippi has
black accessories.
never ratified it. In Mississippi it is introduced annually and
The new Mr. and Mrs.
annually voted down.
Oliverio are now residing at
Louisiana ratified in response to a request from the
Lake Peekskill, New York.
League of Women Vote* asking the state to honor the 50th
Out of town guests were
anniversary of women's suffrage. Thus Louisiana and
Mrs. Rose Oliverio, Bronx, N.
Mississippi women, have been able to take part in the
democratic process for the past 50 and 60 years because the
Y.; George Pyle and Mika
rest of the nation saw the inequity and injustice and worked
Kelly, Long Island, N. Y.; Mr.
to make it whole.
and Mrs. Nevell Grove and
Passage of the Equal Rights Amendment will drive the
Bernard Bass, Paducah; HerlasS golden spike needed to provide a firm platform of
man English and Mn. Litho
equality in law for all Americaas. Sincerely,
Baas, Ledbetter; Mr. and Mrs.
CYNTHIA W., NEW ORLEANS
Jay Schwall, Cold Springs
Harbor, N. Y. Miss Terri
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CONSIDERING REMARSchwall, Miami, Fla.; Mrs.
RIAGE IN SC(YITSDALE": If ye- ,hJset you need a
Bill Conley, Morganfield; Mr.
premarital agreement, you need one.

"Angles, Angles, Angles" by
Billy Graham. Tom Hopson
presented the program.
One guest was Patye Overcast. Other members present
were Daisy Wycoff, Ruby Harris, Ethel Walker, Dolly
Lorenz, Dorothy Sobieski,
Helen Hanchek, Ginny
Crihfield, Cecelia Noonan,
Linda Kelly,and Marion Fox.
for Rig
people.
Pennir
an enter
establish
He plan:
some of

Tack a pair of spools close
ogether on a wall to make
a broom
holder.

or

tennis-racket

Search
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Specials
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supersta
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you call
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Captain D's

Brooks Chapel Plans Picnic

Collie Almost Collared
By Law's Long Arm

part in the discussion.
The devotion was given by
Mickey Burkeen. Lola Jones,
vice president, presided, and
Mina Ramsey led the closing
prayer.
Refreshments were served
by Martha Jones and Mickey
Burkeen. Also present were
Marsha Crick, Cindy Wiley,
and Lacinda Jo Riley.

Horse Lost In Downtown Memphis
suit, accompanied by a police
car that happened to be cruising the area.
The horse galloped past
several cars in the southbound
lanes, then crossed the center
line and began running toward
a cluster of horrified northbound motorists. As cars
screeched to a halt, the horse
tried to run between two
vehicles and the carriage
crashed into a car driven by
Kenneth Brown of Greenville,
Miss., and shook loose. The
horse ran another half mile
before it was corraled.
Kenneth Brown, his wife
and their three children,
meanwhile, were surveying
damage to the family car - a
dented hood and left fender.
"It could have been a lot
worse," Brown said. "I was
afraid he was gonna try to
jurnp up on the car."

Water r
density

Captain D's

CtZ

Captain D's
Buy One,Get One Him
You'll get The(hyper --Iwo golden 141, Met. trench Ines. dare and two
aapon MwrrAy Only
Southern style hoshpaspFney-Senply present

,

Thru 18)y 21, 1980

, IS
)4-7e.9*(aVekZ
.11

Come Out Saturday
And Learn How To

Macrame
Orvil The Owl
Saturday, July .12th
9:00 A.M.
Orvil The Owl $9.00
All Supplies Included
Reservations Required

III
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Lee Pennington To
Speak At Library
Lee Pennington, Kentucky
poet, folksinger, and
storyteller, will entertain at
the Public Library Arts Annex
Thursday, July 10, at 7 p.m.
The program will be for
CRAZY DAZE, the Library
Outreach Program designated

for High School-age young
people.
Pennington is well known as
an entertainer, as well as an
established author and poet.
He plans to sing folk music,
some of which is his original

Community Events Listed
Wednesday,July 9
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission Truck will be at the
First United Methodist
Church today to pick up items
left for the mission.

Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of the First United
style, and tell some of the Methodist Church will meet at
stories that have made him an Ni30 p.m. at the social hall of
active member of the "Na- the church.
tional Storytellers Association."
Kentucky Human Services
He and his wife Joy, who is Association will meet at 6:30
also an author, both teach at p.m. at the Villa Roma
Jefferson College in Louisville Restaurant, Mayfield, with
and conduct workshops in Senator Helen Garrett of
many areas of the United Paducah as speaker.
States. Pennington is presently on the faculty of the Jesse
Murray Bass Club is
Stuart Creative Writing
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
Workshop being held at Mur- at
Sirloin Stockade.
ray State University at present.
Twilight Cabaret will per"All young people are in- form at 8:30 p.m. at the old
vited to another fun-filled beach house area of Kentucky
evening," commented CRAZY Dam Village State Park.
DAZE directors Nita Baugh
and Joe Roberts, "on
Thursday, July 10
Thursday,July 10, at 7 p.m."
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
"Many people in the comp.m. at
munity will be happy to know World will meet at 6
that Lee will present a Poetry the Triangle Inn.
Reading in the Library Arts
Annex on Tuesday, July 15, at
7:30 p.m.," announced
Margaret Trevathan. "The
public is invited to take advantage of this opportunity to
hear the poet recite and visit
with him again," she further
added.
Pennington's books will be
on sale at this time and may
be autographed.

Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.

Thursday, July 10
Children's Fibercraft
Workshop for ages 9 to 14 will
be held from 1 to 4 p.ni. at Empire Point, Land Between the
Lakes.
"Last of the Red Hot
Lovers" will be presented by
the Purchase Area Repertory
theatre at 8 p.m. at Ken-Bar
Inn,Gilbertsville.
Junior Golf will be played at
9 a.m. at the Murray Country
Club.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
CRAZY DAZE for high
school students will beheld at 7
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library.
Youth Summer Music Program will be held at 10 a.m. at
the Memorial Baptist Church.

Thursday,July 10
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with Nutrition Education Program by Clara
Bramley at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at 11:30 a.m., and table
games, quilting or visiting at
12:30 p.m.

Twilight Golf and MemberRussell Banks and William
ship Social will both be at 5:30
Matthews, authors, will be at
p.m. at the Murray Country
the Calloway Public Library
Club.
at 7:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
"Last of the Red Hot
Puppeteers will perform at
Lovers" will be presented by
Hillman's Ferry Campground
the Purchase Area Repertory
in the Land Between the Lakes
Theatre at Ken-Bar Inn,
at 8:30 p.m.
Gilbertsville, at 8 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Twilight Cabaret will perin city limits will be held and
call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for form at 8:30 p.m. at the old
beach house area of Kentucky
morning shopping and by
Dam Village StataiPark.
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Lunch will be at 12 noon.
G CORN, JR
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
NORTH
7-9-A
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunish at 11:45 a.m.
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THE ACES

"Some men love truth so
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is schedul- much that they seem in coned to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the tinual fear lest she should
lodge hall. An election of of- catch cold on overexposure." -- Samuel Butler.
ficers will be held.

•K 10 6 3 ,
•K Q
•107 54 2

EAST
Declarer discovered truth WEST
•Q 9 7 6
"Two For The Seesaw" will early in the play of today's •KJ10 5
•A Q 8 5
•J 7 2
be presented by the Purchase most interesting partial. •8 3
•10 7 5
Area Repertory Theatre at 8 However, success rested 4AQ8
4J 6 3
p.m. at the Murray State with not exposing the truth
SOUTH
University Theatre.
to West so as to entice him
•A 8 4
•94
straight nose, nice full mouth,
into making a. subtle, but
•AJ9642
definite chin and a very long
vital, mistake.
K9
Twilight Cabaret will be
neck. She'll also have knees
Eric Rodwell of Lafaythat are high up from the presented at 8:30 p.m. at the ette. Ind., played three diaVulnerable: North-South
ground and a slender, very ex- old beach house area of Ken- monds "and the bidding Dealer:' West. The bidding:
tucky 'Dam Village State requires a brief explanation.
ercised body."
South's two diamond bid
The search is open to all Park.
West
North East
South
was a special treatment and 1 NT
women from the-ages of 16 to
Pass
Pass 2•
used
as
a
general
takeout
Pass
2
•
Picnic
and
Pool Party for
Pass 3•
21, married or single, who
Pass
Pass
have or have not had profes- young adults who graduated over one no trump openings. Pass
from high school between 1976 North bid his hearts -howevsional modeling experience.
er, when South bid three
Opening lead: Diamond trey
To enter the U.S. search, ap- and 1980 will be sponsored by
diamonds, he got to -play
plications can be picked up at the First United Methodist diamonds one level higher -the Merle Norman Studio in Church from 6 to 10 p.m. at the that's part of the price one dummy's king as West
Murray. The deadline for sub- City-County Park. For reser- pays for artificial treat- ducked and now a spade was
mitting applications is July 31. vations call 753-3812.
led to the ace, hoping for an
ments.
West made the most error by West. West obliged
effective lead of a trump as he failed to jettison the
and now it swas obvious spade king and declarer
South would never enjoy a knew he had his prize. A
spade ruff in dummy. With- spade went to West's king
ALCOHOLISM
out the ruff, South could see and West's forced lead away
only eight tricks, so it was from his club ace created
a health column from the
necessary to throw up a that elusive ninth trick.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration
smoke screen (the heart ace
U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
Bid with Corn
was assumed to be with
been used by some child moChild Molesting'and Alcohol
West).
South
holds: 7-9-B
lesters to explain their ofWest's trump lead was
According to the National
fenses. In these cases, drunk•A 8 4
not only effective, it was
Institute on Drug Abuse, Most
•94
enness was claimed as the sole
also. very revealing. It told
theories about alcohol involve•AJ9642
cause of the offense. Using this
South that West did not have
ment in child molesting point
• 9
• reason, says the report, may
the spade queen along with
to the long-term effects of the,
allow offenders tomaintain a
the king. Had he held both. South North
offender's continued and exnormal, nondeviant identity,
1•
he most probably would
1•
cessive drinking or the shortwhile admitting to the crime.
have led that suit.
term disinhibiting effects of alDrug investigators have called
Hoping to keep the truth
cohol that reduce inhibitions
ANSWER: Two diamonds
this "deviance disavowal."
about the spade suit to
and lessen the drinker's awareStudies
on
alcohol
and
child
himself, declarer led a One no trump is a possiblity.
ness of the boundaries between
,molesting reveal a large difspade to his eight and West's but with a six card diamond
acceptable and unacceptable
suit, the rebid is more descripference in alcohol involvement
10 at trick two and back
behavior. .
tive.
at the time of the offense and in
came the inevitahle second
Alcohol intoxication, accord--the personal histories of the
trump lead. Declarer overing to the NIDA report, has
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
offenders. In five studies, 19 to
took and ran the trumps and COBox 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
49 percent of the molesters
West held on to his two top with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
were drinking at the time of honors in all three side suits. for reply
the offense, with 7to 52 percent
A heart was led to
identified as alcoholics. In one
study, the data showed that 27
percent of the child molesters
were intoxicated at the time of
the offense and 19 percent
were alcoholics. The researcher in this study classified
molesters into four groups:
heterosexual offenders, heterosexual aggressors, incest
offenders, and homosexual offenders. Of these types the
study found the heterosexual
aggressors, i.e., those who used
force or threat, were most
likely to be intoxicated during
the offense (67 percent) and
that this group had the largest
proportion of identifiable alcorew neck Shetland by Garland
holics(40 percent).
Another study, which rewashable acrylic reg.'16 Sale'13
Will Be Open
searched 203 child molesters
Madras plaid button down collar oxford
Until 8:00 P.M
confined in a State hospital,
shirt
by MinDee reg '20 Sale s16
found a considerably high
Friday Night
level of alcohol involvement.
both at the time of offense and
in the personal histories of the
offender. The figures showed
that molesters of female chilPure wool fair isle detail shetland
dren were more likely to have
by J. Broderick reg.'30 Sale *24
been drinking at the time of
Button down collar solid oxford
the offense than were molesters who victimized males (57
SHIRT BY Present Co reg.'16 Sale'13
versus 38 percent). A different
little
fouhd
however,
study,
difference in the percentage of
drinkers and the sex of the victimized child (33 percentof the
molesters of females and 35
Rugby stripe wool shetland
percent of the molesters of
by J. Broderick reg. 12,7 Sale *22
males were drinking at the
Tucked front, gros grain tie oxford
time of offense).
shirt by Firecracker reg.'22 Sate $18
To learn more about child
molesting and alcohol write to
the' National Cleartighouse
for Drug Abuse Information,
Shop tonight tgl 9.Sunday 1-5
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
Bel Air Center end Olympic Plaza
Maryland 20857.
N1DA 0480

Open For Woman
To Be Model Superstar

1

11111i
Water reaches its greatest
density at 39.20F. (40C.).

Marshall County Chapter of
the
Full
Gospel
Businessmen's Fellowship
will meet at 6 p.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse, Draffenville.

Friday, July 11
Lantern Tour of The
"Two For The Seesaw" will
Land
be presented by the Purchase Homeplace-1 850,
Area Repertory Theatre at the Between the Lakes, will be at 8
Murray State University p.m. Reservations may be
made by calling 1-924-5602,
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Extension 243.

Search Now—

Will the next modeling
superstar come from Murray?
Some call it "the chance of a
lifetime." Others say it's a
"seart..11..... for
real-life
Cinderella." "But whatever
you call it, you've got to say
it's exciting," says Beverly
Calloway, Merle Norman
Studio owner from Murray.
"It's an opportunity for Some
young woman to step into the
shoes of Suzy Parker, Lauren
Hutton and Farrah Fawcett."
A worldwide search for a
youpg woman whose face
mat typifies the beauty and
fashion "Face of the 80's" was
recently launched by Merle
Norman Cosmetics and Ford
Models, Inc. The "search,"
which begins in the United
States and will end in Monaco
in September, is expected to
uncover scores of beautiful
young women.
A two-year Ford Models
agency contract, valued at
$50,000 goes to the young
woman a jury of fashion experts identifies as having the
"Face of the 80's." Eileen
Ford, who has been picking
faces for her agency for years,
says the women she's looking
for will have "wide-set eyes, a

Friday,July 11
Lakeside Singers will sing at
8:30 p.m. at the Kenlake State
Park.

UNDERSTANDING

Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair Queen Pageant
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
'State University.

Mr. & Mrs. Magness Are
Feted, 25th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. between the hours of 7:30 to 10
Magness of Mayfield were p.m.
Out of town guests included
honored recently on the occasion of their silver wedding an- Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Barnett,
ruversary with a reception Auburn Wells, Mr. and Mrs.
held at the South Highland Voris Wells, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall and
Golf and Country Club, Tommy
daughter, Alison, Murray;
Mayfield.
The hosts and hostesses Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Hill and
were their children — Mrs. J. ions, Chip and Ron, LexMarvin, Miss Elizabeth ington; Mr. and Mrs. James
Magness,and David Magness. V. Edwards,Sedalia, Mo.
They were assisted by the
Reid Beams, the Gene
Reslers, and the Charles
Stallins.
Mrs. Magness, the former
June Barnett, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Barnett
of Murray. Mr. Magness is the
son of Mrs. Otis Magness and
the late Mr. Magness of
Mayfield,formerly of Murray.
The main serving table was
covered with an ecru linen
cloth and was centered with a
large silver filigree basket of
pink roses and silver
candelabra holding pink
candles, repeating the color
scheme used in the couple's
wedding. A pastel-trimmed,
tiered wedding cake and
punch were served by
Mesdames Tommy Hill, Tommy Marshall, James Edwards,and Reid Hearn.
In addition was another
refreshment table centered
with a watermelon fruit
basket, and a gift and
registration table which held a
photograph book of the couple's wedding pictures. Miss
Elizabeth Magness and Miss
Alison Marshall kept the guest
register.
Eighty-five guests called

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS

until you get our
prices. You can
PIM us to pay
the top CASH
prices.

The family of Esquire Matt
Smith met on Saturday, July
5, at the Merit Union Hall in
Mayfield for a family reunion.
Max B. Hurt gave the
history of the Smith family
dating back to 1725.
Four generations present
were Mrs. Orene Smith
Newsome, Mrs. Stella
Newsome Drew, Pam Drew
Kuppartt and Casey Kuppartt.
Those driving the most
miles were Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Smith of Los Angeles,
Cal., and Mrs. Ohs Smith of
Tampa,Fla.
A lunch was served at noon.
Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Murphy Hudspeth,
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Hurt, Kirksey, Mr. and Mrs.
Buford Hurt, Murray, Miss
Melds Smith, Murray, Mrs.
Ohs Smith, Tampa, Fla.,
Mrs. Jessie
Lichamer,
Chicago, Ill. Mr. and Mrs.
Nolan Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ivey and Marty, Mr.
and Mrs. Randy Smith of
Mayfield, Mrs. Sue Carver,
Rustin, RaAnn, Smithland,
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Galloway,
Jonathan, Cindy, Christopher
of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Mohler of Brewers, Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Smith, Mitchell Lee, Michael of
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Smith, Los Angeles,
Cal., Mr. and Mrs. Boyce

Newsome, Mrs. Thelma
Eckerdt of Kirksey, Mr. and
Mrs. James. Newsome and
Brad of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Auzy Drew, Mr: and Mrs.
Mike Kuppart and Casey of
Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Riley, Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil DeWerff, Mayfield,
Leon Mohler, Mayfield, Robey
Prather, Mayfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Childress, Dena,
of Dexter.

753-0035

Just Received Large
Shipment Of Dee Cee
Painters Jeans
Sizes: 25 -36 Waist

a

Sophisticated Preppy

ArlIN

f
Shopp.ng
(
Murro
UC
L
IELS°N'S

118 So.11th

.Classic Preppy

ta

L

Weddings
Frames
Portraits
One Day Processin

Shetland
Sweaters Oxford
Shirts

Sporting Preppy

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.

Artcraft Photography

Your preppy look for fall

a

WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

Mau Smith Family Holds
Reunion At Mayfield Hall
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Home Owned

Quality...You Can't Beat Our Prices"
"If You Match Our
Sammy Joe Parker Owners
and
Parker
M.
Joe
and Home Operated

Hi-C Grape or

Orange Drink

Right To Limit Quantities
We Reserve The
Government Food Stamps
We Accept U.S.
Lower Prices
Mon.-Sat.
Lower Overhead Means
Hours: 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Downtown Shopping Center
1980
10 thru July 16,
July
Good
Prices

Musslemans

Apple Sauce
Lynn Grove
Grade "A"

2179c

Marshmallows

Large
Eggs

am • oree

Save 60'

Limit 1
With $1.0.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Products & Drinks On Special

Hyde Park

Plastic Cups

Your Choice
All Brands

Save 32'

49 oz.

Pepsi, Coke,
Planters

Cheese Balls,
Cheese Curls,
Corn Chips

FROZEN FOOO iEPt

6

Save 20'

SAVING
Juice

Frosty Acres Orange

Pfeiffer's
Pet Ritz

French, Italian,
1000 Island
Dressing

California Sweet

Cantaloupes
Fresh Crisp

Pie Shells

Lettuce

2 in pkg

Frosty Acres Broccoli

Fresh Home Grown

Cuts
Frosty Acres Baby Lima

Beans

20 oz. Bag

98C

Peaches
Yellow

Onions

19

Lean Meaty
4

b Magic
Baby
Baby Oil
Mennens Baby Magic

Lotion

lb

Pork Loin

Lean Tender
Center Cut

Field

Wieners
$ 19

Pork Chops
$1149

Ilk. nba

Field's Sliced

Roman Meal

Bread

Slab Bacon
Smoked

Field

Lunch Meat
Pickle & Pimento
(oohed Salami
Old tashion loaf
12 et pig

99c

Jowl

49c
lb

By The Piece
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Championship Slated Against Bowling Green In Princeton Tonight

Key Bounces Help Murray Babe Ruth Team To 10-9 Comeback
Usually, the bounce of the
ball is a determining factor in
the outcome of a tennis match.
Last night, however, Murray's
Senior Babe Ruth All-Star
team got the right bounces as

it silxvived for a 10-9 win over
the Pennryile All-Stars.
The win advances Murray
into the championship against
Bowling Green, beginning

tonight at 6 p.m. Murray must
defeat Bowling Green twice in
order to claim the tournament.
Last night Murray fell
behind 6-0 before it began to

NL Jinx Goes On

make its move in the fourth infling,
Bobby Daniels reached first
base on a throwing error by
the Penruyile shortstop. Tim
McAlister followed with a tri-

pie for Murray's first run
before Eddie Requarth singled him in.

Vic Marshall then walked
The confusion began when
Alan Gibbs lofted a fly ball to before Hargrove doubled in
the right fielder who had to go Requarth and Milton to tie the
back for the ball. The ball hit game. After two outs, Um
In the next inning, Don
the right fielder in the head McAlister put Murray ahead
Hargrove had a one-out douand bounced high enough in with a two-run triple before
the air to give the center- Ronnie Pace added the icing
fielder time to make a play on with a two-run home run.
Pennryile was due one last
it. But he dropped it, too, and
left Hargrove still on third and threat against Murray relief
pitcher Pace as it scored three
Gibbs on first.
After Daniels hit into a runs in the top of the seventh.
But Murray got another
fielder's choice, Tim
score Knight with the tying also saw a passed ball by Dar- fireworks started a brush fire McAlister came up for the se- break when Pennryile's Allen
run. Ed Farmer relieved John rell Porter of Kansas City.
on a hill behind the centerheld cond stroke of luck. He sent a Wood tried to stretch a single
and was greeted with the
Griffey, who hit the igniting parking lot. So while Stone simple pop to the third into a double and was thrown
tough grounder by Winfield home run and followed later was hurling his perfect inn- baseman, who dropped it and out on a relay from Requarth.
that got through Randolph.
with a single, was voted the ings, a helicopter was dropp- allowed another run to make
Murray sent a parade of pit"I don't see how they can game's Most Valuable Player ing water on the hill to qtiench the score 6-3.
chers to the mound to salvage
give me an error on that although he knocked in only the flames as effectively as
After all these baffling in- last night's game. After Kim
play," the Yankees infielder one run — himself with his Stone quenched the NL bats.
cidents, Murray's inning prov- Wilson was pelted for five runs
said. "The ball was hit to my homer. He told newsmen that
Stone, the first pitcher since ed to be the sixth when it clin- in the first three innings,
left, it had a knuckleball spin. he had a phone call from Cin- Denny McLain in 1966 to pitch ched the win with seven runs.
Robin Roberts came in to
I'd try to play it the same way cinnati's George Foster, a three perfect innings in the
The onslaught began when pitch 1 1-3 innings, allowing a
if it happened again."
previous MVP, wishing him All-Star game,commented,"I Joey Rose walked. Requarth run on two hits.
Weaver said, "If he comes luck in this game.
Pace came in to finish off
couldn't look at this (NL) followed with a walk before
up with it, it changes things
Even Griffey couldn't ex- lineup as a group. I had to face Bill Milton singled to score the win, going 21-3 innings and
around, but it was a tough - plain the continuing superiori- each one as a single entity. As Rose.
striking out two batters.
play."
ty of the National League.
a group it would have seemed
Garner scored on the play
"This was very disappoin- too big a task, but one by one, I
and the NL was ahead. They ting," said Weaver."We went was able to handle nine guys." • •111111F•04:11111111411S:11170111911.1.414:.. MilOW
• •
•
added the fourth run in the out to do everything possible
The crowd was the largest
seventh when Dave C,oncep- to win."
ever in Dodger Stadium, surcion scored on a wild pitch by
The final results showed the passing the 55,997 that watchDave Steib of Toronto who NL with four runs on seven ed a World Series game in
earlier had thrown another hits with no errors and the AL 1978.
wild pitch in an inning that with 2-7-2.
Tanner started flameThe winning pitcher was the throwing J.R. Richard but
Dodgers' Jerry Reuss who limited him to only two inn- •
hurled only the sixth but that ings because of recent arm • •
was the inning when the Na- troubles. The Dodgers' Bob •
In the Americans' lockertionals went ahead.
Welch came on and worked
room, the compact (5-foot-9,
78 Monte Carlo
Bruce Sutter of the Chicago three innings, giving up the
175-pound) Stone, strikingly
• •
• Light Blue, Blue Interior, power steering, power
Cubs finished up and he and home run to Lynn.
articulate and Personable,
Reuss had a friendly verbal
'I hadn't played in five days
• brakes, air, AM-FM stereo with 8 track, App. 30,000
relished his moment.
exchange in the clubhouse.
because of a hamstring pull,"
•
"I couldn't have asked for a
$5,200.00
Reuss had the game ball and the Red Sox' Lynn said. "I hit
better three innings or for betgave it to Sutter, saying,"You a fast ball for the home run.
ter results," he said.
keep That Great GM Feeinia With Genuine GM Ports
saved it for me. You keep it."
Welch struck me out on a fast
Sutter retorted, "You won ball the first time. It seems
(*gamin'
swims PAM GM
it, you keep it," and Sutter like every time I get a hit in
made Reuss, author of this the All-Star game, it's a home
season's only no-hitter, keep run. I hit one in the first inning
the ball.
last year at Seattle. Richard is
753-2617
The pregame festivities the hardest thrower I've seen
It•
were lively and wound up with all year, but he was up high
Alk114.
:.
maw
*11111w
fireworks. Unfortunately the with most of his pitches."
ble. He then moved to third on
a balk.
The next play was the one
that set the tone for the rest of
the game as Murray got
several breaks on one fly ball

Weaver At A Loss To Explain Ninth Straight American League Setback

A

By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — No
one, not the managers, the
players or even the fans can
explain the overwhelming
superiority of the National
League over the American in
baseball's All-Star game.
It happened again, a ninth
straight time,even after Steve
Stone of Baltimore pitched a
perfect first three innings for
the Americans on Tuesday
night at Dodger Stadium.
Ken Griffey, not even voted
to a starting position by the
nation's fans, belted Tommy
John's first pitch to him in the
fifth inning for a home run
which gave the National
League its first hit and sparked a 4-2 victory.
.„Griffey's Cincinnati team-

mate Ray Knight commented
after the game, his home run
kind of fired us up and
everybody started going about
the task."
The NI. task was helped by
an error on a tough play by
New York Yankees second
baseman Willie Randolph in a
two-run sixth inning.
So the Nationals now have
won 17 of the past 18 meetings,
the last AL victory coming in
1971.
Manager Earl Weaver of
Baltimore, who piloted the
American Leaguers in 1971,
was at a loss to explain why
his charges lost this time and
why the string of losses continues.
"I know they wanted to win
and they played to win," said
Weaver. "You watched the

game. You tell me."
Chuck Tanner of the World
Champion Pittsburgh Pirates,
said the "difference this time
was defense. I knew our squad
had too good hitters to be shut
down all the way. I can't explain the streak."
The Americans had taken a
2-0 lead on Fred Lynn's homer
with Rod Carew on base in the
fifth inning. The homer wasn't
too hard to take for the proNational League crowd of
56,088 in Dodger Stadium
because Lynn is a product of
the nearby University of
Southern California.
With one out in the sixth,
after Griffey's homer the
previous inning, Knight singled with one out. Phil Garner
grounded another single and
George Hendrick singled to

;4

Stone's Perfect Innings Are Memorable
their ninth consecutive vicBy PETER J.BOYER
tory, their 17th of the last 18.
Associated Press Writer
And Ken Griffey of Cincinnati
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Those who note triumphs in was named Most Valuable
losing causes will remember Player, having started, things
the performance of Steve for the Nationals with a solo
Stone in baseball's 51st All- home run in the fifth and a
single later on.
Star contest.
To the five-man panel of
For Stone, Baltimore's 32year-old recycled righty, writers and league publicists,
merely being a starting All- Griffey's two-hit, one-RBI perStar pitcher was no minor formance seemed the game's
triumph. But what he did in most valuable.
Perhaps. But Stone, Stone
the opening three innings
Tuesday set a standard that was an All-Star.
Too nervous to make his
the rest of the game, a rather
routine match,couldn't live up curveball work, Stone showed
the Nationals' big guns a
to.
On a scant 24 pitches, Stone fastball that fairly danced by
went through a fiercesome them, a fastball that was good
National League lineup that for three strikeouts in three inyou wouldn't wish on Carl rungs.
Stone was perfect for those
Hubbell: Reggie Smith, Dave
Parker, Steve Garvey, Dave three, the first time an
American League pitcher has
Kingman,Johnny Bench.
The meat of the lineup held the Nationals hitless
averaged .293 and 13 homers. through three since Denny
McLain did it in 1966. Were
But Stone was immoveable.
Oh,the Nationals went on to this not an exhibition requirwin the game, of course, 4-2, ing the appearance of the

largest possible portion of
each roster, Stone might have
ended the Americans'.
drought.
As it was, he exited after the
third with a shout and a
gesture of triumph, and left it
to his successor's to lose.

•

Warren, MSU Track
Star, Qualifies For
British Team Berth
David Warren, a three-time
All-American for the Murray
State track team from 1977 to
1979, has qualified for a spot
on the British Olympic team in
the 800 meter run.
Warren qualified for one of
the three positions with a time
of 1:47.1, which was his personal best until he improved it
to 1:46.2 in a dual meet against
Norway.

Having taken the year off to
concentrate his efforts on
qualifying for the British
team, Warren will return to
Murray State for the 1981
season. He already holds both
the MSU 800 and 1500-meter
outdoor records.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
ik
641 South
.4e.

Sale ends July 14, 1980

Donald Duck

Children's

Fun Shower

Zorries

Makes a fountain of
water six ft in the air

Warren is also the fifth Murray State athlete to compete in
the Olympic games.

Griffey Named Most Valuable In
All-Star Game After Key Homer
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Cincinnati Reds outfielder Ken
Griffey for years has been one
of the most consistent hitters
in baseball, but he's received
little recognition.
After Tuesday night's 51st
All-Star Game at Dodger
Stadium, however, Griffey
was the man of the hour — the
MVP in the National League's

•

4-2 victory.
Griffey was not a starter in
the contest, in fact he finished
14th in the fan balloting for an
NL outfield spot. National
League Manager Chuck Tanner selected him to the squad,
however,and Griffey responded with a homer and a single.
His towering solo homer in
the fifth inning ended a streak
of perfect American League
pitching by Steve Stone and

Just Received Large
Shipment Of Dee Cee
Painters Jeans
Sizes: 25.36 Waist

S

0

4
1S

KEN GRIFFEY
Tommy John and started the
NL rolling to its ninth consecutive All-Star triumph.
Baltimore's Stone had not
allowed a baserunner in the
opening three innings and the
New York Yankees' John was
also perfect until Griffey's
blast into the right-center
pavilion with two away in the
fifth.
"I felt really good about it
because I thought it would
light a fire under us," said
Griffey, whose .310 batting
average in the 1970s ranked
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him fifth among all major
leaguers.
"Nobody was exactly dozing
off in the dugout, but we didn't
have a lot to cheer about the
first four innings. I think we
all knew that with the explosive hitters we had, they
couldn't keep us down all the
game," continued Griffey,
who's hitting .314 with seven
homers and 43 runs batted in
this season.
"I try not to think about
about recognition. But I'm
really happy to be the MVP in
this game."
The 30-year-old Griffey appears to not even be completely appreciated in Cincinnati,
where he was on the trading
block this spring before the
possibility of a players' strike
made a deal for him impossible.
After Tuesday night's game,
however, the All-Star MVP
had only happy thoughts.
"I'm very excited about it,"
he said. "I got a call from
George Foster last night. He's
a former MVP and he wished
me luck. It's a wonderful feeling right now.
"I know there's a lot of controversy about who starts and
who doesn't, but I'm not worrying about it. I got to come, I
got to play,and I'm happy."
"Ken Griffey really sparked
us," said Tanner, "especially
since his homer came against
an outstanding pitcher like
John, a guy who doesn't give
up too many home runs."
Griffey said he was at a loss
to explain why the NI,has won
the last nine All-Star Games
and 17 of the last 18, but knew
why his teem won the 51st
renewal.
"They made a few mistakes
this time and we took advantage it," he said. "I think
that's the mark of 'a better
team."

Quantity rights reserved
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Gillette Razor
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'Too Tall' Returns To Football
Fling With Boxing Comes To A Halt As 6-9 Defensive End Signs Multi-Year Contract With Cowboys
By LAURA RICHARDSON
Associated Press Writer
GRAPEVINE, Texas AP
— Dallas Cowboy Coach Tom
Landry smiled — not once but
many times — while he waited
for the arrival of his prodigal
player Ed "Too Tall" Jones,
who has returned to the fold.
The defensive end flew into
Dallas-Fort Worth Regional
airport from New York late
Tuesday night and was whisked to a back room where he
signed a multi-year contract,
ending his brief fling with professional boxing.
Landry said the 6-foot-9, 265pound Jones — whom the

Cowboys made the No.1 pick
in the 1974 NFL draft — will
have to earn his way back into
the starting lineup.
"Right now, he wouldn't
step in as No.1 left end. John
Dutton has that slot," Landry
said. "But whether there'll be
a challenge or whether Dutton
will move to left tackle, we'll
Just have to see.".
"I was sure we'd reached
agreement about 10 minutes
ago," joked Cowboy playenk
personnel director Gil Brandt
at the press conference following Jones' arrival. "But I was
optimistic a year ago that he'd
come back."

Brandt and Jones' lawyer,
Don Cronson, conducted a
long series of negotiations
before the 28-year-old veteran
agreed to sign on with the National Football League team:
Jones said he is excited
about the prospect of playing
football again.
"I've prepared myself to accept a challenge from one of
my teammates'and I'm in the
belt shape I've ever been,
strength-wise especially,"
said Jones, who retired from
football in June 1979 to pursue
a career in boxing, which he
called his first love.
The Cowboys called

members of the media Tuesday afternoon to announce
that Jones had agreed to
terms, that he was en route
from New York to Dallas, and
that a press conference would
take place at the airport upon
his arrival.
Jones, who said he weighs
265 pounds now and plans to
play at 260, said he had no
regrets about boxing, though
his career was undistinguished and he hadn't fought since
February.
"If I had to do it over again,
Ill do it. I learned a lot. It may
make me a better football
player. My hands and reflexes

Weather Already Taking Its Toll

Winner Of Women's Open May
Well Be Whoever Survives Heat
By DEAN FOSDICK
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE,Term.(AP( —
With forecasters calling for
and
humidity
high
temperatures well into the 90s,
the winner of this week's U.S.
Women's Open Golf Championship may well be the survivor.

Some of the biggest names par-71,6,229-yard course.
"!It's going to be a test of
on the women's tour said they
were worn out, positively stamina because of this heat,"
wilted, after completing 18- ^ said Carol Mann, winner of the
hole practice rounds at the 1965 U.S. Women's Open and a
member of the Ladies ProfesRichland Country Club.
sional Golf Association Hall of
The 28th annual U.S. Open,a Fame.
72-hole event worth $140,000, is
Mann, 39, said in an interto be played July 10-13 on the view after taking her first look
at the course that its many
trees and the galleries ringing
the greens will capture the
heat, putting some extra
pressure on the 150-player
starting field.
"You experience a myriad
of high and low emotions while
Collins played at the Univer- playing this game," she said.
sity of Kentucky from -1972 "The heat seems to magnify
through 1975 and set a the lows. By the back nine, if
Conference you're not playing well, this
Southeastern
career rushing record with kind of weather tends to keep
3,835 yards.
you from getting up."
A willowy blonde who
The Rams signed Collins as
a free agent in 1977, but he was lightheartedly lists her height
inactive that year and has not in the LPGA Player's Guide at
"5-feet, 15-inches," Mann said
played in the NFL since.
she hasn't played an Open in
Ed Preston, a former world this kind of heat and humidity
class sprinter at Arkansas since 1970, when it was at
State, also signed with St. Muskogee,Oklahama.
Louis. Preston played with
"To maintain our strength,
Winnepeg of the Canadian we'll have to show up with
Football League last season.
some extra vitamins and salt

Collins Signs With
CardsAsFreeAgent
ST. LOUIS o API — Two free
agents signed contracts with
the St. Louis Cardinals, the
National Football League
Club announced.
The Cardinals signed running back Sonny Collins, who
had previously played for the
Atlanta Falcons and the Los
Angeles Rams. Collins was the
Falcons' second draft choice
in 1976 and became the first
Falcon to gain more than 100
yards in two consecutive
games. He picked up 311 yards
on 88 carries in the 1976
season.

tablets," the winner of 38 official career victories and
nearly $500,000 said.
Judy Rankin, 35, second on
the LPGA career earnings list
with more than $760,000 in winnings, said the heat may be a
factor in her play this week.
"I've been sick in the heat a
few times, so I have to be
careful," the veteran pro and
the LPGA's player-of-the-year
in 1976 and 1977, said. "We
always seem to play the Open
in intense heat. I wish it
weren't so much a part of the
tournament."
Three-time U.S. Open winner Susie Berning said after
her initial practice rounds that
she was used to the heat but
not the humidity.
"If it continues like this, and
I hear it's going to, I'll have to
pace -myself," the diminutive
38-year-old redhaired golfer
said. "I won't hit as many
practice balls and I'll walk
slower on practice rounds. .
"But it's not as though we're
not used to it. Heat is always
part of the Open."
ABC will televise nationally
the final two rounds Saturday
and Sunday.

Whyshould you pay
autoinsurance rates
like an urban commuter?
Most of the time,farmer-owned cars
and trucks are on roads that never
see a trafficjam.The farmer's risk of
accident or injury is far less than the
city driver's.
If you want your auto insurance rates
to reflect where you drive, talk to your
Farm Bureau Insurance Agent

are a lot quicker now."
Nothing in particular persuaded him to return to football, he said.
"I was at a crossroads after

any doctors in Pennsylvania,
the whole state."
Schmidt, also here for the
All-Star Game,said:
"I have no comment whatsoever about that. I have no
idea about it."
Dick Weatherbee, Drug Law
Rose, in an interview short- Enforcement director in HarAllthe
of
start
ly before the
risburg, Pa., refused to conStar Game Tuesday night, firm or deny the report that
by
denied a report published
ROse,Schmidt, Greg Luziriski,
the Trenton (N.J.) Times that and Larry Bows were among
he and several teammates eight professional athletes
may have received illicit who state narcotics agents
drugs from a Reading, Pa. want to question.
physician.
Of the players named, all
"I don't know anybody in but Rose played for the
Trenton," the first baseman Phillies' Readiag farm team
said."I don't know anybody in of the Eastern League, The
Reading. I don't even know Trenton Times, quoting un-

LO6 ANGELES (AP) —
Philadelphia Phillies stars
Pete Rose and Mike Schmidt
denied published reports that
they illegally obtained amphetamines, with Schmidt
labeling the the allegations
"totally ridiculous."

personal problems and some
family problems. I took some
time off to think, and now football is the No.I thing on my
mind," he said.

Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn told The
Philadelphia Inquirer his
security people had been
notified of the allegations. "I
have no comment as to what
action might be taken. It's a
little early," he said.
No criminal charges have
been filed against players, or
against the doctor and a "runner" who allegedly distributed
the medication for him.
The doctor allegedly
prescriptions
dispensed
without the state-required
physical or oral examinations,
the sources said. The names of
several Phillies players and
their wives appeared on the
doctor's records,according to
law enforceMent sources.

named sources, did not identify the other four players.
Narcotics officials also plan
to question members of the
Phillies' minor league franchise in Reading out alleged
improper drug receipts, according to a source in
Reading.
Dr. Phillip J. Marone, the
Phillies team physician, told
the Philadelphia Bulletin
Tuesday: "To my knowledge,
they (the Phillies) do not take
this medicine.
"We do not have them (amphetamines)around," he said.
"I have never given them to
the players, and I have no
knowledge of this report at
all."
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L
W
Pct. GB
KA
51 27
New York
Pi
563
Detroit
42 33
RS
556
43 31
Abhvaulum
538
9
12 36
Baltimore
92
,
532
U 36
Boston
187 13
37 39
Cleveland
434 17
33 43
Toronto
WEST
KB —
47 33
Kansas Clty
,
81
481
a 11
Chicago
91t
468
37 12
Texas
444 IP"
36 45
Ooldand
443 IP:
35 44
Mumesota
438 12
35 15
Seattle
377 164
E 48
Califurrua
Sionday's Gemes
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Grime
National League 4. American league 2
Wednenday's Games
No games srneduled
llarsday's Games
Cleveland at Toronto,
&don at Milwaukee. In r
Baltimore at (lump, in)
Detroit A Kansas flty, fl)
New York at Texas, )n)

Transactions

California at Oakland, 2 (t-n)
Minnesota at Seattle, ro
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pet GB
L
.K6 —
12 34
Montreal
1
41 35
.539
Philadelphia
42 37
.512
PMsbur56)
New York
.487
a 40
5
9
33 4.3
.434
Owego
VS 10
34 46
St lams
WEST
577
45 33
Houston
575
46 34
Ihs Angeles
4kt
319
41 38
Cincinnati
.481
37 40
Atlanta
7'1
9
463
37 43
San Frarnsco
43:1 1235
34 47
San Diego
IVklutioy's Games
No y,arnes scheduled
Tueseisnes Game
National league 1, American League 2
Wedneadey's Games
No games scheduled
llarsdays Gomel
Pittibisgh at New Yuri
Stiouis at Mud:real, in)
Chicago at iltiladelphia, )11
Clnannab at Atlanta,
Houston at to Angeies, I n )
San Diego at Son Francisco, in)

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
MONTREAL EXPOS—Recalled Bobby Remus, catcher, from Denver of the
American Association.
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Fired Bob
Fontaine, vice president and general
manager.
BASKETBALL
National Buketball Association
ATLANTA HAWKS—Signed Tom
Burleson, center.
WASHINGTON BULLETS—Signed
Ken Dancy and Larry WiLson, forwards.
Women's Basketball League
ST.LOUIS STREAK—Signed Mary
Fuller and Virginia Jahovich.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Signed
Mike McArthur, running back.
DALLAS COWBOYS—Signed Ed "Tao
Tall" Jones, defensive end.
HOUSTON OILERS—Signed Daryle
Skaugstad, middle guard.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed
Harold Carmichael, wide receiver; Carl
Hairston. defensive end; and Guy Mor-

riss, center, to three one-year contracts
each.
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS—Signed Sonny Collins, running back, and Ed
Preston.
HOCKEY
National Hockey Leapt
Nit,-- Announced the retirement of
Claude Bechard, linesman.
BUFFALO SABRES—Signed John
Bednarski,defenseman.
DETROIT RED WINGS—Named Jimmy Skinner director of hockey, Donme
Graham assistant director of hoCkey and
Alex Davidson scout.
COLLEGE
BIG EIGHT CONFERENCE—Named
Trade K. Dittemore assistant service
bureau director.
OSWEGO STATE—Named Mike
Deane head basketball coach.
EASTERN ILLINOIS—Named Jene
Davis head basketball coach.
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO—Announced the resignation of Doug Dickey,
assistant head football coach and offensive coordinator.
WESTERN CAROLINA —Ntuned Dan
Kenny assistant basketball coach and
head cross country coach.
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Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

T-Mart

DISCOUNT
FOODS
,e6sh & Food Stamps
Accepted Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

Alton
White Distilled

Foulds
Macaroni and Cheese

Dinner
oz.

19'

Whole Milk

9.97
,05 1.15

Margarine
Amer. Cheese
Bacon

Southern Farm Bureau
Life Insurance Company

said.
"I can't say I was
dissatisfied with boxing, it just
didn't work out. After fighting
a year, I experienced a lot of

Rose, Schmidt Deny Drug Rumors

Buttermilk

Kentucky Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company

my last fight in early
February, and at some time
you have to take a stand. And I
feel now that football is right
for me, not boxing," Jones

Barbecue Sauce

9.55
89'
49'

VINEGAR
$1 19

Mocker&

Carbonated Soda

s4.26
16`
o
2 0,

Salad Olives

Napkins

aro )) S119

Slice Pimentos

Cigarettes

Light Bulbs

Potted Meat
Chum Salmon
Ravioli

Si 05

S1.25

,25'
9.69
9.39

APPLESAUCE

4
33
_334

.00,

Napkins
Dog Food

25)b

9.39
o 53`
53.59

Pickles

$289

Distilled Water
Grape Jelly
Lig. Dish Detergent
Bleach
Ammonia
Hand Soap

53'
2,379'
32„, 49'
c,..1 69'
oa., 61(
69`
or.,

Williams Hot or Mild
Country

SAUSAGE
$1 29

3.0, $1.03
69'
'
no, 75
'
59'

Catsup
Mustard

240,49

Salad Crispins

Soft Ply

PAPER
TOWELS

COFFEE

Is., SI'c

Beei Stew.

67'

32 oz
Gal.

1 lb

is

APPLE JUICE

Safari
Drip, Regular and Elect. Perk

Ralston
Raisin Bran $1.15
Crispy Rice 93'
Corn Flakes 83'
Frosted Flakes $1.15

Bologna

Indian Summer

Jumbo Roll

534

Cream Style Corn
Green Beans
Peas
Asparagus
Lemon Juice
Grapefruit Juice

27'
28'
29'
71'
89'
, 75'

VELVET
SPREAD
Inutintton Butter Spread

2 lb Tub

1 b.
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English Racing Has Prompted A More
. Loquacious Cauthen To Over 100 Wins

THE MURRAY JUNIOR BABE RUTH ALL-STAR TEAM, which will begin tournament
play in Princeton tomorrow night, was named this week. Front row (left to right), Jeff
Downey, David McCuiston, Jon Mark Billington, Mark Boggess, Rusty Wright, Tom Schwettmann; second row, Shawn Glavin, Craig Darnell, Wade Smith, Gary Galloway,
David Denham; third row, Manager Randy McMillen, Keith Houston, Steve McDougal,
Eddie Burgess, David McMillen, Tim Brown, Coach Jerry Key, Coach Mickey McCuiston. Not pictured was Coach Jeff Butterworth.

boy wonder of American
By WILL GRIMSLEY
thoroughbred racing who
AP Special Correspondent
NEWMARKET, England decided to go continental.
(AP) — You wouldn't know "The people are very friendly
the blacksmith's kid from and nice. I enjoy the life and I
am getting a lot of valuable
Walton, Ky.
He's all spit and polish now, experience."
poised, even suave. He wears
Young Cauthen had just ridcashmere jackets from Sirnp- den a 2-year-old
filly named
son's Piccadilly, shirts from Chemin to
a third-place finish
Harvie and Hudson and boots in a 6
-furlong sprint at
from Lillywhite's. When he
Newmarket, the picturesque
talks — and he talks more old track
62 miles east of Lonfreely now than he used to — don.
he sounds downright Oxfordian.
"My filly would have liked a
Next thing you know, he'll longer distance," he said in
be strolling down Regent the unsaddling enclosure after
Street in a topper and long- he and his fellow jockeys, intailed coat, carrying an um- cluding the legendary Lester
brella. "I love it here,” says Piggott and Epsom Derby
Steve Cauthen, the erstwhile winner Willie Carson, had for-

Bonus Awaits Simpson If He Can
Add Milwaukee To Western Win
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
There's a $100,000 bonus
waiting for second-year pro
golfer Scott Simpson.
All he has to do is chalk up
his second consecutive Professional Golfers Association
tournament — and, coincidentally, the second of his career
— in the $200,000, four-day
Greater Milwaukee Open that
gets underway Thursday at
the 7,010-yard Tuckaway
Country Club course in suburban Franklin.
Sponsors of the GMO, in an
„ attempt to keep big name pros
from skipping their tournament and traveling to England
early for the prestigious
British Open next week, offered an additional $100,000 to
any golfer who won the
Western Open at Oak Brook,
III., and went on to take the
GMO crown.
Simpson, a former two-time
NCAA golf champion from the
University of Southern
California, said after winning
the Western Sunday that he
had planned to compete at
Milwaukee anyway.

toe Ars' r-

"I was probably one of the
first to sign" for the GMO,
said Simpson, 24, whose
$54,000 earnings in the
Western boosted his total for
the year to $102,213.
The winner's share of the
GMO purse is $36,000. In Simpson's case, there's also that
possibility of a $100,000 bonus
as a result of the plan worked
out by tournament officials
and insured by Uoyd's of London.
"Sure, I'll be trying for the
$100,000," Simpson said after
bis victory at the Western,
"but I'm so thrilled it won't
ruin my year or anything if I
don't get it. It's a nice bonus,
but I can't worry about it."
GMO officials, meanwhile,
Were predicting one of the better fields in the 13-year history
of the tairnainent, especially
after Hale Irwin, former twotime US. Open champion,and
four other golfers decided to
enter just before the deadline
of 8 p.m.Sunday.
Gordon Kress, GMO president, credited 1978 U.S. Open
winner Andy North, from

Madison, Wis., with helping
convince Irwin to join the
field.
Another popular figure on
the tour, Ray Floyd, said
North's persuasion was a factor in his decision to skip the
British Open and compete in
the GMO.
But Floyd said there were
other factors, including a skin
inflammation on his left hand,

The Yanks were led by
Craig Schwettman, who had
three hits, including an insidethe-park home run and a double, and by Chris Dill and
David Potts, each of whom
also had three hits,including a
double and a triple.
For the Pirates, Mike Kelso

possibly caused by an allergy
to a golf glove dye,that caused
him to miss the Canadian
Open and the Danny ThomasMemphis Classic.
Among others in the GMO
field are Ed Sneed, Al
Geiberger, Dave Stockton, ,
J.C. Snead, Johnny Miller,
Dave Eichelberger, Miller
Barber, as well as last year's
champion, Calvin Peete.

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
NEWPORT, R.I. ( AP) —
Nick Saviano won a tiebreaker in the third set and
beat seventh-seeded Bob Lutz
6-7, 6-3, 7-6 to score the first
upset in the Hall of Fame Tennis Championships.
In another singles match,
fifth-seeded Hank Pfister
ousted Terry Rocavert of
Australia 6-3, 7-5.
The final first-round singles

match between fourth-seeded
Vijay Amritraj of India and
Colin Dibley of Australia was
suspended after one game of
the first set because of rain.
OLYMPICS
HELSINKI(AP)— The Finnish Olympic Committee
nominated a team of 108
athletes and 55 others to represent Finland in the Moscow
Olympics, deciding also that
the team will carry the Finnish flag and expect its an-

them to be played should a
Finn wins gold medal.
Laa.se Viren, who has won
Olympic gold medals at 5,000and 10,000-meters, was
entered at those two distances
as well as the marathon.
HORSE RACING
DETROIT (AP) — Jockey
Jeffrey Anderson has been
suspended from horse racing
in North America for six months for his "flagrantly unsatisfactory ride" in a race at

and Melanie Julian each had
two hits.
The Twins had four players
with three _hits: Sean Stoggner, who had two triples;
Bruce Thurman, who had a
double and a triple; Mickey
Hill, who had an inside-thepark home run and a triple;
and Nathan Clark, who had a
double and a triple.
For the Cards, Steve
Downey had the only extra
base hit, a double.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Joe
Morgan, the Cincinnati Reds'
career stolen base leader,
says Dave Collins has a great
chance to break the team's 69year-old season record for
steals.
"Personally, I don't think
there are that many guys who
can stop you these days,"
Morgan said before the AllStar break.
'Just look around. I think
Collins would have trouble
against a team like Los
Angeles because (Steve)
Yeager is the best throwing
catcher in the league ....

Yeager can catch him. (The I'll have to steal third more
New York Mets' John) often the second half of the
Stearns can catch him. (The season," Collins said. "The
Houston Astros' Luis) Pujols only time you don't steal third
can catch him. Off the top of is when George (Foster) is
my head, those are the only
Collins said in spring trainones I can think of," Morgan
said.
ing that he hoped to Steal 50
Through 79 games, Collins bases this season. At his curhas stolen 40 bases in 45 at- rent pace, Collins, who has
tempts and has swiped third nine stolen bases in his last
base five times. The speedy seven games and 31 in his last
27-year-old outfielder is at- 38, will surpass Morgan's best
tempting to break a Reds seasonal steal totals in early
mark held by Bob Bescher, an September.
Morgan stole 67 bases in
outfielder who stole 80 bases in
1973 and 1975.
1911.
"I don't know how many I
"In order to steal 80 bases,

GENERAL ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 ond Above

FREE
$1.00

GRAND STAND ADMISSION
Under Age 6
•
Age 6 thru 11'
Age 12 and Above

FREE
$1.00
$2.00

•
NA.10-W..1•••••.....M.....••••.N4•4.•er••••Aw.4.41.1.••".

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday, July 11th, 1980
7:00 p.m.-- Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Saturday, July 12th, 1980
8 a.m.-Noon - Invitational Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park

Monday, July 14th, 1980
. Distr,ct Dairy Show ---4.H & FFA
500 p.m.-1-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m.--Official Opening
7:00'p.m.—Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 15th, 1980
10:00 am.--Jersey Cattle Show
7.00 p.m. 4 Wheel Drive Drag

Wednesday, July 16th, 1980

Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium,
7:00 p.m., Fri. July 11

10:00 o.m
Holstein 8. Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 p.m.--Open Rabbit Show
700 p.m.—Family Nite

Thursday, July 17th, 1980
1:00 p.m.--Kiddies Day
12 a.m.---4.H & FFA Dairy Show
7•00 p.m. Local Talent Show

Friday, July 18th, 1980
io,.00 0. m. Beef Cattle Shows

Invitational
Swim Meet
Murray Calloway County
Park Pool

7 00 p m.

Horse Show

Saturday, July 19th, 1980
)0:00 m.—Form Bureau

Day
1:00 p.m.—Horse 8. Mule Pull
7:00 p.m—Local Tractor Pull
•

8 am-Noon.Sat

July 12

146 Are 196
—

the Detroit Race Course July
1, track officials said.
Anderson was suspended by
the Detroit Race Course's
three track stewards, said
track spokesman George
Mascin, who called it one of
the stiffest suspensions ever
assessed in Michigan. The
suspension, which began on
Monday, will be honored by all
race tracks in the United
States and Canada, Mascin
said.

Morgan Says Collins Has Great Shot At Reds' Stolen Base Mark

...111.110,111M•le•••••••WW•••••MIlly.....1101•••••

There's Something For
Everyone At The Fair

said.
"If you can win in England
and France, you can win
anywhere."
Steve's European manager,
Jimmy Lindsley, a former
jockey, says the Kentucky
youngster, whose father was a
blacksmith and whose mother
trained horses, has matured
remarkably in Europe, gaining the respect of his fellow
Jockeys and racing buffs alike.
"But I think his heart still is
in America," adds Lindsley.
Steve plans periodic trips
back home — such as a date in
Saratoga the first week in
August — and admits that
some day, refusing to say
when, he hopes to return for
good.

Sports In Brief

Yanks,Twins Roll
To Easy Victories
In the Park League last
night, the Yanks bombed the
Pirates, 17-1, and the Twins
rolled over the Cards, 25-6.

mally weighed in.
There were rumors that he
Cauthen
astounded was given inferior mounts in a
American thoroughbred rac- move by Western rivals to
ing when, as a teenage ap- take "that Eastern kid down a
prentice, he led all jockeys in notch or two."
money winnings in 1977 with
It succeeded only to a
$6.1 million. He embellished degree. Cauthen decided to
his celebrity status by riding transfer his talents overseas.
the great Affirmed to the TriNot so long ago- he won the
ple Crown — victories in the 1,000th race of his career
Kentucky Derby, Preakness aboard, coincidentally, a
and Belmont Stakes — in 1978. horse named Thousand Hold.
He even had his biography Since then, he has added 100 or
published before he was 20.
so victories.
Young Cauthen is only 20
"Racing is tougher over
now, and it seems he has lived here. You race clockwise and
a lifetime already,
counter clockwise. You race
After his historic year in uphill and downhill, and in all
1978, he chose winter racing in kinds of conditions. A horse
California and went through going uphill is inclined to slip
the agonizing experience of going down. You have to learn
losing 110 races in a row. to keep him in hold," Steve

4

can steal," Collins said after
stealing his 40th base on a
pitch-out Sunday. "All of a
Sudden, I had a lot of success.
I wasn't getting thrown out
much."
Since joining the Reds in
1978, Collins has had a 75 percent base-stealing success
rate. He went 7-for-14 in 1978,
16-for25 in 1979 and 40-for-45 so
far. He ranks third this year in
total steals in the National
League behind Omar Moreno
and Ron L,eFlore.
As a team, the Reds had
stolen 85 bases in 100 attempts
at the All-Star break.
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WERE LOADED

:OCCI

WITH

Storey's

Operated

FOOD
GIANT

Prices Good
Wed. July 9th
Thru
Tues. July 15th

V' I

Home Owned

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

SUPER
BUYS

Giant Savings
PARKAT

MARGARINE
49 OZ.
GIANT SIZE
LIMIT ONE
PER FAMILY

.7113
:

7:3€
U.

1 LB.
QTRS.

SUNFLOWER

KRAFT WRAPPED

•Ite: CRISCO
g

ORANGE JUICE

GOLD MEDAL

CHARMIN BATHROOM

FLOUR

TISSUE

PAPER TOWELS

5L8.

1/2

85

$1 23

PEANUT BUTTER

GAL

1801.

STARK 1ST

$1 09

./12.1.95c

TUNA

•

4 ROLL

JUMBO ROLL

JIF

$149

KRAFT

SHORTENING

BOUNTY

$1 19

CORN MEAL

c*: SINGLES

;11

TWO LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

U.S.D.A.

RU1
U.S.D.A.

STEV
U.S.D.A.

CUB
GROUND

CHU
BARBARA DEE

REG. $3.89

BLUE BARN

FLAV-O-RICH

BUTTERMILK

vot

2

GAL.

99'

NATIVE TAN
REGULAR-TANNING

DOG FOOD
$379

ASSORTED
COOKIES

LOTION
$249

25 LB BAG

81 202

1001. BAG

59'

We're Passing The Savings On To You

INTRODUCING

HUTCHINS FAMOUS

PIT B.B.Q.!!
SOLD BY
THE SANDWICH
POUND OR WHOLE SHOULDER
IN OUR DELI DEPT.

Storey's Giant Inflation Fighters
NO LIMIT

NO COUPONS

Flavor Kist

Delta

Saltine
Crackers
1 lb.

Paper
Towels

69

Jumbo Roll

Reg. 82'

2/99

Edon
Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll

Corn

.3O3 S..

3/$109
Reg. 41'

Hi-Ho
Crackers

4
69
„...
69
91'

Minute
Maid

'

Veg-All

.

3/894
Reg. 33'

Lo

Sunshine

69

12 ox.

Reg. 91'

Reg. 85'

Reg. 73'

Cream or Whole
Scot Led

Sunshine

Vanilla
Wafers

Lemonade
Crystals
$299

Country Time
Lipton

Instant Tea
$429
3 oz.

A

Reg. $2.55

46 ot

Lemonade
31 oz. Mix

$219
Reg. $2.76

Reg. $4.111

7#1100:1
.
.
"rAirgrilririlrirripr400

rill No.
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cinnT IIIERISAUIOGS •
SHANK PORTION

HAM
U.S.D;A. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

CHICKASAW

BACON
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CHUCK STEAK

3

.S.D.A.
CHOICE
BONELESS

SWISS
STEAKS

1 79
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

$219

RUMP ROAST

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT

LB.$ 11 79

.1„B

LB.

BRYAN SMOKED

CENTER-CUT

$159
$109

PORK CHOPS

CUBE STEAKS

LB

GROUND

CHUCK

LB

$239

$179

FRYER

CENTER-CUT

HAM SLICES

$1 79
LB. •

.

LB.

SELF MISTED

LI.794

TURKEYS

(EinnT PROM soma

994

PRO-LEAGUERS

HOT DOGS

12 OZ.

•

ill?:
illi
•:IE

:
71€
:i1ti
:
731i

t.

REELFOOT ALL MEAT

BOLOGNA

LB.$1 °9

BY THE PIECE

:i
r
i
is.
is.
is..

RADISHES
BELL PEPPERS
GREEN ONIONS

A
is.
is.is.
.:11::
is.:
is.:

MIX OR MATCH

3/99'
.CABB4GE
PLUMS
794
tL

Cosh Pot
This Week Win

$80000
• Last Week's Name:
Murray
Edna Reed
Card Not Punched

CELERY

19! 39!

ornin BAKERY
CREME HORNS
APPLE OR CHERRY

TURNOVERS
PEACH OR APPLE

FRIED PIES

AUfflG
3/794
3/$10o

NAVEL ORANGES
Sinai

EinnT DELI 01111110w

HUTCHINS

B.B.Q. SANDWICH

994 i

BAKR,HAM

$249

/$1 00 CHICKEN SALAD

ir..wirEtcrocs::*33::ficiccomcomatiocceioccocimicircitc*::isciicsuccicisocc:sziccoicc

AI Ars' ir

LB.

LB.

THIGHS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

894

PICNICS

1/1 LI.

:
XKKACC:4:4:COZCK.*X:43C

$109

4

1.0.•

•
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pinion Page
EDITOR JAL

Tax Attack
Internal Revell& Service employees — many of them tax
examiners — have unionized
themselves and lodged a nagging grievance against the powerful government agency.
They say the IRS' internal
security division is deliberately
harrassing them by auditing
their tax returns. The employees are so enraged they are
calling for a congressional investigation of the matter.
More than 60,000 IRS workers
belong to the National Treasury
Employees Union. They complain the check on their income
records was initiated shortly
after the General Accounting
Office recommended the security division duties be transferred
to other agencies. .

IRS officials say the tax
check is just a test to see if the
IRS • erpplo_yees are receiving
preferential treatment from
their fellow workers.
We really hate to see anybody go through an IRS audit.
But if somebody has to face
such an ordeal, who better than
an IRS tax examiner?
After all, they should get the
same treatment as the rest of
US.

, Looking Back
10 Years Ago

1:1E- NEED A REAL
1
LEADER FOR THIS
COUNTRY...SOMEONE
THAT WON'T TAKE
GUFF FROM
WOE—j

A4T-OLLAHS...SHANS...
OIL SHEIKS...RUSSIANS...
INFLATION...RECESSION.
I'M GETTINO SICK
AND TIRED OF BEING
PUSHED AROUND!

The Calloway County Mental Health
Association and the Association for
Retarded Children have combined their
efforts to expand Mental Health-Mental
Retardation services for the area. The
new Murray-Calloway County Mental
Retardation Center,located at 702 Main
Street, Murray, will be operated jointly
by these two aasociations.
Deaths reported include Clarence Erwin and W.Freeman (Bill) Harris, 78.
Charles Hale, property valuation administrator for Calloway County, has
been notified by the Department of
Revenue that certification is being
issued to Calloway for their 1970 property tax assessment.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McCoy on July 6.
Tom Moran, former Murray State
University basketball player, is in the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center, Lexington, awaiting a kidney
transplant. He had been named head
basketball coach at Farmington High
School, but will now be unable to accept
the position.
The Rev. Fred Morton, United Campus minister, will be the evangelist at
the revival to be held at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.

OPERATOR?
...SOMEONE THAT CAN
GET ME
GIVE US BACK OUR SELF
MARTIN.
BILLY
RESPECT... AMAN OF
THE PIOPLE...SOMEONE
THAT WILL MAKE US
FEEL LIKE A
.,,
)
WINNER AGAIN,I

Funny World
CCepinNsweSec..

from the
Herb Caen reports a notice
of
Association of Pregnancy Counselors
change of
Santa Clara Valley: A
Transmitted
schedule — Sexually
date.
Diseases will be given at a later

Agree Or Not

Mansion Repait
Picture Not Bright
,FRANKFORT — Following up on last
week's column, the revenue picture for
repairing and refurbishing the goyernor's mansion hasn't gotten iny
brighter. .
There was a recent story that the U.
S. Senate had voted to restore some of
the federal revenue sharing money for
the states which confused some people.
The revenue sharing money was
designated for the mansion and, many
other capital construction projects.
What the Senate did was to vote to
restore between $9 and $10 million it
had cut from present entitlements.
Revenue sharing for the states for the
next fiscal year, beginning October 1, is
out as of now, and isn't likely to be
restored in any appreciable amount.
So, as far as the mansion repair is
concerned, we are back to square one.
However, there is another thing or
two that needs to be clarified.
A new citizens committee was
created by Mrs. John Y. Brown recently, but it is distinct and has a different
objective from that of the Mansion
Committee created by legislation.
The citizens committee created by
Mrs. Brown with the aid and assistance
of the governor is named Save the Mansion Inc. Its members are appointed
volunteers who will serve without
remuneration and be named by Mrs.
Brown or the organization as the needs
arise for expansion of the committee.
The purpose of the committee is to
raise private funds to help renovate and
redecorate the interior of the mansion.
It will be strictly a fund-raising
organization. .
Committee members named to date
are John Hardwick, Louisville, chairman; Mrs. Frank Metts, Louisville,
treasurer; Mrs. Sally Meigs,
Frankfort, vice president; Mrs. Mike
Maloney, Lexington, secretary; and
- Bill Floyd, state curator of historic properties.
This committee will have nothing to
do with remodeling and restoring the
mechanical facilities of the mansion. A
separate conunittee created by the
legislature is responsible for this, and
state funds will be used when this part
is done.
House Bill 913 in the 1980 session of
the General Assembly changed the
committee responsible for seeing after
the physical structure of the mansion.
It repealed an old law whereby the chief
justice appointed the mansion committee.
Under the new law, a new committee
will be appointed July 15 by the governor. Floyd, the curator, is automatically a member of the committee and is
secretary. The governor must appoint
ane member from Franklin County
with experience or expertise in restoration and three other members from the
state at .large with experience in
historical restoration. The membership
must elect a chairman. The first. lady of
'
Kentucky will be honorary chairman.
All members will serve four-year,
staggered terms after the first committee is appointed for varying numbered
years to accommodate the staggered
term principle.
The reason for changing the comrnittee, according to a spokesman in the
governor's office, is to provide ebntinuing attention to the maintenance, furnishings and repairs of the executive
mansion.
In the past, the wishes of first ladies
have prevailed mostly in the furnishings of the first floor and decoration
of the mansion.
The intent for the new committee is to
restore the mansion to its historical
period, circa 1900, furnishings and
decorations and let it remain such.
The first family will have more say

on furnishings of the living quarters on
the second floor.
The first floor is public while the second floor is not.
The new law requires the committee
created by the legislature to examine
the mansion at least twice each year
and maintain and inventory or all the
furnishings.

IIEARTIN
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a sell-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be prtnted In this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I eat
out at a family type restaurant about
once every two weeks. That's all we can
afford since we are both on Social
Security. Every time 1 suggest taking
the left-over food home, my husband
becomes more than a little upset with
me. He is afraid that someone will think
we need to take it home, and his pride

Humanely Speaking

'Dog Days'
completely overrun and that something
A visit to the local Animal Shelter on
will have to be done with the "extra"
will
days
East Sycamore Street these
animals. It becomes obvious that the
convince almost anyone that "dog
vague hopes of owners that "surely sodays" occur in early July, not August.
will come along" to adopt them
meone
The Shelter is overrun with puppies and
(after all, they are so cute and playful
adult dogs of every age and description
are badly misplaced.
- German Shepherds to Poodles - and
Last Friday night, while most of Murcats and kittens of every size and mixray was watching the fireworks display
ture as well! A quick census of the
at the City Park, workers at the shelter
feline population Sunday revealed 63 intook 17 Cute and healthy puppies from
mates, and the dog count was not far
their cages and put them to sleep. We
behind. They fill every cage in the
should have put twice that many to
bidding
for
food,
scrapping
shelter,
sleep. No one had come along to adopt
desperately for attention - all waiting
them, and we needed the space for the
claim
to
for someone to come;along
flood of new animals surely to begin
them.
showing up Monday morning. Even if
What has caused the shelter to bulge
we had room to keep them, food and
suddenly at its seams? Probably the
medical attention cost money, and the
shelter, which avoids the horrors of the
Humane Society, which is not fax supold dog pound on Poor Farm Road, is
ported, simply cannot afford to keep
now becoming well-known throughout
even the choicest animaLs indefinitely.
the county and identified in the minds Of
What is the solution?. No one who has
many'' as "the solution" to overever held a healthy puppy or kitten as
population. Increasingly, the easy
he "went to sleep" would agree that
answer to the problem of how to get
even by the most humane
euthanasia,
seems
nobody
puppies
or
rid of" kittens
the best solution. While we
is
means,
the
them
to
take
to want seems to be to
wish that more responsible individuals
shelter and let the Humane Society take
would drop by the shelter to adopt
care of them!
animals, we know that the supply of
But taking them to the shelter is no
good homes can never hope to keep up
real solution to the problem of unwith the seasonal flood of offspring prowanted animals - at least not for anyone
duced by unrestricted breeding. The
who really cares about animals.
solution is simple: pet owners must preAlthough we do our best to care for
vent their pets from breeding every
them and to find good homes (not just
time it is biologically possible. Spaying
any home)for them, we often do well to
is the humane and basic solution to the
place one or two kittens or puppies in an
problem of stray animals, to the proentire day, while we take in a dozen or
blem of cages jammed with animals
It
time.
of
same
period
the
more during
no place to go, to the tragedy of
with
figure
that
to
a
does not take calculator
healthy animals put to death
and
cute
at that rate, the shelter will become
as their lives begin.
Of. Course, we would be delighted if
you would come to the shelter to adopt a
pet. But if yoli do, please be a responsible and humane owner by spaying or
. . ought ye not to walk in the
neutering your pet. Please don't use the
fear of our God? Nehemiah 5:9.
shelter to solve the problem of how to
One of the foremost teachings of
"get rid of" the kittens or pups that are
the Bible is that reverential we of
sure to arrive.
God is always the beginning of
wisdortr--/
The Animal Shelter is located in
southeast Murray at 105 E. Sycamore,
and is open from 9-12 and 1-4 Weekdays,.
Miiiray Ledger & Times
and 10 a.m. to noon on Saturdays. The
USPS 302400,
telephone number is 759-4141. There is
Walter 1. Apperson
Publisher
an adoption fee of 86 for kittens and 89
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
for pups to cover costs of shots, etc.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 1.
Among the dozens of animals now
ChrLstmas Day, New Years Day arid Ttuinkagivavailable at the shelter are
ing by Murray Newspapers, inc. 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 42671 Second Class Postage Paid at
Two Seal Point - American Snowshoe
Murray, Ky 42071
Siamese kittens, one male, one female
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In areas served by
carriers, 0351 per month, payable in advance
12 weeks old.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, HarTwo Shepoos, one male, one female,
din, Mayheld,Sedaha and Farmington, Ky., and
one year old.
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn $34 30 per
year By mail to other nestinations, 139 SO per
One nuetered declayied male cat.
year
Adult very pretty and docile.
Member of Associated Press. Kentselty Press
Asaixiation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Two Texas blue heeler females four
Amin-upon
months old.
The Associated -Press in exchalltrely entitled to
One Gordon Setter male two years old
repubbah loral news ongmated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
( with lame leg)
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
One brown striped Manx kitten eight
7$11916
HUSIMS.Office
753-1914
Clasadied Advertising
weeks, male.
73.11919
Retail iDisphiy Advertsdna
One solid white semi-long haired
722-1916
CIrculatIon
female cat, one Dusty Calico semi-long
7234910
News and Sports Dept
hairy female cat.

Bible Thought

20 Years Ago

dages,special lotions, etc? T.T.
can't take that. The funny thing is, we
ANSWER: No,common first aid supdo need to take it home with us! plies are not covered by Medicare.
Between the rising utility bills and food
A complete list of dozens of items
costs and everything else, the cupboard covered or not covered by Medicare
is getting more and more bare. It is my can be found in Heartline's 1980 Guide
opinion that everyone is doing this and to Medicare. For a complete explanathat there is no shame in it at all. Am I tion of tile Medicare program in easyright? K.E.
to- understand question and answer
ANSWER: You are right and you will form,including the claim form and how
be happy to know that Elizabeth Post, to fill it out, send one dollar and
author of "The New Family Post Eti- seventy-five cents to Heartline Dept. 14,
quette" states: "In the everyday fami- 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
ly type restaurant, the doggie-bag prac- Ohio 45381.
tice is very proper." If your husband
looked closely, he would probably see
others carrying doggie-bags.
The doggie-bag practice in high class
restaurants is still looked down on by
some "etiquette" authors. A spokesperson for The Four Seasons Restaurant in
New York stated that the idea of having
your culinary tidbits bagged is offensive.
Personally, we find the high cost of
food and people having to live on less
than $200 per month offensive.
HEARTLINE: My mother, who is 81
years old, is now confined to her bed. In
trying to care for her, I am having to
care, for the first time, for such things
as bed sores. She has Medicare
coverage,and I was wondering whether
this would help pay for the supplies that
I need for her care, including antiseptics, adhesive tape and sterile ban4-4.+4.**44.44+4++4-1-4,+++++++++44-4-4-44-44444-44,
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Dr. John NVesley Carr, first president of Murray State Normal
School, 1924, gracefully closed a magnificent life dedicated to the
cause of education at the home of his son in New York City at the
age of 100 years. He left John Bunyan footprints of accomplishment for the fledgling institution, fondly remembered by thousands
of students and fellow citizens during his long stay in Murray town.
Speaking of accomplishments, younger folks were doing quite
well in Calloway County: Wayne Ezell, son of the N. A. Ezells
of Route 6, scored tops in the 13th annual FFA championship for
his "farming achievements and successful application of vocational
training, featuring tobacco, popcorn and wheat." He was named
champ Jan. 6, 1960. Michael Palmer of Kirksey 4-H also won the
junior championship for his superb -entry in the Purchase District
Show. Not in the fields but in the schoolroom, Marita Evans of
Alm° eighth grade spelled down all contestants in the Calloway
court house, spelling bee held March 12, 1960. Sheila Cooper of
Hazel School was runner-up. \Vhile the youngsters were making
names for themselves, the county library was having finanjal
troubles keeping afloat, however directors of the United Fund organization allocated $1,000 to keep Mrs. Trevathan's bookmobiles
from miring down until July 1, end of the fiscal year. e
Edwin Thurmond was in no mood to stage an impromptu barbecue when he lost 250 hams, valued at $6,000, at his feed store on
South 2nd Street. Fire destroyed the building March 5; 1960. In
addition to the hams, machinery, feed stocks and eight vehicles were
lost in the estimated $60,000 blaze.
Unprecedented cool weather prevailed in the month of March,
1960. Daily average temperatures were running cooler than a cocufnber at 45 degrees, 17 degrees below the average run, according
to the weatherman at Murray State, Prof. James Matthias, instructor
in the social science department. The cold spring was a thanksgiving come early for Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield who was
renominated for the office without opposition in May. Another one
of the county's sons, Judge Waylon Rayburn, won an office without
visible contest when the county officer was appointed April 6
director of the international Woodinen of the. World in Ornalv,
Nebr. • No doubt, Waylon had extensive eotrching by the late Rainey
Wells in past years, not to mention prodding from Max Hurt,
executive vice plesident of the fraternal insurance society batk ii
the good ole days when country cousins were more than a figure of
speech. Another signal elevation for one of the town's vocal citizens
was that of James I... Johnson who was chosen secretary of thc
Chamber of Commerce during the season George Hart, Ronald
Churchill, Ed Fenton and Guy Billington were named to the board
of directors. Johnson was Calloway's former fax commissioner.

T.

To Be Contirsued

Three bus loads of tired but happy
and enthusiastic Murray High School
Senior Band Members returned to Murray yesterday from Chicago,111., where
they marched in the Lions International
Convention parade.
Dr. Thomas Parker is now in the
practice of medicine at the Butterworth
Clinic, Murray.
Former Mayoi George Hart spoke at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. ,
The Wedding of Miss Rosa Ann
McGarr, daughter of Major Gen. and
Mrs. L. McGarr of Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., and Billy Joe Crass, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey D. Crass of Murray,
was solemnized at the Fort Leavenworth Chapel.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Jones and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Jackson.
Red Howe, Jr., Don Faughn, Ronnie
Danner, Donnie Danner, Johnny Rose,
Charlie Warren, Cary Miller, Larry
Gilbert, Edgar Boggess, Mike Sykes,
Ronnie Edwards, Cecil Garland, Steve
Andrus, Jimmie Ellis, and Bud Nall
have been named for the Pony League
Baseball All Stars.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County 4-H Club Council held its annual meeting on July 7 at
the Murray City Park at a fish fry given
by S. V. Foy, county agent, Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration agent,
Clarence Mitchell, county soils assistant, and Marlin Seaton,4-H assistant.
James P. Miller will speak at a series
of gospel meetings starting July 18 at
the Union Grove Church of Christ.
Was in Turnbow Drug Store in Hazel
yesterday. Have a nice beauty parlor
on the balcony," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Elected as officers of the Radio
Center Homemakers Club at the
meeting held at the City Park were
Mrs. Hollis Roberts, Mrs. John Shroat,
and Mrs. Cary Boggess.
"Kirk Pool and Dr. Coleman
McDevitt caught around 60 stripes at
the mouth of Blood River last week,"
from the column,"Tackle Busters."
Miss Eugenia McLaughlin of New
Orleans, La., is the house guest of Miss
Jacqueline Sharbrough.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Killer Shark" starring Roddy
McDowall.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 9. the 191st
day of 1980. There are 175 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1816,
Argentina declared its independence
from Spain.
On this date:
In 1776, Gen. George Washington called his troops together in New York to
hear the Declaration of Independence
read.
In 1850, President Zachary Taylor
died at the White House, after serving
only a year and four months of his term
in office. He was succeeded by Millard
Fillmore.
Ten years ago, anti-war forces in the
House lost the first test vote on the
Cooper-Church Amendment — which
would restrict presidential action in
Cambodia.
Five years ago, Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger suggested that
American support for Israel hinged on
that nation's willingness to make territorial concessions to Egypt.
Last year, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance warned the Senate that any attempt to amend the SALT II treaty
would probably mean that the arms
limitation pact would have to be completely renegotiated with the Soviet
Union.
Today's birthdays: Moroccd's King
Hassan is 51, Kansas City Royals' outfielder Willie Wi1a2. iz 35, British artist
David HoCkney is 4.1t
Thought for today: Education is the
ability to listen to almost anything
without losing your temper or your self
confidence. Robert Frost (1874-1963) roth.
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Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
to gain weight Heavy cigarette smoking is a bigger
health hazard than being
overweight for most people
Of course, you might not like
the effects on your appearance of gaining weight, but
you can trade that off against
the effects of cigarette smoking in causing premature
wrinkling of the skin and
causing people to appear as
much as 10 years older on the
basis of facial appearance.
Obviously, the correct solution is to keep your weight
down and not smoke.
Now you're one of those
people who may not understand what the term complete
hysterectomy means. It
doesn't have a thing to do with
taking out your ovaries. Since
you had a hysterectomy at a
very early age, your ovaries
would have been left in place
unless they were diseased,
even though you had a complete hysterectomy.
I can't overemphasize how
important it is for the public
to understand this point. A
woman who has had a complete hysterectomy but still
has her ovaries may still
develop cancer of the ovaries.
In the interest of early detection, she should have regular
examinations just like all
other women.
Presuming that your ovaries are in place, from a hormone point of view, you're
like a normal woman and
there should be no significant
endocrine factors that are
influencing your overweight
problem.
I would strongly recommend that you add a regular
daily exercise program to
your life style. Many people,
when they quit smoking and
feel nervous, would do far better to run a little bit in place,
do some calisthenics or go for
a short walk than they would
to raid the refrig5ator.

DEAR DR. LAMB -- A
year ago I quit smoking and I
feel better but I do have trouble with my weight. Everything teat and look at turns to
fat. I'm 36 years old and I
never had a weight problem
before. I can't seem to eat
three meals a day without
putting on weight. So I've limited myself to two meals and
no snacks. Can you send me a
balanced diet so I can eat
more and not have it turn to
fat? When I first quit smoking, I was eating everything in
sight. Now the craving has
stopped but the weight
doesn't. Incidentally, I had a
complete hysterectomy four
years ago. Is that adding to
my problem?
DEAR READER — Many
people have an increased
appetite when they quit smoking. Part of this is a nervous
habit which helps to explain
why the!' ;moked in the first
place.
It also makes a difference
what kinds of food you eat. As
you've requested, I'm sending
you The Health Letter number 4-7, Weight Losing Diet.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
The weight losing diet I'm
sending you will provide a
1200 calorie balanced diet
that you can use. If you need
some more calories because
you're losing weight too fast
or don't feel like you have
enough energy, you can
increase the amount of foods
on the diets.
You'll be happy to know
that from a health point of
view, you're better off to quit
smoking even if it causes you
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Woman's Dream May Leave Many With Dry Mouths

Increased appetite
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 10, 1980
What kind of day will
Hidslen factors affect
tomorrow be? To find out what business. Don't be gullible.
the stars say, read the Keep personality out of
forecast given for your birth business dealings. Don't fight
Sign.
with higher-ups.
ARIES
SCORPIO
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grIt
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A contest of wills could mar
You may be dissatisfied
the homefront. Do your best
with an adviser. You want
not to force issues. It won't answers, but they may not be
take much to get a row
forthcoming at present. Try to
started.
be patient.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(IV
Not a day to sign papers.
Avoid arguments with
Others are not in the mood for friends for things eould get out
compromising. Be your of hand. You can't reason with
unflappable self if others are
people
while
they re
upset.
emotional.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Don't be evasive in dealings
You're inclined to be
with others. Watch out for suspicious of loved ones now
arguments with children and prone to jump to
about spending. Anger won't conclusions. Right or wrong,
solve a thing.
you have no excuse to argue.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22) OS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're easily distracted
Ethical factors affect
now. Watch daydreaming on business dealings now. You'
the job. A family member is may not care for the tactics of
self-insistent. Don't take a co-worker. Don't expect
things too personally.
others to act by your precepts.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22) frtirr4g (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Your imagination could
Not a time to mix business
work overtime. No sense with pleasure. Stay on your
getting upset about what are toes. Don't let sex become an
only suppositions on your part. issue between loved ones.
Curb inner resentment.
Watch jealousy too.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(Aug. 23 to Sept. n)
more . inclined
to
the
A family member may not professions than business.
be in the mood for company. You have executive ability
Watch arguments with friends and are at your best when you
about money. Don't push do your own thing. You have
others too far.
much creative talent and
LIBRA
succeed in writing, music and
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
painting.
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Your favorite
Kitchen Colors In
Checkered Designs.
Sale Priced,

37c
Entire Stock Of Family

_rt.r2E

Cotton-Polyester Blend.
Well Tailored In
The Popular
Jogger Style
Men Sizes S-M-1-XL

$A00
Swim Suits -r
Men's Jogger

Disposable
Diapers
Excellent Quality,
Non-Woven Fabric
With Super
Absorbent
cellulose
fill, self
stick
pleats,
no pins
needed.

Our
Reg.
4.49

$397

Whites And Brites

22 In. 3/
1
2 H.P.

Our Exclusive Bonnie Brand
Fashion Sheets And Cases

Men's, Women's, & Children's

Lawn Mowers

Beautiful Prints -

Up To

111

$3.57 Easy start Briggs and Stratton engine, cutting

Twin Size

0
/

50

Our Own P.N.
Hirsch & Co. Brand

...All Priced Right!

Shoes
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Outdoor People
Should Avoid Range

Reg. 89'

Now

191st
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and changing mores.
turn-of-the-century womanhood, WeTU's work, down to the last
In recent years,the once-vocal and mothers passed the tradition member
union has become a softspoken to their daughters, she said
"We will continue to pray,
group that quietly urges
Helen Eddy, who heads the educate, leplate and seek new
legislators to raise the drinking Youth Temperance Council for members," Mrs.
Christy said. "1,.
age to 21 and teaches the state WCTU, said she don't know what
else to do. Du
schoolchildren about the evils d remembers her aunts telling her
Y0t1'"
alcohol and how to fight in- about the "great march" down
temperance among their Market Street and into the bars
parents.
of Parkersburg.
"We believe, because the BiModern-day members mainble says it, that Chnstians tain ties to the tradition by
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP)
should not drink," Mrs. Christy reciting the WCTU's century-old
Army officials warned sportsaid. "We don't think alcoholism abstinenoe pledge:
smen,campers and sightseers is a disease. You don't willingly
"I hereby solemnly promise, Tuesday to avoid Wilcox
go out and take cold germs."
God helping me,to abstain from Range which is being reacMrs. Christy said it may be all distilled, ferrnated and malt tivated
as a tank firing range.
time to take the movement back liquors, including wine, beer and
The change becomes effecinto the streets, to the saloons hard cider, and to employ all
tive Monday, said Lt. Larry
where it began in Ohio back in proper means to discourage the
Stanley of the U.S. Armor &
1874.
use of and traffic in same."
Engineering Board.
West Virginia's first chapter
The St. Albans women said
He said the range hasn't
was formed nine years later. none of their daughters has joinbeen used in the past two
The anti-liquor movement began ed the WCTU. They blamed inyears and that it had attracted
in the cities rather than the coun- creasing numbers of working
campers and sightseers.
try, Mrs. Christy said, as,city women, competition from other
Stanley said visitors should
women banded together to organizations and the
retrieve their menfolk from the widespread acceptance of social check with the post before
venturing into unimproved
bars.
chinking.
areas, particularly the Wilcox
The WCTU boasted the elite of
But all vowed to continue the Kane.

Extra Absorbent

Dish Cloths
Reg. 49'

New

She pondered the changing

times for a mosnent, and then
wondered aloud, "Why is it that
prayer keeps us from sin and sin
keeps us from prayer?"
Today's sinners' souls could
still stand saving, according to
the WCTU, but the group's
political udluence has faded in
the face of a strong liquor lobby
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WCTU stalwart Alma Freeman.
"It's just hard to find a teetotaler
among them"
Mrs. Bryan joined in. "Even
those who wouldn't touch liquor
with a 10-foot pole don't want to
be identified with the union

P.N.HIRSCH&CO. e

Terry Kitchen
Towels

ries
8 at

By BRYNA BRENNAN.
Assoetsted Press Miter
ST. ALBANS, W.Va. (AP) —
Olive Bran has a vision — a visas% of hundreds of women
kneeling in prayer at the portals
of your local tavern.
The souls of the sirners within
still weigh heavily on the minds
of Mrs. Bryan and her C01leap in the Women's Christian Temperance Union, which
claims 250,000 members
worldwide.
"In most places, the organization's century-4:x* crusade to
ban the bottle has bombed. But
as far as the 80-year-old Mrs.
Bryan is concerned,"We need it
as much now as ever before."
In West Virginia, where
alcohol has long been a controversial political issue, the
state W(,'TU's 1,000 members
were in the forefront of this
year's fight over legislation
allowing sale of beer containing
more than 3.2 percent alcohol.
The law took effect in May,
but not until the Legislature had
overridden a gubernatorial veto
apelauded by temperance and
religious groups.
State WCTU President
Dorothy Christy of Rivesville
shrugs off the defeat, and gamely predicts the union "will be
here as long as the world
stands." As long as sorne people
drink, she said, others will want
the chstinction of being different.
"The WCTU is that distinction," Mrs. Christy said.
During a recent meeting of the
St. Albans chapter, Mrs. Bryan
and four other neatly dressed
elderly women traded stories
about the evils cf alcohol.
"Why,I heard a girl, she looked about 12 — of course you can
never tell — and she was saying
about all the drinking of beer
and how she had to be carried
out," Mrs. Bryan said, shaking
her head in dismay.
Statewide, WCTU enrollment
is up by about 60 members from
two years ago, according to
treasurer Margaret Crall. But
U e St. Albans chapter, which
has 23 members, hasn't added
anyone during that period, she
said.
"It's harder now to get the
young ones interested," said

wedges,Everystylheigahndankdindloiwinci:ienealsble Iladdaieis:
sandals.
Sport and canvas shoes, house slippers.
CO Off Dressy and casuals.

Flat or Fitted

$4.97

Queen Size

$8.17

uge Assortment

$7995

height adjust 1" to 3' 2", 7" wheels, folding
handle.

Full Size

Only Two Left

Matching Pillowcases
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Bonnie,
Brand
Solid Color
heats
xastel & Deep Tres
Flat or Fitted
Twin $2.97
Full $4.47
Queen $7.97
Pillow Cases $3.77

Solids, Prints,
Novelties, Velours
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special low price. Stock
Tremendous assortment of colors and patterns at a very
save now on these sight irregulars
20x26 Inch Size
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Bed Pillows
Soft, Fluffy, Allergy
Free Polyester Filter

RIMS
Corn-

kwlet
Corded
Edges

King
1' outartist

88
Save
2.24 On A Pair

Reg. $4 Ea.
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Latch
Hook Kits
$399
$599

Bonnie
Brand
White Sheets /
1
4
and Cases
Flat or Fitted
Twin Size $2.47
Full Size $3.47
Queen Size $5.77
Matching Pillowcases $2.37

15"x15"

Beautiful Designs
Assorted designs for you
to hook. Use as rugs, pillows,
or decorative wall hangings. Fun and
so easy.

Mens' Cool Knit Tank Tops
$222

Solid Colors With Contrast Trim.
Machine Wash, Miens' Sizes

300
N.HIRSCH a C

Boy's Jogger Swim Trunks
Polyester/Cotton Blends, Said Color With
Contrast Trim Bo s' Sizes

$

Ready To Embroider

Pillow Cases
Assorted patterns on permanent press fabric.
Hemstitched ends and scalloped edges.

$269
Our Regular
$3.39
S.

18"x24"
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Banker Takes Donations
From Human Bodies

rain... (Continued riom Page I )
'
sions of air and water quality were also
on the scene.
He said the fanalies probably will be
kept out of the area for most of the day.
Emergency housing will be provided if
necessary, Little said.
An explosives expert from Chicago
was also on call and police said that
heavy equipment from Evansville.
Ind., was helping in clearing the
wreckage.
The train was enroute from Nashville
to Chicago at the time of the derailment.

hydrochloric acid, butadiene, a flammable compressed gas, and anhydrous
ammonia, said Disaster and Emergency Services spokesman Gordon
Nichols.
One car was leaking hydrochloric
acid, and officials feared a possible explosion should the butadiene car rupture and the gas mix with the acid, he
said.
He said officials assumed it was
fumes from the acid that sent a man to
a Paducah hospital for treatment.
The major concern, according to ICG
officials, was a possible explosion
should the butadiene car rupture and
the gas mix with the acid. But a state
police spokesman said that the gas car
had been sealed early today and
workers were well along in sealing the
acid tanker as well.
Cleanup operations were halted briefly early this morning when the wind
shifted to the south, forcing workers
away from the scene, according to Tom
Little of the DES.
Little said one car was continuing to
leak a thick vapor cloud of hydrocloric
acid. When the last car is sealed later
today, Little said, the butadiene and
acid will be pumped into safe cars.
Transferring the butadiene poses no
problem, Little said. However, he said
the acid must be pumped under
pressure, which could cause problems
if there is any structural damage to the
railcar.
Railroad officials said that a special
agent from the B.F. Goodrich plant in
, Calvert City was called to conduct air
tests to determine if further evacuations were needed.
Little said officials of the state divi-

SEATTLE (AP) - Pete the withdrawals. On average,
Fierro operates his bank on a he has only a quarter of the
skin he would like for a safe
thin but vital margin.
Every month, Fierro makes margin.
"We've used it (human
rounds in four counties in
search of deposits to balance skin) up one day and not had
his bank. But it isn't easy '- any and then needed it the
Fierro runs a human skin next day" Fierro says. "But
bank, and takes donations we've been lucky so far. We've
from bodies.
worked around the clock but
The bank can mean the dif- we always get some."
ference between life and death
Kelsey would have been
for burn victims like 5-year- covered with pigskiu instead
old Kelsey Stellick, whose fril- of human skin if Fierro's bank
ly dress burst into flame from had been empty. But because
a stove burner.
pigskin is rapidly rejected and
She needed skin for 30 per- must be replaced every 24
cent of her body, and Fierro hours, her chances of survival
found it. Without those tem- would have been greatly
products
FIRST ALUMINUM LOAD - The first collection container load of aluminum
porary grafts, Kelsey's third- reduced.
for transportation to an aluminum
morning
this
car
railroad
a
into
dumped
every
was
through
the
burns
believes
degree
Fierro said he
. The aluminum
layer of skin could have expos- skin bank would have a larger
recycling plant. The container held about 1,800 pounds of aluminum
trip to the
and
infections
to
fatal
ed her
products are being recycled to raise funds for the Murray High Band's
reserve if people understood
from the
fluid loss.
what a skin donation involves.
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. The container is located on the lot across
Fierro, a medical technician
The body isn't disfigured.
Poplar Street fire station.
at Harborview Medical Fierro shaves the skin from
Center. makes monthly cadavers in strips five inches
rounds to hospitals in King, wide. The thickness of the skin
Snohomish, Pierce and Kitsap taken is the same as that
counties to find skin donors. which peels after sunburn.
He also makes daily trips to
The donor skin is wetted
the King County medical ex- with a solution of protein and
death and 72
FORTALEZA, Brazil (AP) door to the Castelao Stadium, were trampled to
aminer's office to check the antibiotics,then packaged and
was opened other people were injured in
door
the
when
or
to
rushing
crowd
A
surging
list of the dead.
frozen in liquid nitrogen at 190
the crush to get into an openworkers.
Under the law, he must con- degrees below zero. It can be see Pope John Paul II trampl- by stadium
After the accident, the air Mass celebrated by John
ed at least six people to death
tact the deceased's, family stored up to six months.
was jammed to Paul.
For Kelsey, the donor skin, today *at a soccer station in stadium
before he can take any skin
The pope had spent Tuesday
with 120,000 persons,
grafts and his request is not or "homog raft," protected this Brazilian coastal city, of- capacity
thousands of others still night in the Brazilian city of
always well received. Once, wounds on her chin, chest and ficials reported. Another spec- while
in milled outside trying to get in. Belem, at the mouth of the
one of the people Fierro called arms until permanent grafts tator died of a heart attack
During the papal visit to Amazon River, after a day in
responded to his request by were made from her leg a the panic,they said.
colPolice were still trying to Kinshasa, Zaire, in May, which he visited a leper
threatening to come after him week later. Six months after
the exact number seven women and two children ony.
determine
playing
was
she
accident,
the
about
only
And
shotgun.
a
with
of deaths, and injuries were
one of five families he con- soccer in school.
"in the area of 100," said Hello
tacts permits the donation.
OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6
de Araujo Passos, a state
Fierro said his bank needs
n.
spokesma
t
governmen
provide
to
skin from 40 donors
A reporter from TV Verdes
temporary 'skin grafts for the
Mares, the main local televi12 to 16 serious burn accidents
sion station, said he saw the
- most of them children and
bodies of three women and a
the elderly - that come to
Harborview each month.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- girl.
The tragedy occurred about
Harborview has one of only Work is to begin Wednesday to
12 skin banks in the nation. clean flp an illegal hazardous two hours before the pontiff,
Typically, Fierro's bank has waste disposal site in Jackson on a 12-day visit to Brazil, was
Just enough deposits to cover County, according to the state scheduled to arrive in this city
people to inDepartment of Natural of 1.2 million
c cona
Eucharisti
augurate
ntal
Environme
and
Resources
by this
organized
ference
,
Protection
He was to
Protective Treatments Inc. country's bishops.
to the stadium to greet the
of Dayton, Ohio;has agreed to ride
people of Fortaleza.
remove barrels of flammable
State officials said the fatal
was
whith
site,
the
from
waste
MORGANTOWN, W.Va.
rush of hundreds of spectators
Gap.
Sand
near
29
foundMay
( AP) - Rufus Gilbert, 27, of
occurred either when the
The solvents in leaking conPaducah, Ky., was killed
d in- pressing crowd pushed dtavn
repackage
be
will
tainers
Tuesday when the truck he
barrels, the departwas driving collided with to secure
said. The material then
another tractor-trailer rig on ment
Prices of stocks of local interest at II
taken to Ohio for in- a.m.
CST today furnished to The Murray
U.S. 48, according to state will be
& Times by First of Michigan
Ledger
.
cineration
police.
Corp.,of Murray,
of
Waste
Liquid
Industrial
The brakes on Gilbert's rig
+5.00
which the department Industrial Average
2
1
4244-/
apparently failed, causing the Dayton,
Air Products
2
/
446-1
identified in
been
had
said
Motors
American
cargo
his
collision and sending
2-1
/
3111
2
/
Ashland
the
r of
transporte
a
as
court
2
/
+1
4
1
/
53
of steel pipes into the cab.
American Telephone
2
1
2+/
1
7/
drums, also plans to remove
Chrysler
2
/
+1
2
1
/
25
Motor
Ford
drums.
2
/
1246+1
G.A.F.
2 inc
1
17/
The department is seeking
General Care
2
/
+11
2
1
/
69
July
News
Service
Market
Federal-State
General Dynamics
fines of up to $25,000 a day
9.195)
General Motors
16%+%
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
against Industrial Liquid
Tire
General
Our Reg. 34.88 to 48.88
20 unc
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Goodrich
Waste and five men connected
2
/
15+1
Receipts. Act. 1245 Est. 900 Barrows &
Goodyear
Gilts steady .50 lower Sows steady
with the company for violating
Gulf Oil
A78x13"
2
/
1464+1
US 1-2 200-230 lbs... $42.50-43.00 few 43.25
hazardous waste regulations, Hardees
2
1
2+/
1
842.25-42.50
30/
US 2200-240 lbs
Ea. B78x13"
Heublem
+%
$41.25-42.25
release.
a
2
1
/
02
lbs.
.
US 2-3 240-250
according to
I.B.M
• 2346b,23.41
US 2-4200-25)lbs.
Jerico
Another generator of the
2
1
7346+/
Sows
K-mart
C78x14 E78x14
435.00.36.00
2
1
21144-/
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
waste has helped the departPennwalt
$33.00-35.00
2
1
/
3346+
US 1-3300-420 lbs
Oats
Quaker
F78x14 G78x14
but
solvents,
the
identify
ment
835.90-36.00
2
1
/
lbe
+
2
1
/
33
450-500
1-3
US
US Tobacco
H78x14
2
/
3944+1
US 1.3 500-650 lbe $35.00-37.00 few 37.50
is not planning to retrieve
Wal-Mart .
832.00-33.00
2a
1
US 2-3 303-500 lbs
. 15b,15/
Wendy's .
said.
t
departmen
the
them,
Boers 25.00-28.00
G78x15
Ea, H78x15

At Least Six Killed In Crowd

Administration To
Plan Wage, Price
Guidelines
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Carter
administration is planning a third year
of anti-inflation wage and price
guidelines, despite acknowledging they
have been "essentially powerless"
against rising interest rates and oil and
food costs and may be less useful
because of the recession.
Robert Russell, director of the president's Council on Wage and Price
Stability, pointed to a resurgence in
wholesale prices last month and emphasized that "inflation certainly is not
over."
, The Labor Department reported
Tuesday that wholesale prices rose 0.8
percent iti..June, more than in the
previous two months - although
energy prices fell for the first time
since March 1978. The index for finished
goods other than food and energy rose
1.1 percent in June.

WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.

Hazardous Waste
Cleanup To Begin
In Jackson County

auto service

Complete Exhaust
Systems Available

Paducah Man
Killed In
Truck Accident

:
Installation And
Additional Parts
Extra

Stock Market

Hog Market

4-PLY POLYESTER ORD BLACKWALLS

NEW!F •

allo

I

Ill PONT

-

ANY SIZE
13" LISTED
ANY SIZE
14" LISTED
ANY SIZE
15" LISTED

Our 46.88
With Exchange

Carry-out Price

Maintenance-free
36-Month Battery

Our Heavy-duty
Arrestor Muffler

Calcium -lead battery for many
U.S. cars and light trucks. Save.

Double -wrapped muffler for
many U.S. cars, light trucks.
Single unit systems •xcluded

SERVICES INCLUDE:

1.Reploc• front brak• pods
2.Tru• rotors
3.R•build calipers, If possible:
replace, if nec•ssary, at additional ports cost per wheel
caliper
ilinstall new disc mounting
hardware
S.Repock inner and outer
bearings
seals
ili.Reploc• front g r
7.90ill hydraulic system
11.Inspect rear linings for
wear (additional cost if repairs on rear wheels ore

$35E,
$38

All Tires Plus F.E.T. 1.62 to 2.66

58

Sale Price

Save On Disc
Brake Special

Disc brake special for front
only. For most American made cars, Save now
ProditierMI We and winnows which may
be needed are et sistra cost

nood94.1
. safety inspection
'
9.K mart
Tse an so
e-ro

f

•••

CtUarEST,,
prepasted walicovering

k

•Just dip in water,
slip into place
and sponge smooth.

I

I
1 1088
488
I
6 88
Our
1
88
28
N‘wOur
1
I 6-Amp Battery i Colorful Nylon :
I Charger Sale I Seat Covers 1
11

•Sponge clean with
soap and water
• Easy to strip off
and change pattern
• Beautiful 'go-with
trim colors in
LUCITE' Paint
• Decorate walls, ceilings
most anything'
•Complete instructions
on every package

$49

2
6
1u
0
r 36 88
a
Tune-up
An@lyzer

Ea -Our
2 66-2 97
INSECT
in DIN

CT REPELLENT

Insect
Repellent
1 -oz concentrated cream or
spray.
6-oz
Reg., evergreen
Fin,. "Notes

90r 20Cu s,4.97]

688

14.97

Our 9.88
6-Qt. Picnic
Cooler
With push-button, swing-down
lid. Save.

97

24
2-Person Nylon Camp Tent
Our Reg 29 97

' center, 5x7' floor,
2
1
Fire-retardatir tent with 3/
screen door, 10x18" zip window Save now
14.97
Our Reg. 18.88 Sleeping Bag
'Tent labile treated to be Ilernwreeletent in eccordenow with COALS. 111174)

4 99
•C:81

MiliMeoasttoCoast

I 000
iv Ea -Our 13.88 I •7117 Each
I Amber Or Clear :Choice! K mart
Halogen Lamp • Carb Cleaners I

0", 4.97,12",5.97 /

SAVE!
Reg

Sun Filter
Car Visor

I088

Your
Choice

• No mess, fuss or
special tools needed.
• Wont shrink, tear
or change shape

197
•Our 2.97

13 Oz.
Net Wt.

SUMMER SPORTING GOODS SPECIALS

• Easy to handle,
12 inch squares.

3 Days Only Fri.-Sot. & Sun.

88

MOUNTING INCLUDED • NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

THE FAST,EASY WAY
TO DECORATE
YOUR WALLS

NEW '79 PATTERNS
NOW IN STOCK!

rto:%.•
imood 3 Month free .
TWry
Maim.m.'.t tioUted
4,5 14th Mon*
Imre. Adimmom
Warranty"

tHE SAVING Pi.Ar..g

1.44
‘97
Our 544-7 44
Saute' Fry Pan
Or Camp Perk

144

Our 1 97
Salt-Pepper
Shaker Set

c97
11188
Our 888
U Our 11 88
"Aluminum 12" Aluminum
2
1
10x16/
Saute' Fry Pan
Oblon! Griddle

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

•

IP%IOW Am aim

sails rank

-
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K mart* ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 12-6

cr.o Ono inonlion • to nor ores
adoor11.0 won In Nora on ow entroy
If on orloorrod nom Is nitl rola* kr
porcnro duo Crty un1onnoyn
moon.II rroorl 000 root olloln Cheer
on rowan tor the orrcIrrdloe 10 bo
proltrod of Or Ws pros 0110111101,
rotrior or MI all yea•eeeepliallikl
queley leern el•comparable noirilort
n riot Oro peaky 11 lo gro mm
customers "ooliroction army*"

COI Irma"

WED., THURS.,
FRI., SAT. SALE

THE SAVING PLACE'

s to sav
3
Pkgs.1

FOR
Aluminum
Wrap Foil

Box Of 50
Storage Bags

12"x25 toil
roll for household Great
savings

1 1 x 1 31
2
/
.9 4 _food storage
_7
bags. Clear
plastic; ties. 4,1.1

Special
Purchase

Plastic
Dinnerware

IL
4
4
,
41 :

8 white plastic knives
forks and
spoons

•Lt ,g;

Misses' Woven
Polyester Pants

•140 one-ply paper napkins
'White, colors: 13x12.25" each

Fittingly right and on
the high side of fashion!
Choose from fly front.
pleats or shirred detailings in must-have
shades. Save now !

Cafeteria Special
_
PERMANENT

30" Pillowcases
Full Flat or Fitted
Queen Flat or Fitted
40" Pillowcases
King Flat or Fitted

Pr. 1.97
333
533
Pr. 2.73,,
792

Fitted Sheets
Smooth, no -iron
polyester cotton
sheets With 130
thread count

Homemade meat loaf, potatoes andogravy.
buttered carrots, roll and butter.

Limit 2

Misses' Sizes
Our 78'-96'

Our Reg. 2.96

1inne• m.
Woe Me amen
kwaeal

44

112
FOR

Save!

Bikini
Panties

Polyester
T-shirts

In choice of
horoscope
,) sign print.
/ Naturally,
' cotton.

Knockout knit
tops to mix
with pants or
skirts. Colors.

Sale'

/4 Days

14 Days

Final Net
Hair Spray

Silkience
Conditioner

Effective
Mouthwash

Regular, unscented,
Ultra hold or
Ultra hold
unscented.

Regular or
extra body
7
fluid
ounce bottle Save!

Economy size, 40-oz."
bottle
of
Scope" mouthwash. Save now!

.11,1.1..1<0•00.<1••••
1

.F1 oz.

Misses Sizes
Baby Shampoo
32-0: •
4 Days Only
Our Reg 3 68

277

$9

132
4 Days

Men's Tee
Shirts

Blue Denim
Work Jeans

16-or. Flex(
Shampoo

Crystal
Vanish.

Glade' Air
Freshener

Heavyweight cotton in solid
colors: front
pocket

Men's jeans
made for
rugged
wear! Polyester cotton.

Formula
choice

Disinfects,
removes
stains from
toilet bowl
48-oz

Freshens
the air for
days! 6-oz
solid Save!

F, 0,

Normal
Dry
Oily

88

"Santa Cruz
571

1

$4

6-pr
Pkg

2Pkg of
Three

Men's Knit
Underwear

Not Wt.

Our 5.48 Pkg.

Our 3.88 Pkg.

Mf
(
TUBE SOCKS

Polyester
cotton tee
shirts or
briefs
Our 2.97,
Boys' Sizes,
package of
2.58
3

nit Fla5•14 AIN c

Early Spring
Lemon
Rose
Pine
Powder
Fresh

Men's Tube
Work Socks

Potato
Chips

50" Door 1
Mirror

6-pair package of cotton nylon
socks. Fit
10-13.

7-oz.' bag
of Ruffles`
brand fresh,
crisp chips.

14x50" walnut color .
Fits conveniently on
door back.

'Not WI

,•
%It,

avel
22x44
Soft-sheared
Bath Towel
F ringed cotton
\polyester terry.

Kitchen
Towels
Cotton terry
\-1 5 x 2 6"
towel
1 3 x 1 5'
hang towel

Matching
Washcloth,
12x12",...1.00
Matching
Hand Towel,
16x26",.. 1.87

FIJPFLASH II

Hot Cycle'(1114)
Super Powder Puff
Hot Cycle' (1708)

Available In

Porfially cavern
,carton
bled.

Out Reg. 9.98
Ceiling Paint,
666
Gal

2 11Your

//4 Days
Only

Days
Only

Colorburst. 50 Camera

Twin Pack 2-Pk. Focal
Flipflash II
PR-10-2

Fixed focus Motorized

20 prints total

16 flashes

12x14"Dishcloth, 47'

vin

LateX one coat

Boy's 20"
Highrise Bike

Choice
Our Reg. 16.44-17.44

Weft LIMITED
WARRNITY

tyme Cal..,waned veva
•Mie• ewe "WWI In•••••
who w K met', Mg.=
as•Weal whey lambed
of S.porno yr.

wiH Paint
Wai

-4able Beautiful 5 Year CO

Sleek, Safe Hot Cycle'
16" big wheel for children.

EXTERIOR

Save $3
Our Reg. 9.66

$79

KMBI2OS

Save

Quality Portable TV
Black and white, solid-state.

Redwood Stain
Protective,
satin

exterior . latex

7
90

Ea
Your Choice

Save $3
Our Reg. 10.66

Latex One-coat Flat or Enamel
'Nor

Fast drying, washable wall Satin sheen latex enamel
paint in beautiful shades.
paint. 5-yr durability

Our Reg. 7.96

Eveready. Batteries

Exterior Flat Paint

9-volt, or 2-pack "C" or "D".

Resists blistering, peeling.

100 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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PI

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.

Ws Rosins The Right To Limit Quantities

NORTNSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunda

Sale Starts
July 9th through
July 15

10-8 SUNDAY

PET RITZ

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

IGA

TOWELS

COFFEE

ASSORTED, JUMBO ROLL

2189c

COBBLER

"IGA
ROLLS
DANISH

AMERICAN ACE 100 BAGS

TEA BAGS
NESTEA INSTANT

SHARP OR MILD CHEDDAR

IGA

TEA

2 OZ.,
S

79

ASSORTED FRUITS
26 OZ.

CHEESE

12 OZ

COTTAGE
CHEESE

SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY 32 OZ.

BIG CHIEF

IGA
SANDWICH

PEANUT BUTTER $159
14 OZ.

PINEAPPLE.. 37c
MONTE

2/79c

D
i
;

24 OZ LOAF

1201.
ASSORTED
FLAVORS

POWDER DETERGENT
490Z.

SODAS
KOOL-AID

5P1 PIZZA
79c

PIE SHELLS

4 LB

$229

$159
4101..

1001.

CORN NIBLETS 69c

RC COLA

MILK

PACK, 160Z.

1/2% LOWFAT

ATO
TOMT

79
2189
E
DiLiTiCL
S
uoz•

JUICE

This Week's Feature

FLOUR CANISTER

W..III 00 Fur,hos•

TEA

301. JAR

LIPTON TEA

BAGS

$159
1.

24 COUNT

79c

DUNCAN HINES ASSORTED FLAVORS

CAKE MIX

GAL

EAN

1001.

IGA EVAPORATED

KRAFT

GREEN GIANT

SWEET PEAS 695
$179
eoz.2/99c
JUICE

2/89

MILK

ORANGE
JUICE 39 ALL

MINUTE MAID ORANGE

DISHWASHER

$

50 01.

WITH COUPON

DURKEE PICKLING
1.750Z.

SPICE

OZ. BOTTLE

99c

PORK AND
BEANS

29c

SHOWBOAT
300 SIZE CAN

SOS MISS

MARTHA
WHITE MIXES 4r I
MARTHA WHITE 101.

'AMP IctnE 31$ 1STRAWBEY
MARTHA WHITE
MAXWELL HOUSE
OR
FOLGERS

COFFEE
$299
1 LB. CAN

GRAPES
99!
GOLDEN RIPE

AMERICAN ACE

COFFEE
I LB. BAG

LIFEBUOY
SOAP

NABISCO
CRACKERS

°69c

$249

MIXES

LB. BOX

7 OZ. BAR

49c

JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

KOOL-AID
ASSORTED FLAVORS 2 IITS.

2/89c

TUNA

6 OZ. CAN

79

JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

DISHWASHER

ALL
s 79

79C

BANANAS
GREEN
BEANS

59c
RADISHES 3149c
1 LB

RUBY RED

G'FRUIT
3159C
48 SIZE

SO OZ.
COUPON GOOD JULY 9-JULY 15

3 LB.

FRESH

GEISHA CHUNK LIGHT

COUPON coop iiiet 9-111LY 15
SUP
TE
i
tC
i

TUFO OE THE CENTU

LIPTON INSTANT

DEL

“

OT. JAR

GPAINTEGYVV

2PK.

FROZEN Green Giant

PURINA

IGA
VEGETABLE
OIL

MIRACLE
WHIP

.
OFFEF ,

BANQUET DEEP DISH

CAT CHOW

$2°9

SHORTENING 3 LB. CAN

TOTINO

2 Q12189C
WITH COUPON

ASSORTED FLAVORS

929
2401.

CRISCO

MEDIUM, DOZ.

2189`

WEIGHT WATCHERS

TIDE

EGGS
2/89c

BREAD

IGA
CRUSHED, SLICED
HEAVY SYRUP

FROZEN

$1 79

CUCUMBERS

)
)
)

3149c

24 az 69C

We have a complete line of canning supplies for your canning needs

/En /Mk Man Mk' a

a

a.

a

a.
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AM.

R

PUTTING
THEIR

"BIG"
JULY HOG WILD
SALE

a
Per

802

FREE FREE FREE

ON YOUR FOOD NEEDS....

DRESSED HOG
Will be given away free
cut and wrapped - freezer ready

At Jim Adams IGA
THE HOT SUN HAS GOT TO THE MEAT DEPARTMENT AND
THEY'VE GONE WILD WITH THE HOTTEST PRICES JULY
EVER SAW.
"SIZZLING HOT VALUES TO COOL YOUR BUDGET"

REELFOOT'S HICKORY SMOKED

$149

4 LB. CONTAINER

REELFOOT

REELFOOT

WIENERS

DINNER
FRANKS
$129

PORK
LIVER

3QC
CHUNK STYLE
SLICED

M LI

49c

REELFOOT'S
ARROWHEAD

• II
/7c
6-9 LB.

FAMILY PAK
BAR-B-Q SPECIAL

$109
PORK STEAK I

WIENERS

REELFOOT'S
FAMILY PAK
SLICED

REELFOOT'S
HICKORY SMOKED

PICNICS
WHOLE

PICNIC STYLE

PORK
ROAST

SUMMER SIZZLIN
VALUES
SLAB BACON
89c

REELFOOT'S REEL
LEAN PORK

LS.

HOT
DOGS

Just register your name and address each time you visit our store.
Drawing to be held Tues., July 15, 3:00 p.m.

LARD

PLUMP AND JUICY-ALWAYS
RIGHT FOR A GREAT TREAT

FUN BUDDIES

TOP HOG

REELFOOT

REELFOOT WIENERS

99!

ONE HALF

59t

89.

918

PORK LOIN

si29

QUARTER

PORK LOIN

79c

REELFOOT
SLICED

BACON

BACON

ENDS & PIECES

12 OZ.

49

99

$1

PKG

BOX

Li

SLICED IN CHOPS HALF

SLICED

REELFOOT'S
3 LB. BOX

SMOKED

REELFOOT
HICKORY SMOKED

JOWL

SLAB BACON

12 OZ.

120Z.

69c

59c
PIECE

PIECE
WHOLE HALF

MADE WITH REELFOOT WIENERS
CRE-MEL

C
73

LB.

NO FORTNER PROCESSING AT THIS PIKE

REELFOOT'S
DRY CURED-HICKORY SMOKED LEAN JUICY

CENTER

CORN DOGS L..$159

PORK CHOPS

REELFOOT'S

COUNTRY STYLE PORK

BOLOGNA

$I29

BACKRIBS

$2911AMS

CENTER SLICES

LB.

MAKES A GREAT SANDWICH

WNOLE
14-17 LB.

1

$
BUTT PORTION

09

•LB

SHANK PORTION

99C
LB

88.

LOIN END PORK LOIN

REELFOOT'S
OLD FASHIONED
SLICED

NOTICE

ROAST

BOLOGNA

BONELESS BUTTERFLY

CHOPS

CHUNK99!
PEE WEE
REELFOOT'S

CHOPS

REELFOOT'S
OLD FASHIONED

RAG
BOLOGNA
2
'
I

THIN SLICED BREAKFAST

s
C nl iK
$179
STEAK
LB

BY THE PIECE

TENDER LEAN PORK

SUCED
SMOKED

TENDERLOIN $219
L2.

FRESH

BONELESS

LB. AVE.PIECE

HAM

SLICED
$1.29 LB.

89
120Z.

LB.

REELFOOT'S
BEEF BOLOGNA
HAM & CHEESE

LUNCH MEATS

PIZZA LOAF
P&P LOAF

•

SALAMI
LIVER CHEESE
MIX OR MATCH

69

PKG

CHEF STEAKS
$18!
BONELESS
$169
CHUCK ROAST • L.

SS
176
S
BCriE

STEAK

GROUND
CHUCK
516!
)
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Deaths and Funerals

Floyd Elkins of Murray
Route 5 died Tuesday at 6:05
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
stricken ill at his home and
died shortly after being
brought to the hospital.
Mr. Elkins, 73, was retired
from the Kentucky Highway
Department. He was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church, Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons,
and Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Born May 24, 1907, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Z. T. (Zack)
Elkins and Lula Curtis Elkins.
He and his wife, the former
Audra Davenport, who survives, were married April 10,
1928.
Survivors include his wife;
two daughters, Mrs. Oliver
(Jean) Barnett, 207 Irvan,
Murray, and Mrs. Don (Brenda) Newberry, 1505 London
Drive, Murray; one son, Edwin Elkins, 514 Whitnell, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Garth
(Bessie) Walker, Flint, Mich.;
two brothers, Edwin Reymon
Elkins, Murray, and John
Tom Elkins, Dover, Tenn.; six
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Burial will follow in the MurMrs. James V. ( Lucille) ray City Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be conGamble died Monday at 11:30
p.m. at the Marshall County ducted tonight (Wednesday)
- Hospital, Benton. She was 60 at 9 p.m. at the funeral home
years of age, a resident of where friends may now call.
Benton, and a member of a
Baptist Church.
Funeral services for Mrs.
She is survived by her husband: two sons, William Dallas (Mae) Wrye are being
ThOmas Shepherd and Robert held today at 2 p.m. at the
Shepherd, Jr., Benton; three chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
sisters — Mrs. Jude Sanders, .Funeral Home with the Rev.
New Providence, -Mrs. Jonathan Kimbro officiating.
Georgia Mae Stockdale, Ben- Providing the music and song
ton, and Mrs. Ava Nell Phelps, • service are James Warren ErNortonville; two brothers, win and Mrs. Otto Erwin.
Pallbearers are Alton
Edmondson of
William
Calvert City and Hub Ed- Ridings, Bud Bennett, Jimmy
mondson of Murray; three Bennett, Joe Emerson, Clyde
Roberts, and Gene Burkeen.
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held to- Burial will follow in the Murday at 3:30 p.m. at the chapel ray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wrye, 55, died Monday
a the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with at 3 p.m. at the Baptist
the Rev. Max Anderson of- Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
ficiating. Burial will follow in Term. She was a member of
the Poplar Spring Baptist
the Bentop Cemetery.

Mrs. Mary Knight of Hazel
died Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the
Lake Haven Health Care
('enter, Benton. She was 87
years of age and the wife of
Bracy L. Knight who died
)1pril 19. 1951.
The Hazel resident was born
July 25, 1892, in Stewart County, Tenn., to the late Ed Yarbrough and Rhoda Bond Yarbrough. She was preceded in
death by two sons, J. W.
Knight on Now. 30, 1978, and
Earl Knight, killed in the Armed Services in 1943.
Mrs. Knight is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Dickie
I Mablel Wilcox, Largo, Fla.,
and Mrs. Elwood (Bertha)
Gordon, Benton;. two sons, Ed
Knight and wife, Ruth, and
Bracy Knight, Jr., and wife,
Joy, all of Hazel; 11 grandchildren; 18 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 3 p.m. at the
Hazel Church of Christ with
Bill Dillon officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Hazel Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call until
the funeral hour.

Mrs. J. V. Gamble
Dies At Hospital

Rites Are Friday
Morning At Chapel
For Mrs. Hargrove
The funeral for Mrs. James
Rayburn Helen) Hargrove,
scheduled for Thursday, has
been changed to Friday at 10
a.m, at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Hargrove, 56, Fox
Meadows, Murray, died Monday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born June 15, 1924, in
Trigg County, she was the
daughter of Peachte Dixon
Berkley, who survives, and
Ralph Berkley who died in
1956.
She is survived by her husband; her mother, Mrs.
Berkley, Murray; daughter,
Miss Sandra Hargrove,
Augusta, Ga.; two sons,
Joseph Hargrove, Spokane,
Wash., and Charles Edward
Hargrove, Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Pace
and Mrs. Cozie McCuiston,
Murray, and Mrs. Glennis Edmonds Denton, Texas;
brother, John Berkley,
Peoria, Ill.; two grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Arthritis Foundation, Kentucky Chapter, 1381 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky.
40264.

Funeral Is Today For Mrs. Wrye
Church.
Survivors include her husband, Dallas Wrye, 516 South
Eighth Street, Murray, to
whom she was married on
Sept. 1, 1946; her mother, Mrs.
Ima Rye, Trenton, Term.;
three daughters — Mrs.
Ronald (Shirley) Thompson,
Murray, Mrs. Billy (Carolyn)
Walker, Murray Route 5, and
Mrs. Barry (Kathy) Hill,
Almo Route 1; two sons, Joe
Wrye, Murray, and David
Wrye, Murray Route 6; two
sisters, Mrs. Gladys Branch
and Mrs. Clyde (Helen) Martin, and one brother, Bobby
Rye, all of Trenton, Term.;
seven grandchildren.

ROTARY PRESIDENTS — Dr. Eugene M. Scbanbacher, left, incoming

president of the

Murray Rotary Club, is shown receiving a greetings message for the club from Rolf
Klarich, the new president of Rotary international from Helsinki, Finland. Schanbacher,
professor of industrial education at Murray State University, presented Klarich with a
Murray Rotary Club banner and a bucket of Murray popcorn to take back to Finland
with him. The exchange took place recently in Chicago

75th anniversary

where Rotary celebrated its

year.

Reckless Homicide in Crass Death

Man Charged After Incident
A Benton man has been erupted. Borders allegedly
charged with reckless pushed Crass into the
homicide in connection with bathroom where he fell and
the Sunday death of Donnie struck his head on the comCrass, 29, Benton, according mode. Haltom said the blow
to Marshall County Sheriff Joe apparently caused a blood
vessel to burst.
Tom Haltom.
Crass was found dead at the
Haltom said both men were
among a large group allegedly scene at 8:30 D.M. by sheriff's
attending a party in a room of deputies and Kentucky State
the Budget Motel, located on
U.S.641 in Draffenville.
The sheriff added the pair
allegedly became involved in
a dispute and a scuffle

Police troopers after
authorities received a call
from the motel manager,
Haltom said.
Haltom said witnesses gave
varying accounts of the incident.
Borders is lodged in McCracken County Jail, Haltom
said.
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Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API (USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
203; compared to Tuesday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
slaughter cows steady to weak, instances oil.00 lower; buyers not as aggressive as early week's trade; bulls
steady; calves and vealers untested;
feeders poorly tested, limited offering
steady; slaughter cows commercial
44.71347 00; utility 45.0350.00; high
dressing and high basing percent 51.0054.50; cutter 44.00-49.00; a few canner
and cutter under 800 lbs. 39.01344.00;
slaughter bullsgrade 1-2 10341635 Ile
57.00-58.25; grade 2 51.50; late Tuesday
grade 1 1585-1990 lbs. 61.50-65.25; feeder
steers medium frame la few 48042011e.
76.00-81.50; medium frame 2 350-500 lbs.
68.00-77.00; 504770 lbs 65.00-75.00; large
frame 2 including Holsteins 917 lbs.
58.75; heifers ihediurn frame 2300.560 lb
62.0049.25; 500-630 lba. 58.5048.00
Hogs 1500 including 1006 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday close barrows
and gilts .25-35 lower; 1-2 205-245 lbs
0.00-43.55; 2 10-20 lbs. 42.50-43.00; 2-3
215-255 lbs. 41.25-42.50; sows firm to 50
higher; 1-2 400-575 lie. 36.00-37.00, a few
up to 37.95; 1-3 304400 lbs. 33.50-34.50;
400415 lbs. 34.50-35.50, a few up to 35.90;
2-3360-425 lbs. 31.0433.03; boars over 300
lbs. 28 00-30.75.
Sheep 25. Represented classes steady;
slaughter lambs choice 75-85 lbs. 82.00;
slaughter ewes utility 120-190 lbs. 20.00;
aged bucks 15.00; feeders choice 5570
lbs 52.00-55.00

Tt
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Best Buy of the Year!
'ad

aJ
4

\ PERSONAL PRIDE

ONE COAT
LATEX HOUSE PAINT

4

7-4

GALLON

•The finest you can buy!
• Warranted to last 8 years
•Tough acrylic latex base
•Fume & Stain resistant
•32 One coat colors and white
532-6210.532-6228-6301

Reg.$14.99

;

The regular Annual Meeting of Members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will be held this
year on Saturday, July 1 2, at the offices
of West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, Mayfield, Kentucky.

SAVE
teloo

• 8Vear Durability • NO hal Vecist.F"r
,
Resistant•
'41161310 T Rime & 90113

SUPPLIES
BUYS

GLOSS LATEX 1
HOUSE & TRIM PAINT '
• Durable acrylic latex base
• Washable
• Excellent coverage
• For wood, brick, stucco.
concrete
• Over 900 colors

Long Handled
SCRAPER

5188
Sharp double edge
567-7238

blade

Exterior Stain Sale!

kliminates spiallering as
you Paint
586 0895
Premium
--101ROLLER COVERS

28 SOLIDTONE COLORS!

The Best 9-in width
Smooth or semi-smooth
586 0739, 586-0812

ROLLER &
TRAY SET
$399

•

GALLON

Reg.$10.99

•

ST

16-COEIST

-- rh
5"

18 SEMI-TRANSPARENT COLORS!

Deluxe, For smooth
easy painting
586-4632
rt Aluminum
EXTENSION LADDER

The meeting will begin at 3:00 o'clock
p.m. Daylight Saving Time.

99

COOST-10-COaST

PRCIPII
I 1.
Ill

LATEX WOOD STAIN
•Full rich colors enhance
wood texture
•Fade Resistant
• Will not blister, crack or
peel .
537.6223•6249

House
Paint

GALLON
I
WHITE
Reg.$14.99

521•6213 521 6205-6239.

ROLLER
$349

Moken OtOlj

Gloss Latex

le

Custom colors $11.99

SPATTER SHIELD

4.*

OIL WOOD STAIN
•Colors accentuate wood
grain and texture
•Fade Resistant
• Will not bliStef, crack or

88
69
$
Ilat steps
Strong. safe! Non slip,
589-6246

peel

pII

979
GALLON

538-8008
Reg.$11.79

0°111" Interior Paint Prices Reduced!
0088T.ThtillIT_
r7"
t:
All members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
are urged to attend this meeting.

West Ky. um
Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayflold

Quality

coaNTO-00851$
Acrylic
latex Flat
Wall Paint

sea

•
Moztet emit

Master Craft Coatings

LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT

99

•Smooth,easy to apply• No sags,
f •Quick dry —
drips or runs• Washable
no odor•Over 900 colors
CUSTOM COLORS $9.49

Reg.$10.99

Acrylic Latex
Semi-gloss
Enamel
4,64NI
7:or:

LATEX SEMI-GLOSS
•

99
GALLON
Reg. S11.99

For woodwork and walls of kitchen.
bath, nursery•Tough, scrubbable
finish•Stain 8. Spot resistant•Over
900 colors to match Master Craft
wall paints
544 66120729, 544 6604-6638

CUSTOM COLORS $10.49

CoasttoCoast '9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Central Shopping Center

CD

1-6 Sunday

A/16M~

ILS•IIME

1•111•••"

State Uses Sandstone As Base For Highway
y RAMSEY
soclatkçu Writer
Ky. (AP) —
KFO
te is experimenting
use of sandstone instead
estone as a base for its
vpensive highway project, Tnd transportation officials say the financial
benefit could be considerable.
"If it proves viable, we can

save millions of dollars over a
period of a few years,"
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts said.
Almost every section along
the 44-mile four-lane stretch of
Kentucky 80, the coal
resources road in Eastern
Kentucky, will include sandstone mixture in the
bituminous base of the pave-

ment.
Cy Layson, director of construction, said tests 80 far
have shown that the sandstone
mixture underneath the road
surface can handle the
heaviest kind of coal truck
traffic.
"The sandstone appears to
be performing even better
than anticipated," he said.

"We're well pleased so far."
Kentucky 80 is scheduled to
be finished from Hazard in
Perry County to Watergap in
Floyd County by the fall of
1981. The eventual cost has
been estimated at $280 million.
The economic advantage of
sandstone is that it is
available in plentiful quan-

Tobacco Crop Is Feeling Heat

Ed McAlister and Ceris Peas-Horton share an embrace
during the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre (PART.)
production of Two For The Seesaw by William Gibson.
Performance dates are July 10-12. Two For The Seesaw
will be performed at the University Theatre on the
Murray State campus. For ticket information call 7676797.
Photo by lanice Martin

'Seesaw'Relationship Is
Theme Of P.A.R.T. Play
A chance meeting between a
midwestern lawyer and Bronx
dancer turns into a "seesaw"
relationship in the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre
(PART)production of"Two of
the Seesaw."
. The play is being performed
at the University Theatre at
Murray State University on
July 10-12 and at Ken Bar Inn
on July 17-19.
The play is unique because
It has ordjag”,r•s_(-t.according
to James I. Schempp, director.
Ed McAlister, Mayfield,
plays the role of Jerry Ryan,a
33 year-old midwestern
lawyer who is in the process of
ending his marriage. "This is
one of the most demanding
roles I've ever had, simply
because there are only two of
us in the play," McAlister
said.
To prepare for the part,
McAlister visited several local
lawyers and observed their

mannerisms. "I watched how
they left the room, read things
and talked on the phone," he
said.
Carla
Peas-Horton,
Eldorado, Ill., agrees with
McAlister that the play is
demanding. She said that
because there are only two
parts in the play, she has to
know half the lines and is on
stage throughout the play.
Before she realized her
ability for acting, Peas-Horton
said that she had always
wanted to be a policewoman.
"Seriously, that was my
lifetime goal," she said. She
changed her mind when a
speech she gave at a dinner
was well received. She decided to study speech and,
ultimately, theatre.
Tickets are $3 and are
available at each location. For
reservations, call the box office at 762-4483 or 767-6797(day
or night.)

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — from all over the state, many
Humans aren't the only ones apparently damaged by the
suffering ill effects under the sun.
scorching July sun. A Univer"It's impossible to tell at
sity of Kentucky plant this point how
much of the
pathologist says the tobacco crop is affected,"
Nesmith
crop is also feeling the heat.
said.
"This is called sun scald or
He said the problem was
scorch. And it's widespread," diagnosed Monday by
Bill Nesmith said.
agriculture extension officials
in Daviess County, where
Nesmith
said
UK reports of the scald are
agriculture labs have been widespread.
flooded with sample leaves
Nesmith said the scald was

caused by warm, wet weather
But after examining the
during the past IQ days, caus- crop more closely,
Curtsinger
ing tobacco plants to grow too said he saw that the plants
fast.
didn't show the mold's growth
The leaves haven't had time on the underside of the
leaves.
to seal themselves against the
"The key to this is the hot
heat, he explained.
wirid," Nesmith said. "At 15 to
Hot dry wind that has swept 20 miles per hour with 100
peracross the state during the cent humidity the suction
on a
past couple of days "has real- leaf is only about 15
pounds
ly hurt," Nesmith added.
per square inch).
He said the wind has taken
"There is very little suction
protective moisture away because the leaf is surrounded
from the growing leaves.
by moisture. But at 45 percent
Daviess Extension Agent humidity, the suction is
750
Tom Curtsinger said he first pounds."
mistook the silver-dollar-sized
Nesmith said that if the
brown patches on the leaves wind stops soon, the
leaves
for symptoms of blue mold, a will show only small
scars.
disease that caused problems But if the dry windy weather
for some Kentucky tobacco continues, he said, major
crop
growers last year.
losses could result.

Hot Weather Goes North
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
large hot weather System that
has gripped the southern
plains is slowly moving Alorth
toward the nation's Corn Belt,
where crops so far have mostly escaped the withering heat,
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland said Tuesday.
Moreover, he said,there are
" indications the heat wave
which has produced record
high temperatures for two
weeks shows signs of remaining for another month.
Bergland said he was briefed earlier in the day by
weather experts who told him
"that this high-pressure cell of
very high temperatures aloft
is moving north" at a "slow
rate" of speed.
"It's now probably centering on western Missouri and
Kansas and continuing on northward," Bergland said.
"Based on the historical experience, and that's all any of
us can go on ... it appears as
though that high front may
stay there for a while. In fact,
we're looking at it staying in

that region maybe for a month."
Bergland made his remarks
in a telephone interview with a
group of farm broadcasters.
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• It's Fun to Shop at OTASCO!

• Extra Big Savings!
• Reliable, Famous Name Brands!
• Big Selection of Values!

OTASCO Cuts Prices
to NEW Lows!
For over 62 years OTASCO has been a leader
in
offering home, car and outdoor needs at
ValueSetting prices. These Good News "specials"
will prove to you again that it Saves to
Shop at
OTASCO. Come in today . . . many more
Unadvertised Specials in our store

Always Your Home of
Better Values.

That's The OTASCO Difference!

2SC

STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.

tleVIS‘

S
AM COMMONER

Air Conditioning

TE
FILR

Filter

FIyingWJ

Charcoal

.33. 19
fiberglass

Energy efficient cut-tofit fiberglass. washable
Reg. Sec.
•o.790

Hardwood Charcoal lO.lb bag
Reg. 1.79. LIMIT 2 6,, •

WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

Wednesday,July 9, 1980

Friendly Folks To Serve You!

DRIVE-IN
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST

for limestone.
Layson said once a contract
is awarded, any cost increase
or decrease ranging up to 25
percent can be made in
specifications
without
negotiating with the contractor.
Mark
McDaniel, a
Transportation Department
spokesman, said research indicates sandstone gives more
stability and strength to a
road than was previousry
thought.
He said that aside from
transportation savings, it
might be possible to use
somewhat thinner paving to
support heavy coal trucks.
Layson cited an additional
benefit. He said that by using
sandstone available locally in
east Kentucky, there would be
less wear and tear on existing
roads from central Kentucky
because
limestone
transportation would not be
necessary.
Layson said this is the first
tune the Bureau of Highways
has made'Large-scale use of
sandstone as a mixture in the
bituminous base of roads.
McDaniel said the use of
sandstone has been highly successful in neighboring West
Virginia.

Mtierray Ledger & Times

"That, translated, means
continued high temperatures
moving as far north as ...
South Dakota and Iowa,covering Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska,Oklahoma and Texas," Bergland said.

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION

tities in east Kentucky, which
saves transportation costs.
Layson said three contractors working on Kentucky 80
have set up their own sandstone quarries, one only a few
hundred yards from the
highway site.'
Limestone comes from
sources *far west of the
superhighway, mainly in central Kentucky.
Layson said that, based on
raw material prices, sandstone costs $5 a ton contrasted
with $12 to $14 a ton for
limestone.
"I haven't heard the
limestone people express any
unhappiness I about the increasing use of sandstone),"
he said. "In the fast few years,
they have not been able to furnish sufficient quantities of
limestone for various east
Kentucky projects)."
Metts said that he is -for
anything as highly recommended as this is."
"I'm damn interested,
although we have not made a
final decision," he said.
"We're leaning toward sandstone..."
One question is whether contracts already let can be legally reduced in cost to the state
by substitution of sandstone

G000tios'

Screw-on type For most Ford
Chev • and Chrysler cars
Reg. 1.77. LIMIT 3
,

S

Patio Broom

1.99
THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.

For patio, drive, or sidewalk
cleaning. 14" width Reg. 2.99.
4111.136

6
'6'04 6,

Most popular sizes' 20x 1 75.24x 13
8. 1 75. 26 x 1 5 1 75, 27 x
Standard tread blackwalls

In-Dash/AM/FM Stereo

Johnson
"65" Rod-n-Reel
Set

5.97
Fiberglass rod encloeed reel cornolete
with line R49. 9.99. LIMIT 2

\\\\\NN.,,\NN"\\"%"\
"IYIIIIM-V\V\l'\•11l\-

Moves air through several
rooms. 3-speed
rotary
switch, tubular frame with
wheels Reg. 42.84.

Stereo tape player withaAM/FM/FM Multiplex radio
has stereo indicator lamp, tone volume and balance
controls Reg. 79.9e.

Prices Good Through Saturday at ALL OTASCO STORES & PARTICIPATING DEALERS

RAGES-B THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednencla),JuR
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Chicago Justice Center

By lochl• Hurl

Neighbors Have Mediation Service
What's In A Name?
S.

Is what we ask
ourselves in childhood when
we write the name that we are
told is ours." - Ulysses
What brought this question
to mind? When Governor and
Ms Brown named their son
recently, they did it after
many hours pondering. They,
like any parents, wanted the
child to have a title that would
enhance his life and point to
his heritage.
Nothing suited except
George, mother's maiden
name, and of course Brown.
He was born with that. Then
after a week, the young fellow
was given the title Lincoln
George Brown. But the first
lady sprang a surprise on the
day she took young Brown
home and announced his official name would be Lincoln
George-Tyler Brown The
nickname? "Line" or "Ty,"
maybe, and those who have
thought of his financial
heritage have suggested that
"Chicken" be the fourth given
name.
Sometimes a child is named
because of parent's admiration of someone. That was the
case with my parents - They,
like Phyllis George, made a
few changes. My first name
-was Clarice Reubine. I wore
that handle from November
until the following summer
when The Reverend Bell, a
Methodist preacher held the
"Big meeting" at Stella. His
little daughter, "Lochie" attracted Father and Mother.
They liked her name, too. So I
became "Lochie Fay." I don't
know where the "Fay" came
from. Wonder what I would

have been had I gone through
life being called "Clarice
Reubine"'
Being a Jailor, I, II, or III
can be confusing, and
sometimes humorous. In my
family, our daughter was
christened "Lochie Fay." Until she went to college where
the "Fay" was dropped, she
was known as "Little Lochie."
But here she wears the double
name to identify her from me.
Had she been born a boy, he
would have been "George
Samuel" The late Dr. Price
Doyle, contended that our
daughter should have been
named "Georgette."
To distinguish our grandson
from his grandfather, he has.
always been called "Little
George." Now that he is over
six feet tall, the "Little" part
seems inappropriate, but
sometimes it is helpful when I
am talking about my
"George."
Babies that have been born
recently to my friends have
been given names that were
"just pleasing and ran
together well," or were for
members of the family. One
was given a Bible name.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Reagan have two new grandchildren. Mitchell Troy was
born July 1 and is the son of
Lyn and Michael Ryan. Brian
Allan- was born Friday June
13th and is the son of Jan and
Jeff Chase. He has a little
sister, Amy. Great grandmothers are Martha Carter
and Ruth Reagan.
Friday the 13th makes
another odd birthday in the

Reagan-Carter family. Grandmother Carolyn and her twin
brother John Mack have a birthdays every four years. They
were born February 29, Leap
Year.
Frances Lea Anderson was
born July 23 and is the
daughter of Dr. Mary Ann and
Dan Anderson. She is honored
with her great-grandmother's
name - Frances Coleman
Johnson. The "Lea" part is for
a college friend. Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Anderson and Mrs.
Ann Taylor and her late husband, Dennis, are the child's
grandparents.
Although she Is five months
old, I am mentioning
Elizabeth Ann Arant born
February 11, because she is
kinds special, too. She is the
little sister of Joshua, 3 years;
Jessie, 2 years, and Seth, 1.
Her parents,Sharon and Steve
Arant have given thought to
the naming of their children.
All of them have Bible names,
but Elizabeth Ann's name was
given for her grandmothers.
She is special because I
remember seeing her mother
and little brothers in Ezelle's
Beauty School last year when
Joshua was getting his hair
cut. They were so precious. I
continue to keep them in mind.
Their names intrigue me.

By SANDRA BALMER
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — A landlord
wants to spruce up her newly
purt.thased apartmera budding,
but her next-door neighbors per-

U.S. District Judge
Approves Settlement
In Supper Club Case
COVINGTON, Ky. (Al-') —
U.S. District Judge Carl B.
Rubin on Monday approved
$15,000 in Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire settlement funds.
Rubin filed an order
authorizing a payment of
$5,000 each to John Klette, administrator of the estate of
Leona L. Long, and Robert
Corwin, Klette's attorney;
with additional $5,000
payments to Randy Ross and
Julie Ross and their attorney,
Lanny Holbrook.
Lawrence Kane Jr., a Cincinnati attorney and trustee of
settlement funds, said he paid
$3,205,000 last December to 190
victims — the 50 injured or
representatives of the 165 who
died in the May 28,1977,fire.
Kane said the second
distribution was last Jan. 18,
for $155,000. On March 6, he
paid an additonal $235,000.
Kane said the nearly $3.6
million came from a fund of
about $19 million paid by settling defendants in the case.

sistently pitch chicken bones and
garbage onto her property
In this tough Uptown
neighborhood, where flashing
blue police-car strobes often
light up the night, those could be
the ingredients for real trouble.
But the chicken-bone dispute
didn't land in the police station
or the courtroom. Instead, . it
went to a mediation service, the
Uptown -Edgewater
Neighborhood Justice Center,
where volunteers listen to
neighborhood troubles in the
hopes of defusing arguments
that could otherwise lead to
violence.
In the c)icken-bone case, it
was a question of "radically
varied lifestyles," said center
director John Payton, a social
worker with a master's degree
in theology.
"The woman had already
sworn out a warrant, but when
she found out about the service,
she was quite agreeable" to
working out a solution with a
volunteer mediator. The terms
weren't male public.
The justice center works like
this: Someone with a gripe calls
a volunteer mediatgr, who contacts the opposing party. If both
sides agree, the center sets up a
mediation session, where the
feuding parties try to settle their
problem.
It can take anywhere from 45
minutes to 4 hours. All stvisions
are confidential, and except for

the final agreement, no records into harrassment and faith and a feeling that it may be
'foolish to back out."
sometimes violence.
are kept.
Mediation won't work, Payton
The two sides agreed to
Run in cooperation with the
Chicago liar Association and negotiate, and one of 29 says, if the parties are'so angry
financed by pnvate grants, the mediators, many of whom are they wart the justiae system to
mediation center has settled Lawyers, was scheduled to hear impose a sentence, or they'e so
afraid of the person they want
nearly BO disputes and handled the dispute free of charge.
Feuding neighbors enter him put in jail."
more than 400 calls since it openBut part of the justice center's
mediation because "in many
ed last October.
The disputes tend to involve cases the problem has become wort is "gelling word out to
they're neighborhood residents that
people who know each other; so mutually irksome,
to
they often start with trivial willing to come to a settlement," there is an an alternative
or Payton said. There's nothing to litigation or violence," Payton
arguments
misunderstandings and escalate bind their agreement but good said.

BIG SUMMER

CLEARANCE!
SALE

1

NOW AT

Qraham & Jackson
Downtown Murray

Iiittritittnipitt /Rap, KO.
Dixieland center

"Read the promise of
freshness we makeour neighbors:"
Ray Stevens

Dr. Tom Jeffries To Be
Guest Speaker At Phi
Delta Kappa Dinner
Dr. Tom Jeffries, Kentucky
coordinator of Phi Delta Kappa, will be the guest speaker
at a dinner following the annual summer initiation of new
members into the Murray
State University chapter of
the fraternity on Tuesday, July 15.

Group Established
Named lefthanders
International
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
Southpaws irked by lefthanded slurs can now turn to a
group called Lefthanders International.
And for Portland lefties,
frustrated by righthanded
scissors and baseball gloves,
there's The Southpaw.
June Peterson sells all manner of lefthanded products
from her store in a Portland
shopping center.
She isn't lefthanded, but her
parents and her mother's
parents were, and so are her
children.
She's also a member of Lefthanders International, which
last year ratified its own
declaration of independence
called "The Bill of Lefts."
Among other things, the
document says lefthanders
• shouldn't tie shy about using
,hand for salutes, oaths
the
kes.
'‘r;411 group hailed Texas
Dirrrincrat Bill Hobby, who
as sworn in last year as the
state's lieutenant governor
with his left hand raised.
Among Mrs. Peterson's
salable southpaw items are
scissors, notebooks, corkscrews, baseball gloves and
how-to books for lefthanders
in needlepoint, knitting and
embroidery.
"Left on!" she says as people leave her store.

The initiation will begin at 3
p.m. in the social room of the
Department of Home
Economics, followed by the
dinner at 5:30 p.m. in Winslow
Cafeteria. Dr. Ray Moore,
chapter president, said six to
eight graduate students in
education have applied for
membership.
Phi Delta Kappa is a professional education fraternity to
promote quality education. It
emphasizes research, service,
and leadership as essential to
an effective system of public
education.
Chartered in 1969, the Phi
Delta Kappa chapter at Murray State has grown to about
150 members. Its present officers, along with Moore,are:
Bill Puckett, vice president
for membership; Wayne
Williams, vice president for
programs; Dr. Buddy Krizan,
vice president for projects;
Robert Hendon, secretarytreasurer; Dr. Irma Collins,
representative; and Dr. S. M.
Matarazzo and Ray Dunn, advisers.
Chapter activities on the
campus for 1980-81 include the
following:
Sept. 13 — Joint dinner
meeting with the West Kentucky Administrators Association to hear a speaker from the
Kentucky Department of
Education, follovred by attendance at a Racer football
game.
November — Diamond
Jubilee Workshop conducted
by the Phi Delta Kappa International office.
February — A forum on
"Why I Send My Children to a
Private School."
March — A speaker to
deliver the second annual
Harry Sparks Lecture.
May — Dinner meeting with
a program on "What's Right
With American Public Education."

Bluegrass Bedding
Factory Outlet
4120 Clarks River Rd.
Padecak, Ky.

After Inventory Sale

2S% Off Entire Stock
•1144Isprulds
•DroPea
>Piscine/its

Register For $15.00 Daily Drawing
Sale Starts 6-30 - 7-19

The Flav-O-Rich
Freshness Promise.
I fyou're not completely satisfied
with the freshness and taste ofany
Flav-O-Rich product you buy simply
return it to your store.We promise
you a full refund or even exchange,
at no additional cost to you.
That's how sure Flav-O-Rich farm
families are about the freshness of
every product we make.
Local Dairy Freshness
makes our promise possible.
Flav-O-Rich families are your neighbors,living on farms right near you.
We know flay-U-Rich products are
at their freshest when you take them
home to enjoy.
The Flav-O-Rich Family Crest —
A symbol oflocal pride.
When you see our Family Crest,

you can feel sure about,the product
you're about to pick. Because we are.
We do evetythingwe can to guarantee you peak dairy freshness.On our
farms.At our dairies. And on the way
to your store.
Plus, we constantly check inside
stores to make sure our dairy products are kept thei?freshest for you.
We wouldn't have to go to as much
effort as we do.There's no law that
says we must. Except our own.
You can depend on
ow products
and our promise,
because we do.
Choosing local dairy products
means you get products backed by
people who want to please you more.
We'd be very proud if yo'i'rtthoose
our Flav-O-Rich products.Taste how
well they live up to our promise.

4,8114
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Men's Service Clubs In Midlife Crisis

•

LII ADO

By WAYNE SLATER
Associated Press Writer
MASON CITY, M. (AP) —
Rotary day in Mason City,
population 2,800.
They are all here. The
town's leading undertaker and
the manager of the light company. The owner of the Arlee
Theater. The pastor of the
Presbyterian Church on Main
Street.
In a time-honored ritual,
they gather every Tuesday at
noon in the pine-paneled back
room of Vantine's Restaurant
to do the things Rotarians
everywhere do — pledge
allegiance to the flag, bow in
prayer, sing the songs of
Rotary and eat.
"I'm a charter member,the
last one. Been corning since
1926," said white-haired Louis
Herman, who ran the clothing
store downtown, the same as
his father and grandfather
before him.
"I enjoy the fellowship of all
these years. If I stayed out of
here,I'd be lost."
On this particular day, the
general manager of the local
seed corn company delivered
a ringing tribute to "ripe ears
on green stalks."
For 20 minutes, he extolled
the virtues of "profit" and
"progress' and "commitment
to community."
When he finished, there was
a hearty round of applause.
"Nothing could be more
American than Rotary or
Kiwanis," said sociologist A.
Digby Baltzell of the University of Pennsylvania.
But the men's service club,
American
a— unique
phenomenon of the 20th century, is in the midst of a
midlife crisis.
Membership has slipped in
recent years, particularly in
large cities and in rural areas,
once the backbone of such
clubs.
Critics are questioning their
purpose. Women are challenging their male-only exclusivity.
Spokesmen are adamant the
service clubs will survive and
prosper. But in what form?
And to what end?
In his 1922 novel,"Babbitt,"
Sinclair Lewis characterized
the era of optimism and
emerging prosperity during
which the service clubs were
born.
He wrote of the "Godfearing, hustling, successful,
two-fisted Regular Guy, who
belongs to some church with
pep and piety to it, who
belongs to the Boosters or the
Rotarians or the Kiwanis, to
the Elks or Moose or Red Men
or Knights of Columbus, or
any one of a score of organizations of good, jolly, kidding,
sweating,
laughing,
upstanding, lend-a-handing
Royal Good Fellows."
Rotary is the oldest and
largest of these clubs. It was
founded by a lawyer in 1905
and its name derives from the

June Livestock
Prices Improve Over
Previous Month
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
June livestock prices improved over the previous month in
Kentucky, though livestock
and crop prices continued to
lag behind last year's, the
Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service says.
Hog and egg prices
registered the largest gains
from May, with farmers
receiving $32.30 a hundredweight for hogs in June,
up from $28.20, and 45.2 cents
a dozen for eggs, up from 41.8,
the service said.
Last June, hogs were bringing $39.30 a hundredweight in
Kentucky and eggs 51.8 cents
a dozen.
The service said prices paid
by farmers for selected feeds
showed little change from
May.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Manly Weer & lines by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
ma 6 p.a., Moodily frost* Friday,
3:30 pa. and 49.a. Sa*inlays.
A circulation department em.
ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
wetekdays orhe_placed by i
4 pa. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Oa Norm ledea & Ilse=
are $ ate. le 5 p.m, Monday
through Friday and a.•. 1.11m.Saturdays.

practice, in the beginning, of
rotating weekly luncheon
meetings from place to place.
It has 850,000 members in
18,500 clubs in 154 countiles.
Kiwanis, traditionally the second echelon in size and
status, has about half that
membership.
Members, particularly of
Rotary,are generally perceived as the leadership elite of
any city. By and large, they
are affluent, white, male and
middle-aged.
One purpose of the clubs is
to make and cultivate
business contacts. Another
purpose is to perform service
projects for the communities.
The Mason City Rotary Club,
for example, organizes the annual city homecoming
celebration, sponsors a Boy
Scout troop and plants trees.

"As cornball as It may 16 on a new name father than
sound, there is something battle the issue in court.
about getting involved and
Two years ago, Rotary exhelping people, of taking shut- pelled its Duarte, Calif.,
ins to church on Sunday or giv- chapter for admitting three
ing a picnic for the handicap- women to membership. The
ped or senior citizens that clb promptly changed its
makes a guy feel good," said name to the Duarte Ex-Rotary
John McGehee of KIW1111111 M- Club.
x tornational.
Women's groups charge the
Incidents in recent years, ban on female members is unhowever, have prompted fair. Some have formed their
serious criticism.
own professional women's
In June, Kiwanis likterna,
l. organizations.
banal voted to stay all intik,
"There is a lot of business
soundly defeating a thane-lise,.conducted at organizations
by women's groups at its an- such as Kiwanis and Rotary,"
nual convention. A similar said Shirley Spencer, advote by Rotary International ministrator of a public service
last year resulted in a lawsuit. agency in Peoria. "There are
In the few cases where clubs some individuals who have
have admitted women, they power, status and clout in the
have been expelled by the nil- community, who during lunmg body. The Rochester, cheons may discuss things
N.Y., Jaycees will decide July which have an impact on the

community. The female person is excluded from that."
Service clubs may eventually admit women, but John
Schulz says it's not likely to
happen soon in Rotary.
"There are an awful lot of
American members' wives
who don't want it," he said.
In Mason City, the women
may already have had the last
word.
For decades, the Rotarians
met in the basement of the
Presbyterian Church where
church women prepared and
served the meal. But that has
ended and the Rotarians now
eat at Vantine's.
It Daened that after 35
years in the kitchen, the
women got their own jobs and
started their own projects.
They simply didn't have time
to cook for the men anymore.

SECURITY AWARD — Susan Elkins, a senior at Murray State University has been
presented with a certificate of commendation by the security department for her contributions in helping to maintain campus security. A parks and recreation and criminal
justice major, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Elkins, 501 Johnson Street,
Metropolis, Ill. Making the presentation is security director Joe Green, left, while the
assistance director, William Kidd, looks on from the right.
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8:30-8:00
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice

2. Notice

BY OWNER

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333

Three bedroom, 2 bath.
brick home with living
room, dining room corn•
bination, built-in kitchen with dishwasher
and gorboge disposal
den with fireplace. Carpeted throughout. Two
car garage with con
crete double driveway
Central heat and air
Partially floored attic.
good for storage. Lots
of closet space. Well
landscaped. Located in
nice neighborhood at
1712 Plainview. Low
560's. For more in
formation call 753 8393. No realtors
please.

NOTICE

61"
47

DOWN
1 Cudgel
2 Mature

•

WI

ill

hil

hi
WI
S7

111UUUd

WWI

WI

Tiflr99r9 rilr9 trai0 9rIFT1-

Pt

We are located in the
downtown shopping
center free parking!

Pt

CARTER STUDIO
753-82911

4. In Memoii
In memory of Sudie Morton,
who passed away one year ago
July 8
LOVING MEMORIES
Your gentle face and patient
smile
with sadness we recall
You had a kindly word for each
and died beloved by all
The voice is mute and stilled
the heart
that loved us well and true.
Ah, bitter was the trial to part
from one so good as you.
You are not forgotten loved one
nor will you ever be.
As long as life and memory last
we will remember thee.

MOOD COMBO,
UOCC CEO
CCOCCMC DOOM,
CD morn 0011,
COO COMBO MIMI
CUM MIMI CM
CMCC COCCOOD
MCC CCM
CMOOCCM COO=
CCM CCCOC MOO
CMC OCMCC MGM

a

Bible Facts Free Wile lot the
needy 7594600

304 Main

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DMO moon mom
Imo enema COM

2.
- 1416----

Pt

Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

ACROSS
3 Currency unit
Answer to Tuesday's Puszle
1 Evil
4 Vegetable
4 Steer
5 Lug
8 Unruly child
6 Interjection
12 Time gone by 7 Inundation
13 Nobleman
8 Prohibit
14 Assistant
9 State: Abbr.
15 Bank
10 Hebrew
employee
month
17 Paddle
11 Abound
19 Diphthong
16 Tennis stroke
20 Land parcel
18 Paid notice
21 Food fish
21 Lenient
22 Limb
22 Succor
23 Pierce
23 Lean-to
25 Ancient
24 Rip
26 Three-toed
25 Mineral
sloth
26 Skill
27 Pronoun
28 Beverage
41 Bury
tamn
28 Exist
29 Unit
42 Tatter
49 Worthless
,29 Command
30 Send forth
43 Time gone by
leaving
32 Babylonian
31 Ceremony
44 Roman road 50 seine
deity
33 Piece out
45 Man's nick- 51 Ocean
33 Ingredient
34 Sea eagle
name
53 Lava
35 Scale note
37 Likely
46 War god
55 Zeus's
36 Male duck
39 Chastise
48 High mounbeloved
38 Before
39 Whit
4 5 6 7
40 Hebrew letter 1 2 3
9 9 10 11
41 Hostelry
12
13
14
42 Nerve netIS
work
16
17 111
43 Fruit seed
ill
ao
45 Emmet
II
46 Swiss river
zs 24
47 Near
hill
ka
rr
48 High: Mus.
kil
61
WWI
49 Eyes, e.g.
w
al
52 Close
111
la
36
54 Erin
37
56 Golf mound
61
hilll
40
41
57 Snare
11
58 Decays
59 Greek letter

Z. Notice

We miss you now, our hearts
are sore,
as time goes by we miss you
more
Your loving smile, your gentle
face,
no one can fill your vacant
place
The family

ITS A
FACT
Free grit wrapping rs
specialty at
Starks
Hardware
12th A Poplar
753.1227
rts Cs a Ls Liu,tits

a

3. Card of Thanks
We, the family of Bud Manter,
would like to take this opportunity 'to thank all the
neighbors and friends for their
many kindnesses during our recent bereavement.
Wife, Mother, Sisters, and
Brothers.

5. Lost and Found
Found: Set of keys on leather
key ring. found on 18th and
Olive Streets. Claim by calling
753-1916.
Lost in Canterbury: Red
Chesapeake, 75 lb., large 3
corner star on right hip
Reward! 753-8592.
Lost: Brittany Spaniel dog,
white and rust colored, wearing
flea collar and leather collar,
female. Missing about one
month. Last seen on Van Cleve
Road. Call 753-9689 or 7538766.

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter in my home, beginning August 1st Call 753-8469
Must have references.

EX-DEBIT
AGENTS
Did you leave the debit business because of the collections, the servicing, paperwork, and lack of earnings?
Here at AMERICAN REPUBLIC INS. CO. our representatives only sell, and the Company supplies everything
we need at no cost to us, including a completely paid
training program and field training with managernent.
We offer unlimited income after training. We give you
one of the finest 10-year vested renewal contracts in
the business both HEALTH 8, LIFE. We will show you
how you are paid for 10 years on sales you make each
week.
In short, we offer you one of the finest opportunities
in the insurance business and you owe it to yourself
and your family to talk with me in a personal interview. Let me prove to you that there really is a
good "SALES CAREER" for you with our company.
Please contact:
DONALD DOCHNIAK
AMERICAN REPUBLIC INSURANCE
(502)442-1860
MON.-FRI. 8:30 A.M.-11 A.M.

ill

SOMETHING SEEMS TO
BE MISSING', SIR... f-c"

BEADS, MARCIE...
"CORNROW'HAIR
NEEDS BEADS...

/I PONT HAVE ANY
PRETTY BEAP5

AND TINKERTO1t'5
PONT QUITE DO IT!

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Head Start is
now accepting applications for (2) positions
for the 1980-81 school.
year; Health Coordinator and Home
Visitor. Applications
are available at the
Murray City Schools
Superintendent's office,
9th and Poplar. The
Deadline for applications is July 11, 1980.
Murray Head Start is an
Equal Opportuniity
Employer. ••'•

Aluminum step ladders, 4',
$22.99, 5', $25.99, 6', $27.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

A cost free Christmas! A
Number 1 toy gift company hiring demonstrators Earn $1000
now til September Best demo
and hostess program. Commission checks in 2 weeks. Absolutely free $300 kit. Call Debbie collect, 653-4704.

Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces,
$27.99, 8 pieces, $39.99; 10
pieces, $49.99, 11 pieces,
$59 99
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Commodes. White, $39.99; colors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Cookware. Stainless steel with
copper bottom. Covered sauce
pans, 1% quart, $4.99; 2 qt.,
$5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 qt.
Dutch oven, $12.99; 10"
topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
For sale: Couch and 2 chairs.
Phone 759-1956 after 5 pm.
Fedders air-conditioner, one
year old, used 3 months,
21,000 BTU. Call 753-2927.
Four piece maple finished
suite; bed, dresser, chest, night
stand, springs, mattress. $225.
753-5526.
Good full and half size box springs and mattresses. Cheap!
Otto Chester, Lynn Grove or call
435-4128.
G.E. 20.3 cubic foot chest
freezer, 35" high, 57" wide,
31" deep. Like new., Will
sacrifice, $350. Call 759-1969.
Large double wardrobe, almost
new, $125. Call 753-6508.
No guess work pressure canner,
heavy polished aluminurb with
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart
jars, $49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Water heaters, round, electric,
glass lined, 5 year guarantee.
17 gallon, $84.99; 30 gallon,
$94.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50
gallon, $120.99; table top
models, 30 gallon, $140.99; 40
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon,
$177.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Washerless faucets for lavatory,
$13.99; for kitchen sink,
$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99;
with shower, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

Wanted:
Individual
for
custodial work at
First Baptist Church. This is a full
time job. Individual must have
good references.
Experience
is
preferred. For information call Mr.
Moody at 7531854 for appointment.
Babysitter wanted for toddler
Monday-Friday. Prefer mature
individual. References required. After 6 pm call 7591006.
Help wanted: Apply in person
at McDonald's. No phone calls.
Home workers needed. Earn extra income at home. For details
send stamped self-addressed
envelope to Watson, Box 6,
Wingo, KY 42088.
-Musicians wanted to play in
Rock N Roll dance band. Name
already established in Tennessee and southern Kentucky.
Call Paris,(901) 642-3559, ask
for Mike.

9. Situation Wanted
Exterior painting, very
reasonable. Call 753-9607.
Would like to do interior
designing and decorating.
Reasonable rates, have
references. Call 753-9232.
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.

10. Bus. Opportunity

PLEASE SlD
A TELEVISI N
REPAIRMAN!--MY PICTURE
HAS GHOSTS
ON IT

OKAY, WE'LL
SEND OVER
A SPECIAL
MAN FOR
THAT

NOW THAT'S
WHAT I CALL
A NIGHTMARE

3L11.

LOOK OUT!
PONT LIKE
THE TONE OF
HIS VOICE

14. Want To Buy
Small trailer for a tractor type
lawn mower. Call 753-9240.

15. Articles For Sale

C M Un04.4 m astute

MISS
j3LiXi..EY/

Start Now - Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2007.after 4 pm.

od tc

ei

KEEP THE DESK BETWEEN
HIM AND YOU

AND WATCH X GEE, OFFICE
HIS EYES,THEY SPORTS ARE
TELEGRAPH
A LOT LIKE
HIS MOVES
PRO FOOTBALL

Aluminum extension ladder,
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20',
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
Hardware.
Large tame plums for sale and
by weekend will have sweet
corn. Call 753-4725, Floyd
McKenzie.
Riding mower, Airens, 30", 7
111). $350. Camper, Starcraft
pop-up, sleeps 5, excellent
condition. Call 753-2813

Used wood storm windows and
screens. 2 sets peeking shutters, used doors; used window
sash; used deep well pump
with tank; used G.E cook top
with hood Roy's Carpenter
Shop, next to drive-in theatre
Victoria 200 tomato juicer. No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking Does a bushel in 30
minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings'

19. Farm Equipment
150 Massey Ferguson, excellent conchion, $3850. Call
753-3629
1976, 275 Massey Ferguson
tractor, 1973 510 Massey combine, 1 row corn picker. Call
435-4593 or 489-2570
Snapper mower blades, 26",
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Tobacco scaffold wagons, double wide, 24' long, see at Vinson's Tractor Company, Murray.
Phone 886-6029 after 6 pm,
Hopkinsville.

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Piano in storage. Beautiful
spinet-console stored locally.
Reported like new. Responsible
party can take at big saving on
low payment balance. Write
Joplin Piano, Joplin Missouri
65801.

NOTICE
A DIAMOND WRISTWATr-H
WITH A PLATINUM
SAND

OR HOW ABOUT A PEARL
NECKLACE WITH
MATCHING

HOw DO DAFFODILS
GRAB YOU?

EARRINGS?

I HEARD THE
MONKEYS SOUND
LEOPARP
WARNINGS.

HE COULDN'T
GET IN...

Occupational licenses are due as of July 1, 1980.
Anyone in the city or county selling Ice Cream, cold
drinks, tobacco products, restaurants, theatres, and
Billiard hall. Licenses are also necessary to any and
all Vending machines for cold drinks or cigerettes.
Penalty is in effect as of July 1, 1980.

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the provisions
of Title II, Section 207 (A) (21 of the Federal Credit
Union Act, the Tapco Federal Credit Union, Charter
Number 1 7099-11 45, Murray, KY 42071 has been
placed into liquidation by the National Credit Union
Administration, 1365 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 500,
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 All creditors having any claim
or demand against said credit union are required to
present their claims and make legal proof thereof to
the National Credit Union Administration. Under the
provisions of said Act, all claims not filed within four
months from the date this advertisement first appeared shall be barred, and claims. rejected or
disallowed by the Liquidating Agent shall be likewise
borred. All claims of creditors of said credit union
should be submitted under oath or affirmation duly administered by a notary public or other person legally
• empowered'to administer the same.
JIM BAYLES
Agent for the Liquidating Agent

0
1 41412
:'

28. Mob. Home Rents

SPINET -CONSOLE
PIANO
FOR SALE
Wonted: Responsible
party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy Terms. Can be seen locally.
Write: Credit Manager,
P.O. Box 207, Carlyle,
11. 62231

Four bedroom bri
large eat-in lutc
heat, near college
1000 Sharp Strei
Bob Gass. 753-26
$115 per month.

For rent. Mobile home, 10x42,
nice, natural gas. A/C, quiet
court. Prefer single male.
Phone 753-3895.
For rent: Space for mobile
home, nice quiet court. $35
per month. Phone 753-3895.

Two bedroom h
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, Ii
753-9240
Two bedroom b
range, refngerat
dryer, air-conditio
couples only. Rel
deposit required.
8594.
To bedrooms,
blocks from squa
August 1st, $225
plus deposit. M2
8076 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom part
ed house, centr
$195 per month,
Call 753-6679.
Two bedroom
house for rent, I
753-1337 or 437-4

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space

24. Miscellaneous
260 A International backhoe. 8
forward and reverse speeds
Just 626 hours. Like new.
$11.100. 1-924-5862.
Brand new, never used, 1 hp
Craftsman router with case and
mull-purpose guide, $75.
Phone 435-4193.
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30" $20.99: 8"x30"
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hardware, Paris.
Charles Frace Giraffe and Bobcat prints. S/O. Call 753-5118.
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
depth, $26.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Four to 5,000 ft. of good
Cyprus siding, 50t per foot.
16x8x7/8". Call 753-1623.
Order your custom cut firewood
now for next winter. Call 4362758.

26. TV-Radio
23 Channel CB radio, complete
with antenna. Call 489-2414.
Pioneer component car stereo.
753-1336.

27. Mobile Home Sales
Cheap, used double wide
trailer. Call 753-7342.
Double wide mobile home and
6 acres of land. Land is tendable and has road frontage.
Nice location. 5 miles east of
Murray near school. Call 7537527 after 4 pm.
. For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
lots. Call 436-2193.
For sale: 12x52 two bedroom
trailer, 1á acres, 8x24 addition on front. Call 437-4873.
14x65 Lancer mobile home.
Cal 492-8580.
10x50 Westwood mobile home.
New carpeting. Must sell now,
will sacrifice $2950. 753-4879.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
Trailers for rent, couples only.
„ See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Mobile homes for rent: 2
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month. Excellent location.
Call 753-8964.
Two bedroom mobile home at
Stella. Central heat and air.
$175 per month plus deposit.
Call 753-9290. after 5 pm 4892761.

For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Brand new duplex,
furnished or unfurnished 7539400
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and foil semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.
p.
For rent: One bedroom apartment. 753-9240.
One bedroom apartment,
reasonable price. 753-3949.
Two bedroom townhouse apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal, washerdryer hookup, central heat and
air, Call 753-7550.
Two bedroom large apartment,
$175. Located at corner of
16th and Olive, across from
University. Call 753-4793.
Unfurnished new 2 bedroom
duplex, in Northwood, $250
per month. No pets. 753-0814.
Vacant, furnished apartment,
one in town, one in county. 7
pm till 9 pm, 753-8333.

'37. Livestock-

Registered Duroc
gilts. Reasonable
StEphenson, Dry
(901) 364-2670.
We have shelled
cracked wheat b
Shoemaker Seed
4th & Chestnut. 75

38. Pets-Sup

AKC German She
pies, registered
Eskimo puppies.
dogs. 502-554-215.
Basic and Advanci
dience classes. All
ages. Professional
436-2858.
Wanted: Femalt
Shepherd to be b
Shepherd. Call 7
474-2346.
Yorkshire Terrier
shedless, 8 weeks
886-6029 Hopkinsv

40. Produce

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent, one
block from MSU. Living room,
kitchen, and laundry facilities.
Wall-to-wall carpet. Boys only.
$55 per month. Call 759-4538.

)1

CUCUMBERS tor sa
sive. Make dello(
Call 753-1301
For sale: Hog lard
2981 after 4 pm.

41. Public Sal

Garage sale, Sal
12th, 503 Meadow
to 1 PM.

34. Houses For Rent
For rent or sIe Nice 3
bedroom home, 7 miles northwest of Murray. Call 4742337.
House in Lynn Grove, 2
bedrooms, double car garage,
washer, dryer, hookups stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,carpet,
drapes and air conditioner furnished. $150 per month.
references and deposit required. Call 435-4445 after 5
pm.

Wet
person
When \ii
who works
probably rD
claims.
That's no
Independer
right here
have a clair
you reach a
settlement
as possible.
For all yo
ance needs

House, 8 miles east of Murray.
Deposit required, $125 a month. Adults only. Call 753-5919,
ask for Richard.

Ross
Agents: Rem

NOTICE
mechanics,
Applications for
time, now
both full and part
Apply at The
being accepted.
Thursday
Automotive Dept.
and Friday

THE

NOTICE OF LIQUIDATION

(GOOD SHOT, RF-4

34. Houses Fl
22. Musical

Crz
Sho

SAVING PLACE

41

i
t rsissILIA13klii.WRIMICIMS_V%-.113591.16113110RICIVIC361016.

NOTICE
Your Big John Store
Will Be Closed
Monday & Tuesday
July 14th & 15th
To Slash Prices
Thru-out The Store.
Want To Buy
Food For Less?
Come See Us
At Big John's
Wednesday 16th

All Roy
91 Me
Special
p.m. Ju

"irirrn"".

IW

rA

AI/Al

ACil C

a
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unu WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
34. Houses For Rent

41. Public Sale

Big back yard sale at 811 North
18th Street, Wednesday and
Thursday, July 9th and 10th. 9
AM til dark. Old typewriter adding machine, sausage mill.
records, books, toys, games,
many household items too
Two bedroom house, stove, numerous to mention.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer, dryer, fireplace Call
"
-Having a yard sale?
753-9240
Then pickup your fret
Two bedroom brick,
yard sale signs from
range, refrigerator, washer.
the Gallery of Homes
dryer, air-conditioner. Married
office on Highway 641
couples only. Refereices and
N. in The Vitl.ge Shopdeposit required. Call 492ping Center just
8594.
across from the
To bedrooms, unfurnished, 2 .Boston Tea Party.
blocks from square, available
JOHN SMITH
August 1st, $225 per month
plus deposit Mayfield 2478076 after 5 pm
Two bedroom partially furnished house, central location,
$195 per month, $100 deposit
Call 753-6679.
753-7411
T Ht CLOCK
Two bedroom unfurnished
house for rent, near Aurora.
Moving sale! Some furniture,
753-7337 or 437-4617
items, few antiques.
'37. Livestock-Su pplles collectible
Thursday, July 10th, 11th. and
Registered Duroc boars and 12th, 711 Elm Street.
gilts. Reasonable prices. S.R. Sale:
plants, baskets, craft
Stephenson, Dresden, TN, items,
art and photography
(901)364-1670.
equipment. Thursday, 9-9.
We have shelled corn and 1628 Farmer Ave.
cracked wheat by the bag.
Three party yard sale.
Shoemaker Seed Processing, Childrens, mens, womens
4th & Chestnut. 753-7666.
clothing. Adding machine.
38. Pets-Supplies
slalom Ski, soccer game,
AKC German Shepherd_ pup- massage machine, many other
pies, registered American items. South 16th Extended
Eskimo puppies. Also guard next to Warner's Clinic. 9-4 Friday, 9-2 Saturday.
dogs. 502-554-2153.
Real Estate
43.
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
LOCATION! LOCATION! Here's
ages. Professional instructor.
o home with walking distance
436-2858.
of MSU that -offers income
Wanted: Female German
potential too! The main living
Shepherd to be bred to male
area includes living room,
dining area, 3 bedrooms and a
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
den with fireplace. There's
474-2346.
also a baselnent apartment
" Yorkshire Terrier puppies,
with _separate kitchen and
shedless, 8 weeks old, $150
bath that should rent for
886-6029 Hopkinsville.
5125 monthly. located at
Four bedroom brick, 2 baths,
large eat-in kitchen, central
heat, near college and schools,
1000 Sharp Street. Call Mrs.
Bob Gass, 753-2682 room 27.
$175 per month.

40. Producg
CUCUMBERS for sale! Inexpensive Make delicious pickles
Call 753-1301
For sale: Hog lard. Call 7532987 after 4 pm.

917 N. 16th .St. on a nicely
wooded, rustic
acre lots
Asking 554 900

JOHN SMITH

41. Public Sale
Garage sale, Saturday, July
12th, 503 Meadow Lane, 8 AM
to 1 PM

753-7411.
AROUND

THE CLOCK

We treat you like a
person.
Not a number.
When
you buy insurance from an agent
who works directly for one company,he's
probably not the person who handles your
claims.
That's not the case when you deal with an
Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm
right here ready to serve you when you
have a claim...helping
you reach a fair
settlement as quickly
VOuR7dependeof
as possible.
insurance
For all your insurance needs.contact me.
OkaaINEr
•4110.•
•••••
tSt*

Ross Insurance Agency
2101. MOW St.
Agents: Ronnie Ross-Danny Ross-Jamos Ross
753-041t1

NOTICE
Shelled Corn
and
Cracked Wheat
By The Bag

Shoemaker Seed
Processing
4th Er Chestnut Street
753-7666

HAPPY
HOUR

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats and Motors

53. Semmes Offered

53. Services Offered

For sale. 15' Runabout, 50 hp
Licinsed Electrician and gas inBINS ItSiONMOWIP
Mercurt Phone 759-1956 after
stallation heating installation
•
-6
7111S 4th'.,
5 pm.
and repairs. Call 753-7203
engines and loiel
•
For sale
•
1978 17 ft
mowers S39.95 and up wi h
•
Hydrosport, 140 hp Mercury
ezclainge Mows 8 30 to 1 Need any white rock, gravel or
motor, trolling motor, trailer
BOYD MAJORS.
Monday thru Saturday. 751
dirt' Call Custom Backhoer
"
43.
Services
Auto.
•
7100
and dual depth finder 753
Wade Herndon. owner. 753•
REAL ESTATE
For
sale
inch
Set
Rally
15
fan I
9240
7565. Also will do all types of
/53-8080
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set
For your home-care, personal- bKkhoe Work
Profesmorie
of 15 inch Rally wheels for 53. Services Offered
r
care housewares, and multi
it,
,SilOTht F [- tend', I •,,
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck;
vitamin and mineral supple- Professional Cleaning by SerALUMINUM
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
ment needs, call your local Am- vice Master Residential and
SERVICE CO.
THIS IS ITway distributor at 753-0806 commercial carpets, hard surply., one 10-15 LT. all terrain
face floors, walls, furniture.
A HOUSE
Aluminum
tire, new, one 10-15 IT B.F.
after 4 pm
and
Vinyl
windows. Fire restoration.
WITH EVERYTHING
Goodrich all terrain tire, used; Siding, Custom Trim .Fence sales at Sears
now Call Paducah, 443-8146, Mayfield
Four bedroom one B.F. Goodrich 700x15 LT.,
Work,
References.
Sears, 753-2310 for free 247-8711.
new tires; one Goodyear hi
bath, living room with
753-0689
Day
or
estimate for your needs
.."
miler 700x15 1.1. used tire.
Painting, paperhanging, comelec. fireplace. Den
Night.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- mercial or residential Farm
Phone 753-7393.
has fireplace and
"Happy, happy. How many happy
tinous gutters installed per buildings, etc. 20 years exbeamed ceiling. DinpeOplEIMPORT PARTS MID REPAIR. Atchisons Painting Service, in- your specifications. Call
Sears perience, Free estimates 759ing room and kitchen you know these days, Hogan?"
Opel, Datsun, Toyota, Simca, terior and extertor, paperhang- 753-2310 for free estimate
1987
w/dining area. Game
Capri
motors
and ing Also general house repair
Free estimates. References fur- Insulation blown in by Sears
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
transmissions Calk 414-2325
room with pool table.
"•,"-nished. All work guaranteed. save on these high heating and
110/e hove the Love Studio,
Double garage. 17' x
Set
of
1980
Factory
mags
and
Wooley,
Wilson
and Murray
cooling
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
bills Call Sears, 753
Streak into our office! Get the
33' swimming pool
$18,500 for smali house
tires for Chevy truck and a set
Curtis-Mays negatives es a
2310 for free estimate
bare facts on this 11
/
2 story. 5
w/diving
well
Air-conditioning
refrigeraand
near KY Lake. Lots of
service 10 former customers.
bedroom, 2 bath home _family of side rails. Call after 6 pm, tion, service work on all K & K Stump Removal. Do you
Located at 1510 Dudley
hwy frontage on 94E.
room, 10 closets, 30x50 shop. 753-0874.
CARTER STUDIO
need
stumps
removed
brands.
air-conditioners
Used
from
Dr.See it today!!!
1'.-2 acre lot. Call today
All on 3 acre lot Just reduced 49. Used Cars
and refrigerators for sale. Bill your yard or land cleared of
753-8298
304
for more information.
Main
$8000...Owner
over
anxious to 1973 Buick, Electra, Good Rollins, 753-0762.
stumps? We can remove
POCKET PLEASER
sell ..Call Chuck and let him shape. Days 753-1953. nights
stumps
up
to
24below
the
3 B.R. home in exAA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelVery nice home in
reveal this home to you. 753- 759-1713.
Roofing, all types, free
cellent condition; easy
ing
and
maintenance ground, leaving only sawdust estimates. Call 759-4512 or
Gatesborough situated
1492, Century 21 Loretta Jobs
to maintain; good
1972 Chevelle Malibu, $250. References. Guaranteed work. and chips. Call for free 759-1859 nights. All work
on an extra large lot
Realtors.
neighborhood near
Needs work 753-8869.
Free estimates Call 753-8948 estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 guaranteed.
with 2 baths, 3 BR.,
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
44.
lots
For
Sale
Carter
5_pm
School;
after
central heat and air, 2
1969 Chevelle SS. extra 427
Approximately
economical utility
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS. TREE WORK. complete
11
/
2
acre
lot
with
car garage. 50's.
and 456 gear, roller can, kit
well
ROOFING
and
roofs
tank,
septic
in
counsealed, and underpinnin. removal, topping, or pruning,
bills; immediate
tunnellrom, extra heads and in%els, Wiferd 1111043
All
types,
try, $2750 753-0246
Aluminum
or fiberglass. Also Experienced. Reasonable rates.
Free
km Rhodeniist 1116451
possession; affordable
take. Call 753-5245 and ask for
kite Memnon,133 1411
patio
Estimates,
awnings
and carports, Call 753-0211.
Call
759price. ,
Lot for sale, old Almo, with sep- Randy.
Tony Seempsket,
single
or
double,
4512
Jack Glover. Will do plumbing, airor
113 4314
759-1859
tic tank and well, Cheap! Call 1974 Camaro, automatic,
conditioning, painting, carpen753-1873 after 6 pm.
nights. All wont guaran•
527-1630.
753-8080
power steering, brakes, and air,
try, concrete, and roofing. 753MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING.
miles.
45.000
Lot at Scenic Acres, 100x181,
Nice. $3150.
MURRAY CALLOWAY
driveways and small Jobs a 2211 or 753-9600.
21
/
2 miles east of Murray, half Call 753-8124.
A complete service, washers, speciality, also patching
COUNTY REALTY
Cannibal Casserole! Price
and Will haul, driveway white rock
mile
east
of East Y on Highway 1968 Camaro SS, one of a dryers, air-conditioners, and
(502)753-8146
seal coating. 753-1537.
and Ag lime, also have any type
chewed to the bone! `You'll
280. Call 753-7189.
refrigerators.
759-1322.
Call
kind!
only.
inquiries
Serious
12th
St.
304
N.
know it's a good buy when you --Need work on your trees? Topp- of brown or white pea gravel.
Prompt
service.
759-1718.
02071
Ky.
Murray,
see this convenient 3 bedroom
46. Homes For Sale
ing, pruning, shaping, com- Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Backhoe work and gravel haul- plete removal and
brick home. Priced'at $33,000.
more. Call
By Owner, 4 year old 2 1975 Chevrolet Monza, good ing Call
753-6763.
436-2193 or 436- BOYER'S TREE SERVICE
Call 753-1492, Century 21 Local restaurant in Murray Low
condition. Phone 527-3966.
for
bedroom,
large
wooded
lot
near
2262
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask $20's Call 753-3315.
professional tree care. 753- Wet basement? We make wet
lake, deep well, range, F.S. 1972 Dodge Challenger,
for Glenda
basements dry, work completerefrigerator, Franklin stove, 418 auto., excellent condition Bob Refrigeration Service. Air- 8536.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
storm screens, well insulated, New radials, ET mags, Emror conditioning, refrige,ration, and
transport refrigeration. Bob
Morgan Construction Co.,
10 x 42 patio. Mid thirties. paint. $1250. 753-9872.
GRIMES
Purdom & Thurman
Lockhart, Hazel, KY 498-8370.
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
Phone 1-376-2379.
AUTO REPAIR
F.S. 1974 260 Z, 4-speed, AC
KY 42001, or call day or night.
Insurance &
6 Miles South on 641
Lovely 4 bedroom. 2 story, 21
/
2 Western mags, new radials Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will
1-442-7026.
do odd lobs, including trimm8 Yews Experience
bath home. Quiet street. Gas Marantz stereo. 753-9872.
Real Estate
We will pour concrete. Quality
ing and cutting down trees, Call 492-8972 or 247Southside Court Square
heat. 759-4410.
1977 Ford Pinto, one owner carpentry, construction, and
work. Experienced. Call 7535594, ask for Don.
Murray, Kontucky
Reduced to $29,000...owner 17,900 miles, AC, automatic yard work. Free estimates, low
1308 or 759-1270.
753-4451
will finance at 9% to qualified transmission. 71i-4804 aftei prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
THE GENTLEMAN
buyer. Two story brick, 4 630.
FARMER would fall
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Street, Murray, anytime.
bedrooms, 2 baths, central For sale: 1975 Volkswagen Rabin love with this lux205 Mahon Shoat
Concrete
and
Block
block
work.
heat,
large
eat-in
kitchen,
Established business in good
large
urious 3 bedroom
bit, in good condition. 3_28- garages, basements,
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
driveways,
living
and
dining
location, Limited low interest
area,
large
home with all the ex8649.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
walks, patios, steps, free
utility,
lovely
neighborhood
financing available. Consider
tras, including den
forks et
near college and schools. 1000 1973 Grand Torino wagon, estimates. Charles Barnett,
trade for real estate, farm land,
with fireplace, 2"u
PIKE UAW 75`
MAIRCIIT $1.15
Sharpe Street. Phone 753- $300 or best offer. 1977 753-5476.
rental property, etc. Call 753baths, central gas
2682, room 27, ask for Mrs. Firebird for salvage, best offer. CARPET CLEANING, free
4109
Notary Pablo, Service
heat, attached 2 car
1966 G M C
ton V6 $300 estimates, satisfied references,
Bob Gass.
garage. Home is
Call 759-1718.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanSix room frame house with 6
STROUT REALTY, INC.
situated atop a knoll
my Leaders stem max in semi, Me
acres. Located 4 miles South of MGB, 1977, fine condition. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
surrounded
by
and
is
mower boy*. mid"km
753-5827.
Murray on 641. Price $35,000. Call 247-4483. Mayfield.
43 acres of rolling
FARMS-HOMES
Call
753-0463
between
5
and
Must
MonChevrolet
sell
1976
Bob's Home Improvement.
Call
pastureland.
Located
BUSINESSES
10 pm.
za. Book price, $2400, will sell Home repairs, remodeling, cononly Smiles from MurLAKE AND RECREATIONAL
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
$1900 or best offer. Call 753- crete work. 753-4501
47. Motorcycles
ray, this is one of the
PROPERTY
.HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
4033
nights,
days.
753-0123
finest properties of
Driveways and parking areas
Listings needed! Offices
For sale 1979 Yamaha XS400,
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
this type we've seen.
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
less than 4000 miles. $1200 1979 Monte Carlo, local car, white rocked and graded. Free
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Everywhere. -Free15,000 actual miles, 21 mpg, estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
ei
iatoglog
Phone Kopperud Real753-9872
Free Delne on Presc • tions in Cit Limits
gravel,
$4800
engine.
lime,
or
may
V6
take
one
ton
753-1222
and
up.
for
ty,
Strout R
y
One Can-Am 1976 MX-2, new over payments with approved Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
courteous, competant
Joe 1 lemma ram
motor. One Can-Am for parts. credit from bank. Call 753Real Estate Service.
1412 Coldwater NO
753-0186
$390. Call after 5.30, 435- 7150 days. and 474-2262 even,....'., 1.3
Anytime
4116.
ings.
NEW CYPRESS
Suzuki GS-1000. Call 753- 1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door.
EXTERIOR
HOME
Nice 3 bedroom frame home
automatic, power and air.
Large 4 bedroom, 3 4105.
on
lot, good
large
$900. Phone 354-6217.
bath home recently
neighborhood, near shopping,
listed in Canterbury
HYWYNDER
500 North 6th Street. $25,900.
Olds 98 Regency, 1977, locally
119t0 lia011
Estates Home is
nh ES1111(
House well cared for and ready
owned, excellent condition,
RACING
presently under confor immediate occupancy. Call
fully
equipped.
753-4097.
Call
Motorcycle and ATC
struction, and owner
Spann Realty Associates, 7531976 Pontiac Sunbird, AM-FM
Service and Repairs.
7724.
will finish or sell "as
radio, factory tires, tilt wheel,
Murray, Kentucky
WELDING
price.
reduced
is"
at
a
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
black. After 4:30 call 753OMMERCIAL
MACHINE SHOP
RESIDENTIAL
kitchen
Beautiful
and
office looking for a fully furPROPERTY * Saturday, July 12, 1980 * PROPERTY
3662.
Parts & Accessories
formal dining room.
303 N. 12th *
nished A-frame on water front
* 216 N. 13th St.
Real nice 1974 Cutlass. 75310:00 AM.- Rain or Shine
Performance ModificatPhone Kopperud Real305 N. 12th
lot...Now we've found her
0123 or 753-8358.
ions
Zone 13-4
J. W. McCarty: Owner
ty for all the informahouse, but we can't find her.
6071
/
2 S. 4th Street
tion.
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
50.
Used
Trucks
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
ad, call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
1976 Chevy C-65 20' aluminum
Realtors at 753-1492.
van body, hydraulic lift gate.
Call 753-8738 or 753-7989.
FREE
IiiI
1978 Chevy Bonanza van. 75320 MILE
4O-ir
9208 after 4:30 pm.
A DELIVERY
1975 Ford van, straight shift, 6
RIPL1V
cylinder, good mileage,
753-0984
753-1222
customized inside and out,
Floored and ready. Up to 12 0 24. Also born style, ofplus extras. Like new. $2500.
Two Commercial properties with InFour Bedrooms, two Baths Living
See at Vicker's Station on S
come-150 ft. frontage zoned for busfices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U•
Room, Two Kitchens, Large Den with
iness.
fireplace.
12th
Street
Recreation room Suitable
or
phone
753BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
COMMERCIAL
North 12th Street
tor two apartments
9288.
o 60. Buy the best for less.
PROPERTY
216 N 13th Street
(MID ROM Ill S P 5 nil SUN 0P
1970 Jeep ttuck with topper.
4000 Square foot in4404M41 110 1.0[7
$1800. Call 753-5889.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
11teN MI
sulated metal building
on 1 1,2 acres located on
1968 Three quarter ton Dodge
busy highway 4 miles
truck with camper. Call 753from Murray. Priced
9790.
TERMS: 10% down day of sale.
CONTROL
balance with deed and closing
below replacement
51.
Campers
within
15 days on 12th St propcost - $60's. Phone
erty.
Camping
trailer.
18'
Kopperud Realty, 753Coachman, self-contained.
1222. We're working
10% down day of sale and balance
753-8124.
Also household, lawn indoors and outhard to provide the
with deed and closing within 30
Camper, 1979 Starcraft, 24 ft
days on 13th St. property
best possible Real
doors!
self-contained, air-conditioned,
Estate Service.
sleeps 8. Extra nice. $4800.
Tract iit2 and #3 will be offered
FOR DEPENDABLE
Reason for selling: Owner leaving
753-4487, come by, make ofseparately and then combined and
LAKEVIEW
town for other business interest_
fer
sold
to
the
highest
bidder
Modern 3 bedroom
Professional Pest Controlhome with fireplace,
52. Boats and Motors
SALE CONDUCTED BY:
sauna and lots of extra
Bass boat, 1640 Procraft,
nice features. Situated
depth finder, trolling motor,
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
on 5 private acres
150 hp V6 Mercury motor. ExMayfield
Murray
Wing°
viewing
Kentucky
cellent condition. $4300. Will
247-7979
753-8080
378-2222
Lake. Change your
trade. 753-4487.
For prior Inspection and further Information. contact selling agent.
lifestyle for the better
14' Cherokee boat and trailer,
unser tn.rnxthm or The lolling limning,Jams.R. Came AuCtIon 51Y110
with this pleasant
Johnson
hp
motor,
35
trolling
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a home
change of pace. Priced
depth
motor,
finder
Call
753but never think about termites - they rouse the most
James R. Cash, The Auctioneer
at $55,01341 Phone Kop9235
Fancy Kann Ky
&mope next to fire. Have your home treated now!
perud Realty, 753-1222,
intinell211-114011orlds4•311
For
Two
sale
753-3914,
sailboats
One
12
Kelley's
%King
Termite
&
24001141611
Sena in tletorel Ststin
Pest Control. 100 South
member multiple
ft Catamaran. Aauacat and
13th Street, Murray, 16--.--f.tti9r 33- years experience
lIstIng sersrfte.
one 11 It strofoam hull Call
Home owned and operated.
after 3 pm. 753-5994.
•
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ATTENTION
All Royal Arch Masons Chapter
91 Membership Dinner And
Special Meeting Thursday 6:30
p.m. July 10, 1980
at the

Lodge Hall

TERMITES

MOM 100 •flger,

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.

9.9319199,9.9

rs• ir

me tee meets

1978 Yamaha 175 Endura,
1500 actual miles Purchased
in 1979 new Excellent condition $495, cash only Call 753/849 after 5 pm

ste
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Thank You For A Great Year!
NOW OVER

91 , 0 , 0 . 0
.

Truly A Milestone In The
Financial Growth of Home Federal

STRONG

Home Federal has grown over $64,000,000.00 in 5 years!

Statement of Condition
June 30, 1980
OFFICERS
J. B. CONN

ASSETS

Chairman of the Board

BOB G. SHERMAN
President & Managing Officer

C. WINSTON GHOLSON
Treasurer '

W. F. CHUMLEY,M.D.
Secretory
JOHN P. BRANDT

98,964.353.29

First Mortgage Loans

1.729.581.62

Savings Account Loans

',tor twines InottroO to 0(00/0

Other Loans

124,960.41

Execotiye•Vice President

WILLIAM J. HITE

15,592.32

Real Estate Owned (Foreclosed Properties)

Vice President

PHOEBE A. DOWNEY
Vice President
SUE D. SILVER

Cash on Hand and in Banks

1.697,215.53

Investments and Securities

4.200.000.00

Assistant Vice President

AINNA J. STIGALL

877,300.00

Federal Home Loan Bank Stock

Assistant Secretary

MICHAEL L. STARKS
Assistant Vice President

LARRY KNOTT
Assistant Vice President
JACK C. BRADLEY
Assistant Vice President

E. LEE BEARDEN

EQUAL HOUSING

2,591,644.26

Office Buildings and Eqqipment

LENDER

(Less Dem-eclat'

Prepaid FSLICPremium

98,704.80

Accrued Interest Receivable

924,627.85

Other Assets

150,615.30

Total Assets

$111,374,595.38

Assistant Vice President

HOME FEDERAL
Savings and Loan Association
1201 Main St. Murray, Ky.
HOME OFFICE 1601 Broadway Paducah Ky.

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

DIRECTORS
Savings Accounts
/
Advances From Federal Home Loan Bank

$ 95,327,956.59
J. POLK BROOKS

9.000.000.(X)

Brooks Bus Lines, Inc.

W.F. CHUMLEY,M.D.

None

Other Borrowed Money

Western I3aptist Hospital

Loans in Process

848,456.78

Escrow Funds

189,197.24

Deferred Credits

131,891.29

• Other Liabilities

1,197,800.01

NOBLE CLARK
Banker, Retired

J. B. C()NN
Calvert City Lumber Co.

C. WINSTON GHOLSON
Sellers & Gholson Masonry Contractors

BOB G.SHERMAN

General Reserves

$3.478,800.00

Surplus

$1,209.493.47

President and Managing Officer
Home Federal Savings& Loan Association

4,688.293.47

WARD THOMAS
Economy Appliance & Furniture Co.

Total Liabilities and Net Worth

3111.374.595.38

•

cocci- r•nrsv

At/All A1131 IC

